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Abstract

This thesis explores the relationship between Pacific women, their critiques concerning identity

and health and how they manifest these concepts among themselves and their wider Pacific and New

Zealand communities. This primary aim is discussed in five chapters which investigate not only

participants' ideas, but also my own research journey concerning the issues identified above.

Primarily, I propose that we move beyond biomedical statistical generalisations about Pacific

women's health, to instead smaller qualitative research projects where diversity among Pacific women

is recognised. "Pacific women" as an identity, involves a diverse group of individuals who have

complex and sometimes contradictory views about health. Pacific women who work either vocationally

or professionally between their Pacific communities and the health system are offered as a medium

through which Pacific women and their ideas about health can be explored.

The different interpretations of health by participants are discussed concentrating on the

important responsibilities that Pacific women have in maintaining their own health as well as their

families. This is debated in terms of acknowledging the complex mix of gender, class and cultural

influences upon Pacific women's health. Equally recognised is the difficult task that many Pacific

women have, in trying to balance and negotiate their cultural expressions of health, with their

individual health needs. It is important to recognise that Pacific women's health issues therefore, do

not exist in isolation, but represent a complex myriad of biomedical, social, spiritual and cultural

expressions of health,
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Terminology

Pacific people have been labeled various terms within health literature such as Pacific Islanders,

Polynesians, Pacific Islands people and Pacific people. Within this thesis the term Pacific people has

been adopted, although it is acknowledged that there are many limitations implicit within this "label".

Pacific people is a generic term rather than a definitive term and therefore "Pacific people"

incorporates people whose ethnicity includes New Zealand born Pacific people, Samoa, the Cook

Islands, Niue, Tokelau, Fiji, Tuvalu, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, Kiribati, Vanuatu,

Federated States of Micronesia, Hawaii, and America Samoa (Ministry of Health, 1997b: 11).
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Chapter One

Introduction

Initially, my motive for choosing to look at health issues concerning Pacific

people within New Zealand, was due to my concern with the grim health statistics

associated with the Pacific community. As a Pacific person myself, I began to look at

my family and friends more closely questioning whether they too would become

part of these statistics? Whether or not our changing culture and lifestyles were

major determinants affecting our health in both positive and negative ways?

Documented as one of the fastest growing populations within New Zealand,

poor health among Pacific people affects not only the Pacific community, but the

wider New Zealand community as well (Ministry of Health 1997:9). Recognition of

these wider implications such as a greater reliance upon healthcare services by

Pacific peoples, has prompted the establishment of some highly positive health

initiatives developed by, and for Pacific people within New Zealand.

During 1998 the Pacific community within Dunedin also voiced concern in

regard to the community's health, resulting in the establishment of a Pacific
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community health group. The primary focus of the group was to address major

health issues within the Pacific community, and secondly to organise a more

appropriate way of administering health strategies for Pacific people. What followed

was not only an exciting observation of Pacific people developing and delivering

their own health initiatives, but also a recognition of what health issues are

important to the Pacific community within the Dunedin area.

Of particular interest to me, was how those health issues and strategies

identified by the community group affect Pacific women. Although information

concerning Pacific people's health is continually increasinq,' there still remains a

lack of research that focuses on Pacific women's health. This lack of research focus

concerns me both personally and academically, in that I believe Pacific women

have specific health issues which differ from not only other members of Pacific

communities, but from other women within New Zealand also.

It was during the establishment of the Dunedin Pacific community health

group, that I felt it was an appropriate time to investigate Pacific women's health

while "Pacific health issues", were a Pacific community concern. This project

therefore, is not only part of an academic pursuit by myself, but reflects the

motivation that Pacific people have in addressing their own health issues.

Nevertheless researching Pacific women's health was problematic in that it

provoked particular research issues.

Primarily the identities "Pacific people" and "Pacific women" needed to be

clarified. These are generalised terms that are used to describe many different

cultures and are important to critique as health data collected regarding people's

identity, helps shape policy and health purchasing decisions (Ministry of Health

I The Ministry of Health and Public Health Commission have published various information booklets
concerning Pacific people's health, see; Ministry of Health, (1997), (l997b) and (1998) and Public Health
Commission (l995a), (l995b) and Bathgate et al (1994). There has also been an increase in health information
concerning Pacific people in specific regions, refer to Central Health (1998) and North Health (1995).
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1997: 4 and Edwards 1996: 1). The identification of a particular cultural group as a

"health risk", especially a group as large and diverse as "Pacific people" and

"Pacific women", could potentially lead to generalisations and inadequate or

inappropriate health programs.

Coupled with this idea is the paradox within the Dunedin region of a very real

Pacific community that extends beyond individual ethnic groups. This was

particularly evident in observing the establishment of the Pacific community health

group. What was obvious throughout the meetings discussing Pacific health issues

was a tolerance and celebration of individual cultural differences. Yet linked to this

was also a sense of commonality between the different ethnic groups that extended

beyond political allegiance.

In regard to Pacific women, understanding their identities is paramount as

Pacific women have been associated with poor health statistics, such as a high rate

of abortions and unwanted pregnancies (Ministry of Health 1997: 35 and Central

Health 1998: 11). However if we are going to understand such statistics and

address the issue of how gender and cultural identity influences health concepts

and practices, we must begin by exploring the term Pacific women on a number of

levels. Only when Pacific women and their various ideas about health are better

understood, can a more extensive idea of "Pacific women's health" be transposed.

Among one of the themes this thesis will explore therefore, is the many issues

concerning identity and health. I will discuss participants' critiques of pan-identities

such as "Pacific women" and "Pacific people", in regard to how these identities

influence Pacific women's health within New Zealand. Specifically, I investigate if

being part of a larger group such as "Pacific women" and "Pacific people" is an

important alliance within an unfamiliar health system, or a generalised label

allocated by health planners and funders?
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Another research issue that needed to be addressed was proposing a project

that concentrated on Pacific women's health only. Such a fragmented view of health

does not fit well within a Pacific community way of life and could potentially

challenge a fundamental part of Pacific culture, the family. The family is the most

important social structure within the Pacific community and provides an important

network. Recognition of this has lead to successful and more appropriate health

programs for Pacific people. For example 11... in the child health area where

successful programs will meet the needs of the family and will view the child as a

component of the family, not as an ttuiivkiuel" (Ministry of Health 1997: 7). I felt it

was important therefore, to maintain a Pacific framework when investigating Pacific

women's health. This means recognising that although Pacific women have health

issues that concern them on an individual level, these issues have to be explored

through the medium of the family structure, so that a community view of health can

be maintained.

Hence, another major theme within this thesis is to question Pacific women

about which health issues they view as important for not only themselves, but also

for their family and community. This will acknowledge participants' ideas about

more appropriate ways to address health issues concerning Pacific women within

New Zealand.

In trying to explore Pacific women's ideas concerning health however, I was

faced with another equally important research issue. Although I had considered

many research issues concerning Pacific women, I also needed to address the

concept of health within the context of this thesis. Health as a concept is complex as

it involves many interpretations and explanations across cultures, therefore how we

understand "health" influences not only our approach, but also how we interpret

"health issues".
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In regard to Pacific people and Pacific women's health issues, they have been

predominantly placed within a biomedical perspective that has at times, constrained

interpretations within a Pacific framework. This is because often, a biomedical

approach tends to focus on illness (lack of health), confining the analysis to

pathological or epidemiological parameters (Helman, 1994). In discussing "health"

with participants however, I was forced to acknowledge that their explanations of

health extended beyond a biomedical paradigm, but also involved issues

concerning gender, class and ethnicity. A major aim of this thesis is to explore

Pacific women and health however not from a biomedical perspective, but from an

anthropological paradigm. I found an anthropological perspective to be beneficial

as it allowed me to explore how we as Pacific women interpret, understand and

express health within our lives.

In brief therefore, the primary aim of this thesis is to explore the relationship

between Pacific women, their critiques concerning identity and health and how they

manifest these concepts within themselves and their wider Pacific and New

Zealand communities. This primary aim along with the main themes outlined

previously are discussed in the next five chapters which investigate not only

participants' ideas, but also my own research journey concerning the research

issues identified above.

As Pacific women are part of a larger Pacific community, Chapter two is a

literature review of the main influences that have shaped and determined Pacific

people's health within New Zealand. Situated mainly within a biomedical context,

these issues are then related to Pacific women's health, highlighting that their

"health status" has been influenced by many factors such as socioeconomic,

cultural and political influences. How these "health issues" have been understood

and researched however, is debated. I propose that we move beyond biomedical

statistical generalisations about Pacific women's health, to instead smaller
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qualitative research projects where diversity within Pacific women can be identified.

Pacific women's identities are complex, therefore I argue that a qualitative approach

allows a more indepth understanding of Pacific women and their health issues.

Pacific women who work either vocationally or professionally between their

Pacific communities and the health system within Dunedin are then offered as a

medium through which Pacific women and their ideas about health can be

explored. I chose to talk to these particular women because not only do they hold a

wealth of knowledge concerning their own Pacific communities, but they also have

a good understanding of the New Zealand health sector. I also wanted to pay tribute

to many of these women who have worked in addressing Pacific health issues, long

before Pacific people's health was a "priority" within the New Zealand public health

system.

Chapter three discusses some of the prominent theoretical explanations

concerning health, and critiques their role in shaping health research concerning

Pacific women in New Zealand. The different interpretations and approaches to

health adopted by anthropology and epidemiology are also debated, situating this

current research project within an anthropological approach, adopting a qualitative

method. A profile of my research position in relation to this research project is also

outlined, taking into account the many issues involved when you are both the

"researcher", and the "researched".

Building on the foundations constructed by the previous chapters, the aim of

the following three chapters is to investigate how the identity of "Pacific woman" has

shaped participants' health concepts and practices. Personal comments obtained

from interviews with nine Pacific women concerning these issues, are discussed

within three main chapters.

Chapter four concentrates on issues surrounding identity and health

acknowledging how participants' views about health have been influenced through
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not only their cultural or ethnic identities, but also through their diverse experiences

as women. "Pacific women" as a generalised identity is then explored looking at the

different contexts in which participants adopt and reject this identity in relation to

health.

Health issues which participants see as important at an individual and

community level are then identified within Chapter five. Some of the different

interpretations of health by participants are discussed concentrating on the

important responsibilities that Pacific women have in maintaining their own health

as well as their families. This is debated in terms of acknowledging the complex

mix of gender, class and cultural issues. Structures within and beyond the Pacific

community that inhibit or support Pacific women in maintaining a healthy lifestyle,

are also identified. Specifically, health issues that participants have identified as

pertinent among Pacific women will be discussed, along with the preferred health

strategies for negotiating these health issues. It is hoped that by discussing some

ways in which some Pacific women prefer to communicate and internalise health

concepts, an appropriate approach towards health can be employed so that as a

community, we can encourage and motivate other Pacific women, as well as

ourselves, to be healthy.

Finally, the primary aim which is to explore the relationship between Pacific

women, identity and health, as well as their proposed approaches to health issues,

are discussed within chapter six. The different fragments are drawn together and

interwoven to not necessarily present a complete picture of Pacific women's health,

but to reveal the colourful diversity and complexity that exists when dealing with

Pacific women, identity and health.

Although this thesis does not attempt to provide solutions for Pacific women's

health issues within New Zealand, it does propose a continuum from where such

issues can be discussed openly and honestly. Through seeing and hearing realities
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it is hoped that contradictions rather than generalisations can be deliberated. That

an awareness is not only achievable, but is a means towards a richer

understanding of Pacific women, their diverse ideas concerning health, and their

many viable suggestions concerning health issues that effect the lives of their

families, communities and themselves.
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Chapter two

P a c i fi c W 0 ill e n and H e a I t h

Prior to commencing research with Pacific women about their ideas

concerning identity and health, I felt it was necessary to have an understanding of

Pacific women and their health status within the context of their wider Pacific and

New Zealand communities. This is important so that health issues concerning

Pacific women are not perceived in isolation, but as part of a dynamic and

interconnected process. Part of this process is recognising that many factors

determine a person's health, such as cultural and socioeconomic influences

(Ministry of Health, 1998). Of particular interest to me however, is how these

"factors" are understood to affect the health of particular ethnic or social groups.

Health statistics show that as a community, Pacific people have a

disproportionately high rate of poor health in comparison to the rest of the New

Zealand population (Ministry of Health, 1997a: 7) But what do these statistical

results mean? Do they indicate that as an ethnic group, Pacific people are more

susceptible to poor health than other ethnic groups within New Zealand? If this is
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the case, what implications does this have for Pacific women's health? Before one

can assess such questions, present day health issues and how they effect Pacific

people and more specifically Pacific women, must be placed within a historical

context.

Although it is not the aim of this chapter to describe in detail the health status

of Pacific people within New Zealand, discussion is centred on the main factors that

have been identified by the dominant professional healthcare system, as major

influences upon Pacific people's health." Largely couched within a literature review,

the themes outlined also represent informal discussions with the Dunedin Pacific

community, concerning issues that are important to recognise when discussing

Pacific people and health. The aim of this chapter therefore, is to propose that

discussion concerning Pacific women and health should extend beyond a

biomedical, quantitative analysis, to a more indepth qualitative approach where

diversity among Pacific women can be catered for. Although the issues presented

within Chapter one are by no means complete, they serve as an important tool in

which to explore and complement comments made by participants in later chapters.

Pacific people and Pacific health;

critiquing these concepts

Within New Zealand, 6% of the total population consists of Pacific people

(Ministry of Health, 1997a). From the 1996 census, statistics show that the Pacific

population has grown from over 100,000 in 1981 to 202,000 in 1996, locating

Pacific peoples as one of the fastest growing population groups within New

2 Detailed descriptions pertaining to the health status of Pacific people within New Zealand are outlined in;
Bathgate et al (1994: 23 -28) and Ministry of Health (1997: 3-9).
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Zealand (Ministry of Health, 1997a: 3). As the Pacific population is relatively young

in comparison to the rest of the New Zealand population, it is imperative that Pacific

people's health issues are placed within a context that is beneficial for the growing

Pacific population and their health. By trying to place Pacific people's health within

an appropriate context however, this also means committing to the difficult task of

critiquing "Pacific people" as an identity.

Primarily, in reviewing the health literature concerning Pacific people, what is

obvious are the amount of generalisations involved. For example the Ministry of

Health from meetings with Pacific people commented that, "... there were no major

differences between the various Islands communities within New Zealand in their

lifestyles - or health problems" (Bathgate et al., 1994: 23). Although for some Pacific

people this statement is legitimate in that many do share similar lifestyles and

health problems, what can be contested is the failure of the above statement to

recognise the diversity among Pacific people and their perceptions of health.

As stated within the Introductory chapter of this thesis, "Pacific people" is a

broad term used to describe a diverse population. Not only does the term attempt to

incorporate people from Samoa, America Samoa, Tonga, Cook Islands, Niue,

Tokelau, Fiji, Tuvalu, Papua New Guinea, Tahiti, Vanuatu, Solomon Islands,

Federated States of Micronesia, Hawai'i and Kiribati, but it also encompasses

Pacific people born in New Zealand and other countries such as Australia and the

United States of America, and those of multiple ethnicities (Bathgate et al., 1994

and Ministry of Health 1997b). The largest proportion of the Pacific population in

New Zealand are Samoan, Cook Island and Tongan people, with most Pacific

people living around the Auckland and Wellington regions (Ministry of Health,

1997a: 3-4). Pacific people living in this country represent at least 22 different

cultures and speak an even greater number of languages. Therefore, the term

'Pacific people' does not refer to a single 'nationality' or 'ethnicity', but is a collective
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term for a diverse range of people from the South Pacific region 11 (Ministry of Health,

1997a: 4). Macpherson (1996) takes this debate further and argues the term "Pacific

community" was created by social and political forces, and "... that Pacific Islands

community is and always has been a collection of distinctive groupings which have

occasionally formed coalitions to pursue interests in common" (Macpherson, 1996:

124).

It is important to recognise however, that diversity within the Pacific community

is not entirely contained between the different ethnic groups. Differences exist in

relation to Pacific people's status, age, gender, religion and the amount of

"exposure" within not only New Zealand culture, but their own ethnic group as well.

"Some may speak and understand one or more Pacific languages, while others

have little or no understanding of any language other than English. Again some do

not speak or write English with full fluency - and this applies to... both groups (Island

and New Zealand born Pacific people)" (PISACC, 1989:1). As one Auckland

student was quoted, "We are finely tuned cultural schizophrenics - and very good at

it too" (PISACC, 1989: 2).

Bellet's (1996) inquiry into Maori ethnicity investigated the meaning that Maori

identity has at a personal, individual level rather than to Maoridom as a whole.

Bellet (1996) found that no single paradigm could be applied to each informant's

conception of reality and that each constructed their own sense of identity in a

unique way, using both biological and cultural features (Bellet, 1996: 81). Applied to

Pacific people, it can be argued that their construction of identity is further

complicated due to not only individual experiences, but also in being identified by

themselves and others, as part of an immigrant community within New Zealand.

"Who is included in an ethnic group is defined by the membership of that group

according to certain agreed criteria. It is not like 'race' where membership of a

particular race is specified by others... there needs to be some collective
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consciousness of difference and of being related to others who share those

ditterences" (Spoonley, 1993: 37).

Some of the differences that Pacific people share are the difficulties

associated with living in a foreign culture. As Ikitoelagi (1994) highlighted, even for

Pacific children born and raised in New Zealand there is still a continual struggle to

live within "two worlds".

At school, they lacked the confidence they see in smart Palaqi' kids. They have a phobia, in

thinking that they will not be as good as those Palagi kids, even when they have spoken

English all their lives. (Parents always blame their limited knowledge on the English language

as the reason for their lack of success in life, in terms of material gains, and status. To be able

to speak fluent English is synonymous with success). When they are around (Niuean)

gatherings or around the home, they again feel inadequate because they don't know the

(Niuean ) language or culture. (Ikitoelagi, 1994: 46).

All these factors interact to produce a complex picture of Pacific people and

some ways that Pacific identity is constructed within a New Zealand context. By

recognising the diversity and commonality that exists within Pacific people and in

the Pacific community, this can help lead to a better understanding of how multiple

conceptions of health can exist under the wider umbrella of Pacific health.

Although a more extensive debate pertaining to the different meanings of

health and ill health will be presented within Chapter two, it is important to

recognise that the concept of Pacific health is just as unified and divided as the term

Pacific people. There are differences as well as similarities in the way health

concepts are constructed and communicated within and between the different

ethnic groups. Therefore as with the term Pacific people, Pacific health too is a

collective term for a diverse range of health concepts.

3 Palagi has a similar meaning to the word Pakeha in Maori, and is a general term used to describe "white"
people within New Zealand (Burchfield, 1984: 539). I have chosen to use the generic spelling of Palagi, rather
than Palangi which is also used by many Pacific peoples.
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An example of this diversity is the Samoan concept of health, soifua

maloloina, and the Cook Island view of health, ora'anga (Laing and Mitaere, 1994:

205 and Kinloch, 1985: 15). Both these concepts of health are as similar as they are

diverse, highlighting the complexity that coexists within "Pacific health".

The Samoan concept of health is expressed in the words soifua maloloina. Soifua means

'life', or 'to live', and maloloina means 'a rest', 'health', or 'to recover from sickness'. The

Cook Islanders' concept of health is expressed in the term ora'anga. In its broadest use

ora'anga refers to all things that affect a person's life, be it physical, spiritual, emotional or

in regard to relationships and the environment. Where necessary, Cook Islanders can

specify which part of one's ora'anga is being referred to , for example, ora'anga kopapa

(the physical), ora' anga vaerua (the spiritual), ora'anga 0 te ngutuare (of the household).

The choice of terms is therefore situationally determined. (Laing and Mitaere, 1994: 208).

Recognition of the different ways that health concepts are communicated

between the different Pacific groups, has encouraged health education programs to

present ideas in each Pacific group's language, and in a comfortable environment

for Pacific people. For example, information concerning sensitive topics such as

family violence is now available in English, Fijian, Niuean, Samoan, Tokelau,

Tongan and Cook Island languages (FVPCC, 1993). Devlin and Singsam's

research (1994), which evaluated various health education materials for Pacific

women, was not only conducted in each women's own language, but through

qualitative means providing a supportive setting. "The authors and interviewers

endeavoured to create a familiar, attractive environment for the women so that they

felt comfortable and speak with confidence. Each interviewer provided particular

items from their own Islands, so that the women would feel at ease" (Devlin and

Singsam, 1994: 11). Approaches such as those described, have led to successful

methods of communicating health issues to the different Pacific groups, while

simultaneously educating the wider New Zealand community about health issues

within the Pacific community.
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Focus on the Pacific community within New Zealand as a homogenous group

however, has persisted in relation to health research and promotion due to the

commonality that Pacific people share; poor health. Therefore, although health

concepts are internalised and expressed differently among Pacific people on a

cultural and personal level, what needs to be equally acknowledged are the

various factors which have caused and sustained poor health among the various

Pacific communities within New Zealand.

Although it is the contention that surrounds the concepts of "poor health" and

"Pacific people" that I want to critique within this thesis, I felt that it was important to

discuss some of the major biomedical and social explanations concerning the

health of Pacific people. Located within many areas such as socioeconomic and

cultural reasons, this chapter will now focus on some of the major influences that

have been identified in shaping Pacific people's health within New Zealand.

Socioeconomic influences upon Pacific

people's health

During 1993 and 1994 the Ministry of Health and the Public Health

Commission held nine meetings throughout New Zealand. The purpose of these

meetings was to collate Pacific people's opinions concerning their health status and

how it could be improved (Bathgate et al., 1994: 23). What was evident throughout

the meetings in relation to socioeconomic factors, was that Pacific people regarded

"unemployment and low incomes... as being a direct or indirect cause of a number

of behavioural and physical health problems, and were referred to time and again "

(Bathgate et al., 1994: 25). As outlined by the Ministry of Health (1998),
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In order to determine the priority areas, it is important to understand the current context

surrounding the health status of Pacific peoples. The health of Pacific peoples is

influenced not only by the quality of health care services, but also by cultural and social

factors including income, education and housing. Thus the poor status of Pacific peoples

can be related to lower socioeconomic status, the inability to gain employment and the

changes in traditional Pacific support structures which are often associated with

adjustment to a New Zealand way of life. (Ministry of Health, 1998: 3).

Recognised within the above quote are particular factors that have been

identified not only by health professionals, but by the Pacific community also. Issues

such as a low socioeconomic status, the inability to gain employment, adjusting to a

New Zealand way of life and changes within traditional structures, are complex and

difficult to isolate from one another. These issues all effect Pacific people's health in

various ways and are a combination of both social and cultural influences.

Pacific people have been heavily exposed to unemployment or low income

generating jobs for various reasons. During the 1960s and 1970s, Pacific people

were encouraged to travel and settle in New Zealand to cater for the growing

industrial sector (Sharrod, 1993). Although previous discussions concerning Pacific

people and migration has tended to concentrate on the "pull effects" such as

employment and education, for many Pacific people the "push effects" were also

influential.

People do not go overseas just because they get higher salaries - they do so as well

because provincial or class attitudes may not give them the status that makes them feel

wanted (in some cases, you might be a brain surgeon, but if you're not from a chiefly family

then you are a nobody) (Sharrod, 1993: 23).

As Sharrod (1993) argues, migration is an effect of many forces and not just a

cause, therefore many Pacific people migrated to New Zealand because of

personal pressures, such as the responsibilities within "Island life" exceeding the

capabilities of the individual. "n is possible that many people go abroad because
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their own culture tells them that it is the way they can best fulfil its expectations of

them" (Sharrod, 1993: 23).

For many Pacific people, migrating to New Zealand had and continues to have

a large impact on Pacific people's lives as well as on their communities. During the

late 1970s, Pacific people were marginalised when there was an economic decline

causing the industrial sector to become unstable causing mass unemployment.

Although the adoption and implementation of new economic policies had social

and economical implications for everyone in New Zealand, Pacific and Maori

communities were especially vulnerable because of their concentration in industrial

areas of employment such as manufacturing, production and labouring (Krishnan,

1993: 83). No longer needed for the "growing" industrial sector, unemployed Pacific

people became an "immigration" issue resulting in controversial incidents, such as

the tightening up of immigration laws specifically aimed at Pacific migrants. For

example, more than 80% of those prosecuted as "illegal immigrants" were of Pacific

descent, despite the fact that "illegals" from other countries outnumbered Pacific

people (Kolo, 1990).

This political agenda therefore, promoted a discourse that influenced many

people's perceptions of Pacific people, associating them with terms such as

"overstayers" or "foreigners". This ignores that half of Pacific peoples are New

Zealand born and one third are New Zealand citizens by right, such as people from

the Cook Islands, Tokelau and Niue. As Sharrod highlighted, "... one could remove

the problem of illegals simply by altering the legislation forcing people into that

category" (Sharrod, 1993: 19).

Mara, Foliaki and Coxon (1994) argue that the social and economic

marginalisation of Pacific people have also caused and sustained poor education

among Pacific people in New Zealand. During the 1970s, political and social
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changes resulted in an increase in education facilities for Pacific people." However

these facilities were effected during the new economic policies of the 1980s,

causing many of these original initiatives to become financially vulnerable. "The

1980s could be described as a decade in which hope was replaced with

disenchantment... Any significant or positive consequences for education policy. ..

were generally minimal... " (Mara, Foliaki and Coxon, 1994: 203).

Despite the lack of overall policy concerning Pacific people and education,

there has been a small increase in the number of educational initiatives designed

for Pacific people. These Pacific initiatives are not only constructed in an

appropriate cultural context for Pacific people, but also recognise structural

inequalities within our education system concerning Pacific students "If there is no

one who can understand the challenges of learning within a system set up for

others, students can easily lose their identity and self esteem" (Mara, Foliaki and

Coxon, 1994: 198).5 However despite these positive initiatives, the standard of

educational achievement among Pacific people remains low and "... there is

substantial and consistent evidence that at all levels of the education system Pacific

Island students achieve less well than their Pakeha counterparts" (Mara, Foliaki and

Coxon, 1994: 209).

Within the Pacific population, 46% of Pacific people 15 years and over have

no formal qualifications while only 2% of the Pacific population have a tertiary

qualification. This has forced many Pacific people to rely on unskilled or low-income

employment, or worse to remain long term unemployed (Ministry of Health, 1997a:

9). The relationship between poor education and unemployment among Pacific

people therefore, is obvious and difficult to ignore.

4 The facilities that helped promote many education facilities for Pacific people such as the first Pacific pre
school in Tokoroa, include; The Ministry of Pacific Islands Affairs, The Pacific Islands Polynesian Education
Foundation, PACIFICA (Pacific Allied Women's Council), Pacific Leadership Trust, and The Pacific Island
Business Development Trust. See; Crawley, (1993); Mara, Foliaki and Coxon, (1994) and Galloway, (1986).
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Bethwaite, Baker, Pearce and Kawachi (1990) argue that, "... the unemployed

have restricted social contacts.... have reduced scope for decision making and

lessened satisfaction from achievements. Furthermore the unemployed experience

a reduction in social positioning and status with a component of humiliation and

frustration associated with job seeking and rejection" (cited in Bathgate et al., 1994:

66). With as many as 44.5% of Pacific people between the ages of 15 and 24 years

experiencing unemployment during 1991, such comments are not encouraging

(Bathgate et al., 1994:66). High unemployment coupled with a low socioeconomic

status (up to 80 % of the Pacific adult population earns less than $20,000 per year),

has contributed to an entrenched underclass within the Pacific community, which

also means for many Pacific people, minimal choice in relation to healthcare

(Ministry of Health, 1997a and Bathgate et al., 1994).

Although one must acknowledge the major role that socioeconomic factors

have played in influencing Pacific people's health, explanations for poor health are

not isolated within socioeconomic reasons. Changes within traditional Pacific

support structures have also played a part in determining Pacific people's health.

Changes in traditional Pacific support

structures

Pacific Islanders have major difficulties when confronted with laws and regulations that

protect the rights of an individual. In a Pacific Island community, one exists for the family

and community and therefore is encouraged not to think of one's wants, needs or rights

but to think more what is right for the family. (Ikitoelagi, 1994: 32).

5 Also see; New Zealand Department of Education. Research and Statistics Division (1988); Crawley (1993);
Galloway, (1986) and PISACC (1989).
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Traditional structures that are in place within the Islands are not as strong

within New Zealand and have influenced the health of Pacific people (Bathgate et.

al., 1994). This is most significant in regard to the traditional structure of the "Pacific

family", which at times has undergone strain to survive within a New Zealand

environment. For most Pacific people their family provides them with not only a

place of love and care, but encompasses them into an important support network.

This family network which also involves extended family members, is community

orientated and can extend into the wider Pacific community encompassing a great

number of people.

Pacific understandings and expressions of the family structure however, have

been difficult to maintain within a New Zealand context. For example in comparison

to village structures, Pacific families within New Zealand are more isolated. This has

allowed village support structures such as shared responsibilities in child rearing,

social controls and sanctions to have become more relaxed. "This greater social

isolation and laxity of social sanctions against unacceptable behaviour, means

women and children are less likely to report violence to members of their Island

group - or for the latter to see it occur" (Bathgate et al., 1994: 24).

Problems that have manifested themselves within Pacific families in New

Zealand, have also been associated with conflicting values between Pacific and

Palagi cultures. These tensions are particularly prominent within issues concerning

child rearing as it has been observed that many Pacific people feel that within New

Zealand, the amount of freedom that children have is excessive in comparison

within the Islands.

Social control over children was considered to be lax in New Zealand. As expressed by

one person, " Island born (children) respect their elders and don't speak a lot they follow

their custom and culture. New Zealand-born tend to be outspoken and express their

feelings more openly; and take things more seriously than Island born children ...". It was

generally considered that because of the lack of discipline by parents, some children in
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New Zealand have far greater freedom than their counterparts in the Islands. (Bathgate et

al., 1994: 24).

Issues concerning discipline, especially in relation to Pacific youth, have

caused considerable controversy within and outside of the Pacific community.

Serious debate concerning the use of violence as a form of discipline within Pacific

families has been associated with the need to socialise Pacific children with a

sense of respect from the earliest age (Bathgate et al., 1994: 80). However, this

does not mean that Pacific people condone violence. Child abuse, neglect and

violence are considered by Pacific people to be just as an important public health

issue as a poor diet (Bathgate et al., 1994: 24).

An example of the contention surrounding violence is highlighted within

Morton's book concerning child socialisation within Tonga (Morton, 1998).

Thaman's (1998) review of Morton's (1998) book argues that Morton's perception of

physical punishment as central to Tongan socialisation is questionable.

... I have to admit that there were several differences, the most important one being the

book's description and analysis of violence between parents and children as a basic

feature of the socialisation process... As a Tongan mother I cannot identify with the

behaviour of the women Morton described. But perhaps things have changed faster in

Tonga than I realise or Morton was using a largely Australian measure of violence to

ascribe different degrees of severity to what she observed. (Thaman, 1998: 258).

The crux of the debate therefore, is not if Morton's (1998) account of violence by

Tongan people was wrong, but rather, concerns child socialisation and violence

being grounded within two different cultural positions.

Within New Zealand, cultural differences concerning child rearing has

sometimes lead to the misrepresentation of Pacific people. Metge and Kinloch's

(1980) account of Samoan children being readmitted to hospital after treatment due

to neglect by parents, was criticised by Tukuitonga as a failure of health care
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workers to explain their diagnosis adequately (cited in Bathgate et al., 1994: 79).

Health statistics have not always supported media statements about physical

punishment within Pacific communities. For example, "... it is interesting to find that

in the Auckland Area Health Board Region in 1991 the rate of hospitalisation of

Pacific children for intentional injuries inflicted by others was not as high as it was

among other children" (Bathgate et al., 1994: 80).

Most Pacific cultures follow a biblical and colonial view of discipline, which

reinforces physically sanctioned discipline. However many Pacific people now

recognise that using violence as a form of discipline is an abuse of power. "While

we acknowledge the cultural values of our ancestors, we must deal with the reality

of belonging to families whose children do not understand cultural discipline and

whose parents mayor may not realise that they are using violence as a tool for

power and control" (FVPCC, 1993: 2). A cross cultural approach therefore, is now

seen as necessary to deal with the many issues involved with how Pacific people

care for and discipline their youth (Bathgate et al., 1994: 80).

Other areas of contention within the Pacific community are traditional gender

roles. As more Pacific women are now having to undertake paid work within New

Zealand to support their families, the supervision of children is moving from family

centred care to an increasing use of child care centres (Bathgate et al., 1994: 79). A

growth in one parent families among Pacific people has also caused some Pacific

women to juggle parenting roles, with traditional gender roles (McCall and Connell,

1993). For example, "Some Samoan sole mothers said they found it difficult to

adopt an assertive, disciplining role because it is traditional for men to fulfil this"

(Bathgate et al., 1994: 81).

Although Pacific families have had various challenges within New Zealand it

must be highlighted that such issues are not unique. "The above problems are not

unique to Pacific Islanders, and Island communities. These are also problems faced
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by most communities that have undergone a paradigm shift from traditional to

contemporary values. Values that we have identified as Pacific Island values were

very much Palagi values at some point of time" (Ikitoelagi, 1994: 56).

Therefore although it has been difficult for Pacific peoples to uphold a Pacific

concept of family within New Zealand context, the family remains an important focal

point for many Pacific people. Pacific families represent a place of love, care and

growth, and through the lifeline of its members continues its role in defining Pacific

people with the fundamental concepts of "aiga, anau, magafoa, kaiga, kainga and

yavusa" (FVPCC, 1993: 2). These concepts are central to the promotion of good

health among Pacific people, and must be acknowledged when trying to apply a

biomedical view of health (which is becoming increasingly fragmented), to a Pacific

community view of life.

The combination of social and cultural

influences upon Pacific people's health

... You say, doctor, that all men are equal. How can you say that when you're so rich and

I'm so poor? I beg your pardon, please, I'm uneducated and ignorant.. .. Where were we?

Yes; and another thing. Why did you say that mutton flap is dangerous rubbish and Tiko

is the garbage dump of New Zealand? You're a Wise Man and a Rich Man. Ignorant men

are poor. You eat eggs and bacon for breakfast and fillet steak for dinner. We can only

afford mutton flap. So what if you don't eat eggs and bacon for breakfast and fillet steak

for dinner? That's beside the point. The truth is that you, doctor, can afford to buy those

things any time; and you can afford to go around saying nasty things about mutton flap.

You can buy the world, but we can only take the flap. It's a matter of getting used to what

you can buy (Hau'ofa, 1983: 47).

Although the above quote is from a fictional book, it describes many difficulties

that effect not only Pacific people, but also many others on low incomes within New

Zealand. What makes Pacific people unique in terms of poverty however, is the
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combination of social factors such as unemployment (or getting used to the "flap"),

with cultural structures such as traditionally large families. It is the blending of these

factors therefore, that have produced complex implications when dealing with

health issues concerning Pacific people.

An example of these implications is the identification of factors such as

overcrowding, an increase in New Zealand housing rents since 1991, and poor

housing quality as major determinants in the production of ill health among Pacific

people (Bathgate et al., 1994: 61, Public Health Commission, 1995a and Ministry of

Health, 1997a: 9). Often associated with mental health problems such as stress,

respiratory problems and the spread of infectious diseases, overcrowding reflects

not only cultural reasons, in that many Pacific people choose to live with extended

family members, but also, is largely due to economic constraints (Bathgate et al.,

1994). As many Pacific people cannot afford to pay for household expenses,

overcrowding is inevitable among extended family members. As highlighted by

Alan Johnson, a Manukau city councillor and former housing advocate, "Most

families are paying between 45 and 60 percent of their household income in rent. If

you're getting $350 a week, that leaves you $100, $150 to pay for everything else.

The way that people have coped is by sharing resources, by crowding in" (Quoted

in Philp: 1999:28).

Understanding the impact of socioeconomic factors such as unemployment

upon the health of Pacific people however, is difficult as there is a lack of relevant

research or statistical information that focuses on this topic (Bathgate et al., 1994:

23 and Ministry of Health 1997: 8). Nevertheless current research has shown that;

,.. the influence of economic and social factors on health status indicate that low income is

perhaps the most significant... factors contributing to (pacific people's) poor health status.

The resulting lack of income restricts their ability to meet health costs or access health care

and has contributed to other social problems such as domestic violence. (Ministry of

Health, 1997a: 8-9).
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Other effects that unemployment or a low socioeconomic status has had upon

some Pacific people is restricting their economic power, so that they are unable to

live healthily. For example, low incomes have caused many Pacific people to

become dependent on cheap food products such as fatty meat, instead of healthier

sources of food such as fish, which are more accessible within the Islands. This has

caused some people to perceive that Pacific people choose to eat such food and it

"... was suggested that fatty meat is provided at cheap prices because of a view of

retailers that Pacific Islands people enjoy eating such meat", rather than as a result

of economic constraints (Bathgate et al., 1994: 23).

This growth in dependency upon cheap sources of food is not only due to low

incomes however, but is an influence of wider social implications such as migration

and modernisation which have caused significant changes to Pacific people's diet

and lifestyles. "In New Zealand, sources of dietary fibre switch from those of largely

coconut origin to milk, butter and meat origin. More sodium, cholesterol and

calcium, and less fibre, are consumed in New Zealand than in the Islands"

(Bathgate et al., 1994: 94). These dietary changes therefore, have caused a number

of nutritional related illnesses that include obesity, diabetes, hypertension and

hyperlipidaema (Bathgate et al., 1994: 94).

It has been observed that similar lifestyle changes have also resulted in

comparable health problems for Pacific peoples in their country of origin. For

example as discussed by one participant,

It's not only here but also in the Islands. I noticed that when I went back that even

there they don't grow as much food as they used to. Everything is so processed. I'm
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quite old fashioned in that way, I still like to prepare my own gravy or sauces.

Everything comes out of a packet these days... (G:5 &6).6

The difficulty in addressing issues concerning food, health and Pacific people

however, extends beyond the debate of poor eating habits. For many Pacific people

food is of great importance and is an integral part of not only their daily living, but

helps them to fulfil an important social obligation within many traditional and social

functions (Bathgate et al., 1994: 94). Cultural expectations in terms of the provision

of lavish food for weddings and funerals for example, can cause not only extra

economic burdens (as Pacific people are expected to provide food and/or money as

offerings), but can make it difficult for some Pacific people to maintain a healthy diet

(Bathgate et al., 1994). "Not eating food that is offered is regarded by Samoan

people as rude, insulting, and a rejection of the respect and love offered" (Kinloch,

1985: 19). It has been suggested therefore, that any health initiatives "...directed at

Pacific Islands people need to address food and health in the context of their

society, rather than just emphasising scientific nutritional principles". (Bathgate et

al., 1994: 94).

Practical factors such as transport have also been identified in influencing

Pacific people's health. For example, for some Pacific people especially elderly

people, adequate health care can be restricted to whether they have access to

transport or not. This means that Pacific people who cannot afford a car are less

likely to travel to see a doctor for health care.

Only 22 % of households in Otara (where Pacific people make up 52 % of the

population) have a registered car... lack of access to transport can impact directly on

health by reducing access to publicly funded health services offering both preventive

and treatment services. (Ministry of Health, 1997a: 9).

6 This code refers to the interview that took place between myself and participants.
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It is important to recognise however, that unemployment or low socioeconomic

status not only suppresses Pacific people's economic power, but also restricts the

opportunity for many Pacific people to sustain important social needs. Janlert

(1985), argues that the importance of employment lies within two distinctions.

Primarily, work has an instrumental role in the provision of material advantages,

and secondly as an expressive tool. "Work gives us prestige and status. It enables

us to make contributions to the society's development. We can at least feel as if we

are doing something useful. We make friends and acquittances and acquire new

interests. These aspects cannot be compensated with money" (Janlert, 1985: 20).

Janlert argues therefore, that people in unqualified areas of employment do not see

work as more instrumental because of their greater economic need, but in fact hold

the expressive side of work in high regard. This suggests that people within low

socio-economic categories are affected by unemployment in more complex ways,

than those who work within qualified areas of work (Janlert, 1985: 21).

As most Pacific people are situated predominantly within low socio economic

categories, how unemployment effects their health especially their mental health, is

a critical area explore. Some research however, has suggested an association

between a rise in unemployment among Pacific people, and an increase in mental

health problems and substance abuse, particularly among Pacific men.

Drinking and violence were more commonly mentioned in discussions about adult male

health. Depression was considered a major malady among Pacific Islands men in New

Zealand, for they are more dependent on money to meet the basic necessities of life but,

with low incomes and unemployment, have a far less secure base for ensuring these

needs are met compared with their counterparts in the Islands. (Bathgate, 1994: 26).

Health problems that have been attributed to unemployment and a low

socioeconomic status such as substance abuse, domestic violence, and criminal

offending, impacts on families as well as individuals. Unfortunately, it is these same
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areas where there is a considerable lack of research, especially in relation to how

unemployment can increase stress and stress related illnesses within Pacific

families (Bathgate et al., 1994: 61).

Although all health implications that effect Pacific people have not been

discussed within this section, the aim is to acknowledge some of the more pertinent

health issues that Pacific people and biomedical professionals have identified as

major determinants of Pacific people's health.' This section also highlights that the

combination of social and cultural factors as determinants of Pacific people's health,

is complex. How Pacific women deal with this complexity however, is an area where

there has been little focus within health research and more importantly, is the

overall aim of this thesis. Discussion will now concentrate on Pacific women and

some of the major issues that have been identified in influencing their health within

New Zealand.

Pacific women's health

The focus on the health of Pacific women as distinct from other members of the

Pacific community or from other women within New Zealand, has arisen out of the

recognition that Pacific women have common health needs. Some of these

common needs are determined by their gender and are not appropriate to address

in the company of their male counterparts. Others are part of shared cultural

experiences which makes them unique from other women in New Zealand.

Together these combined factors create complex realities for Pacific women forming

health attitudes within a New Zealand environment.

7For a more detailed account see Bathgate, (1994) and Public Health Commission, (1995).
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Poor health issues that have been identified as specific to Pacific women by

the Ministry of Health (1997a) are as follows;

*Fewer Pacific women than non-Pacific women use formal contraception.

*Pacific women have a very high rate of medically-supervised abortions.

*Three-quarters of Pacific female hospitalisations are for pregnancy, childbirth and health

services related to reproduction.

*The Pacific population has a much younger age structure than the total population and

this will lead to significant population growth over the next three decades.

*Asthma is a major cause of hospitalisation for Pacific women.

(Ministry of Health, 1997a : 35).

Although it is debatable if hospitalisations for childbirth are a sign of poor

health, it is interesting to observe that four out of the five health issues stipulated by

the Ministry of Health (1997a), are primarily concerned with the reproductive role of

Pacific women. It has been argued that Pacific women's reproductive health

continues to be an important target by the government because a low infant

mortality rate, or a reduced birth rate which does not exceed economic growth, is

seen as a positive sign for development (Griffen, 1994). Such an approach however

has established a paradox in that it only concentrates on the role that Pacific

women have in being "reproductive agents", rather than actively focussing on

improving their overall health.

Griffin's (1994) criticism of the 'Port Vila Declaration on Population and

Sustainable Development' expands upon this issue.

References to reproductive rights and reproductive health in conjunction with family

planning are limited in many ways... Such programmes continue to be dominated (and

their successes measured) by control of women's fertility, with women being the main

targets of contraceptive acceptance. For women health care is also needed not only in

relation to their reproductive roles. Women's rights, economic and social inequality, self

respect and assertiveness are also (and should be) part of reproductive health

programs ... (Griffen, 1994: 69).
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Griffin's argument recognises that Pacific women's health issues are more

extensive than those expressed by the Ministry of Health (1997a). Discussion

concerning the improvement of Pacific women's health therefore, must extend

beyond their reproductive role and acknowledge the many wider influences which

have shaped Pacific women's health within New Zealand (Griffen, 1994).

As discussed previously, there have been socioeconomic as well as cultural

factors that have affected the health of Pacific people. How Pacific women have

dealt with these issues however has been largely ignored. Understanding the

current context which influences Pacific women's health is crucial in improving their

health status, as at times there is a tendency to view Pacific women's health issues

as predominantly a cultural or educational problem. Such an approach however,

minimises social factors that have also influenced poor health such as

unemployment. Emphasised within a study which focuses on Pacific women and

poverty, Williams who is the researcher discusses how Pacific women balance

everyday demands with their personal and families' health needs (cited in Rankin,

1999: 10).

... As a social worker I saw that so many problems were created by poverty and

marginalisation... These women are under constant stress because of poverty and

marginalisationas Pacific people and as women... Story telling is a powerful process ... It

took a lot of courage because the women were not used to speaking to a group. Often

people on low incomes are silent about their lives because they felt ashamed of having

no money. Strengthening identity and a sense of collective history can be very potent in

the process of empowerment. (cited in Rankin: 1999: 10).

In strengthening the community's identity, William's research not only

succeeded in allowing a greater means for a group that was previously silent to

voice their opinions, but allowed insight into how wider social issues specifically

affected Pacific women and their health (Rankin, 1999). For many women in New
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Zealand, living within a constricted economic environment or with prolonged

unemployment has been detrimental for their health. However for Pacific women,

these issues differ in that for many there is a continual struggle to balance what at

times can be conflicting responsibilities between their cultural, familial and social

obliqations."

Larner (1991), expands upon this issue within her studies which investigate

the impact that migration has had upon Samoan women. Larner argues that factors

which influenced many Pacific women to migrate initially to New Zealand and enter

the paid work force, have also fostered changes to the unpaid work that they do

such as child rearing (Larner, 1991: 62). Within New Zealand, little recognition has

been given to the complex nature of the work that women in general do, because

there is a tendency to see paid work only, as valid. However this view ignores the

importance of (predominantly) unpaid work that women do, such as child rearing

(Larner, 1991:52). It is within these "unrecognised areas" that many Samoan-born

women as well as other Pacific-born women, experienced an increase in stress as it

is implicit within their cultural beliefs that it is the women's sole responsibility to

maintain the "household".

In New Zealand, Samoan women must find a way of reconciling their socially and culturally

defined role as domestic workers with their new role as full-time paid workers. Usually,

the result is that the women work long hours in an attempt to achieve the economic goals

of migration while, at the same time, they retain primary responsibility for household work.

As a result, Island-born women are trying to reconcile two jobs that are increasingly at

odds. They assume the responsibility not only for paid work, but are also expected to be

responsible for all domestic work, including childcare. (Lamer, 1991: 61).

Larner (1991) traces the historical perspective of Samoan-born women

working within New Zealand showing that for many, migrating to and working in

R Issues concerning health implications that are involved for some Pacific women trying to balance familial,
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New Zealand were largely shaped by the racial and gender nature of the New

Zealand labour market (Larner, 1991: 62). The demand for unskilled female labour

within New Zealand meant that many Samoan women as well as other Pacific

women migrants, were incorporated into the labour market however predominantly

within the lower paid areas of work (Larner, 1991: 55). "These jobs are typified...

They are relatively low paid, have an unpleasant working environment and involve

routine monotonous tasks" (Larner, 1991: 57).

Larner (1991), also identifies different experiences between Island-born and

New Zealand born Samoan women within the labour market. The Samoan-born

women whom Larner (1991) interviewed, said they undertook manual work due to

financial commitments to their family (including extended family members), and

because they wanted to support their churches within New Zealand and in Samoa

(Larner, 1991: 58). For the New Zealand-born Samoan women however, their

experiences within the New Zealand workforce differed in that many chose to

"react" against the experiences of their mothers, by expressing a preference of non-

manual work with some women limiting their financial commitments to their

immediate family only (Larner, 1991: 59).

The positions of Island-born and New Zealand-born Samoan women in paid work is

influenced not only by the racialised and gendered nature of the labour market, but also

by cultural expectations and the demographic transition towards nuclear families... The

dynamic nature of the articulation was illustrated when the experiences of the two

generations were compared, In particular, the second generation (New Zealand born

Samoan women)... are actively challenging the power relationships that influence their

position in both paid and unpaid work. (Larner, 1991: 62 & 63).

Larner's (1991) work provides an important insight in that although Larner

concentrates specifically upon Samoan women and their experiences within the

cultural and social obligations will be discussed within chapter five,
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New Zealand labour market, her recognition of heterogeneity of work experiences

among Samoan women adds much depth to her analysis. Through recognising

important distinctions within the identity of "Samoan women", such as between

Samoan born and New Zealand born Samoan women, Lamer (1991) was able to

interpret how these distinctions influenced different experiences within the New

Zealand labour sector.

With regard to Pacific women and health, most health literature and research

has retained a general focus, leaving specifics on the periphery. Such diversity as

expressed within Lamer's (1991) work is rarely reflected within statistical data about

Pacific women and health, while the amount of research which specifically

concentrates on Pacific women and their perceptions of health, remains meagre

(Bathgate et. al., 1994: 48). Instead most health literature has concentrated on

Pacific women's "health problems" and how to eradicate these issues through

health promotion. However, how can health promotion be effective if Pacific women

and their perceptions of health are poorly understood?

Viewing Pacific women as a homogenous group with homogenous health

problems, fails to recognise important differences that shape health concepts and

practices. Pacific women's identity is complex. It includes women who come from

very different cultural backgrounds, and yet share a commonality through their

experiences as Pacific women living within New Zealand. This does not mean

however that these experiences are the same, or even similar. There is as much

diversity within different groups of Pacific women, as there is between Pacific

women and men, or other women within New Zealand. At different times Pacific

women have adopted or completely ignored such an identity as "Pacific women"

and have opted to define themselves using a multitude of identities including their

Pacific country of origin, New Zealander or as a woman.
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Morton's (1998) discussion concerning child socialisation among Tongan

migrants residing in Melbourne, Australia, also recognises important distinctions

within identities that seem "bounded". Within Morton's (1998) research, she

emphasises important distinctions within the identity Tongan, linking her analyses

to how we understand and define ethnic and cultural identities. Morton (1998)

argues that ethnic identity implies an identity that is "bounded", whereas cultural

identity is more "flexible" allowinq for multiple and at times conflicting identities

(Morton, 1998: 4). Although Morton's (1998) distinction between ethnic and cultural

identities is debatable, her analysis is interesting as it shows the extent of the

diversity involved in how Pacific people identify themselves .

... The term cultural identity allows for both variation within a group and multiplicity of

identities within the individual. Intragroup variations include "nonethnic" distinction, such

as Tongans distinctions between bush and town people, different island or village

origins, social rank, church membership, and so on. Individuals also may have disparate

identities that defy clear-cut ethnic labelling; for example, one individual may variously

identify (and be identified as) Pacific Islander, Polynesian, Tongan, Australia-born

Tongan, and simply Australian (Morton, 1998: 4).

In relation to health research therefore, it is pertinent that the diversity within

Pacific women's identity is not only acknowledged, but also catered for within health

research. By recognising the diversity within those who identify as Pacific women

rather than generalising, we can then begin to understand how this diversity

influences different perceptions of health. For example, what may be acceptable

means of discussing health issues for some Pacific women, may be equally

offensive for others depending on their ethnic group, age, cultural status and

religious background.

During 1994, the Ministry of Health after meetings with various Pacific

communities throughout New Zealand, commented that "... For women, breast and
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cervical cancer were singled out as problem areas, with Pacific Islands women

being reluctant to visit doctors to talk about their bodies or have cervical smears

taken" (Bathgate et al., 1994: 26). This statement however, recognised only part of a

complex problem by emphasising shyness as the predominant barrier to accessing

health services for Pacific women. Devlin and Singsam (1994) noted that although

shyness played a major role in inhibiting some Pacific women to access health

care, a lack of awareness about cervical smears was also a major factor (Devlin

and Singsam, 1994: 4).

... Studies on the views and attitudes of Pacific Islands people in New Zealand to cervical

screening are scarce... The most comprehensive work has been carried out by

Tukuitonga ... His study of 1600 Auckland women indicated the primary reason for not

having smears was lack of information about the test. This suggests that despite

widespread media attention this information has not reached some of the groups

specifically targeted for information. (Devlin and Singsam, 1994: 4).

This lack of awareness by Pacific women about cervical screening, was

attributed to health promoters failing to recognise how to communicate health

information effectively for Pacific women. It was observed that for many Pacific

women, information pertaining to cervical smears was best communicated through

their own language, rather than using English as a medium within and between the

different ethnic groups (Devlin and Singsam, 1994: 4). Through recognising how

health is best communicated for the different ethnic groups within Pacific women

therefore, it is arguable that more effective means of communicating health issues

can be achieved.

Although this approach is not always the easiest in terms of time and finances,

the results can be more beneficial for Pacific women and their health. Expressed

within a study which investigated health education materials for informing Pacific

women about cervical smears, Devlin and Singsam (1994) found that by
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negotiating with Pacific women directly, they were able to identify not only which

health education approaches were more suitable, but also those which were

considered not appropriate.

... In the early stages and even currently natural items such as fruit and flowers were

used to introduce the concepts. These were familiar to the women and used imagery

that was not threatening. While most found this acceptable, some found the association

difficult -we don't use food to advertise down there. (Devlin and Singsam, 1994: 17).

In relation to sensitive health issues such as cervical screening, the Ministry of

Health (1997a) has suggested the need for more Pacific women to be involved so

that a greater understanding of which health strategies that work best for most

Pacific women, can be achieved (Ministry of Health, 1997a: 35). However, this is

only part of a possible solution in improving the health of Pacific women. Equally

addressed by the Ministry of Health (1997a), is the need to improve the standard of

health, as well as improving the access to health services for Pacific women.

Access to health services is a key issue to improving the health and quality for Pacific

women. They need to know how and why to access health services, including details of

where and when specific services are available. Services need to know to be culturally

appropriate for Pacific women in order for the services to be used with any frequency.

Information provided through radio and television, in the user's first language, is of vital

importance. (Ministry of Health, 1997a: 35).

When Pacific women's specific needs can not be met by the health service

such as providing health information for Pacific women "in the user's first language",

they are sometimes met by Pacific women who fall within the "interface" between

their Pacific communities, and the New Zealand health service. These women

range from those who work within a professional setting such as a Pacific health
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nurse, to those who work from a voluntary base, for example acting as a mediator

between Pacific people and health services.

Having Pacific women who work within this "interface" is of primary importance

to Pacific women and their health, as many of the pertinent health issues identified

by the Ministry of Health (1997a) such as cervical screening, represent health ideas

that are culturally torelqn.: Therefore women who help either professionally or

voluntarily in supporting, explaining and encouraging good health among other

Pacific women, play a vital role in improving the health status of Pacific women.

Unfortunately it is this same important group that is often quite stressed, "... the

excessive workload of Pacific health workers, who must often provide information to

Pacific women on a voluntary basis, to the detriment of their personal health and

wellbeing" (Ministry of Health, 1997a: 35). To help understand how to improve this

'gap' between Pacific women and the provision of health services within New

Zealand, I felt it was important to talk to Pacific women who are actively working

either vocationally or voluntarily within the interface between these two positions.

Their experience and knowledge of both their Pacific communities as well as the

health service within New Zealand, will not only provide practical input into some of

the health issues that some Pacific women face, but will help bridge some of the

research gaps identified earlier in this chapter.

In addressing the health status of Pacific women within New Zealand, what is

visible are the large number of Pacific women who suffer from ill health in

comparison to other women within New Zealand. However before we can address

these issues and place them within a context beneficial for Pacific women, an initial

attempt must be made to understand Pacific women in more depth. The diversity

among Pacific women and the complexity in regard to their health concepts and

"Major health issues identified by the Ministry of Health (1997a) concerning Pacific woman, are outlined on
page 28- 29.
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practices, can only be catered for once we move beyond generalisations about

Pacific women and their health issues. However it is also important to recognise

that these diverse realities are influenced and shaped by wider influences, such as

socioeconomic factors and changes within Pacific traditional structures. These

influences have caused and sustained poor health which has affected not only

many Pacific women, but their families and communities as well.

By speaking with Pacific women who work within the interface between their

Pacific communities and the New Zealand health service therefore, I wanted to

recognise the important role that they play in actively shaping their own as well as

other Pacific women's health. I also wanted to highlight that opinions generated

from Pacific women who deal with these complexities within their everyday lives,

represent a valuable resource in the formation of health solutions for Pacific

women. Their critiques will help further our understanding concerning not only what

inhibits Pacific women from achieving good health, but also what inhibits health

services from meeting the needs of Pacific women in providing good access to

health care.

Establishing research a i m s and acknowledging

research limitations

Within this current project, my initial aim was to investigate some of the general

attitudes that Pacific women have regarding health so that as a community, we can

begin to understand Pacific women better and therefore encourage each other to

lead more healthy lifestyles. Embarking on such a topic however proved

contradictory as research pertaining to Pacific women and health does not fit within

generalisations. It was not until I began to explore the multiple identities of Pacific
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women and their attitudes about health, that I began to realise the complexities

involved for Pacific women forming health attitudes within a New Zealand context.

In developing this thesis, I wanted to take an oppositional stance from previous

health literature which had concentrated upon generalisations. In short, I wanted to

analyse specifics and highlight unique differences among Pacific women. Although

working within a anthropological paradigm sometimes proved difficult, it was

advantageous in that it demanded the production of focussed arguments that

required the analysis of the individual. Therefore, while I retained the opportunity to

develop and explore many ideas pertaining to Pacific women and health, I had to

commit to the 'non-production' of generalised statements about the identity of

Pacific women, and instead celebrate diversity. 10

The development of research questions was a dynamic process. As stated

within the Introductory Chapter there were established themes that I wanted to

concentrate upon, however I also wanted to allow the area of inquiry the opportunity

to change as new ideas arose. The initial theme concerning the identity of Pacific

women therefore, resulted out of the recognition that in referring to Pacific women,

the differences as well common strengths within this term are not usually

highlighted in regard to health issues.

The other themes which questions which health issues are pertinent to Pacific

women and how we should approach such issues, resulted out of the recognition

that there are significant gaps within the health literature concerning Pacific

women's health issues. Although there has been some attempt to collate Pacific

people's ideas about their health status and how they approach such issues (see,

Bathgate (1994) and Ministry of Health (1997a), there is a dearth of information

about Pacific women and their ideas about health. Therefore I wanted to try and

provide a medium whereby Pacific women's ideas were not only heard, but were
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recognised as viable solutions regarding their own and the wider Pacific

communities heath status.

In forming questions however, I encountered certain problems. Primarily,

concentrating the project on Pacific women could potentially ignore important ethnic

differences within this group and encourage generalisations. As argued within the

Introductory chapter, I chose not to look at one particular ethnic group because I

had observed many Pacific women in Dunedin working together in approaching

health issues. Rather than make any distinctions therefore, I wanted to explore both

the distinctions and commonalities for Pacific women.

However in stating this, I realised that the time constraints of a masters project

would limit the number of ethnic groups with whom I could work with. As a result, I

decided to limit this research project by specifically talking with Samoan, Tongan

and Cook Island women in Dunedin as I had been involved with these communities

prior to this project. It is important to acknowledge therefore, that although

discussion within this thesis is focussed on "Pacific women's health", this project is

a summary of ideas from nine Pacific women from the Samoan, Cook Island and

Tongan communities within Dunedin. It is important to also acknowledge that these

nine participants are quite diverse, in that they are of various ages with some

women belonging to two or more different Pacific communities, and some having

Palagi and Maorl ancestry. This project therefore, does not claim to represent

"Pacific women" and their health issues, but rather through the Pacific women who

participated, offers some insight into an area which has had little focus within health

research.

Another potential problem was by concentrating on Pacific women rather than

Pacific people, this approach is applying a fragmented view of health, to a

community orientated way of life. Within many Pacific cultures, some health issues

ID This theme will be expanded on in Chapter three.
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are not culturally appropriate to discuss in the company of the other sex. However,

although the focus is on Pacific women's health issues, it is acknowledged that

Pacific women and their health issues do not exist in isolation but are a significant

element of the Pacific family structure. Through researching and working within the

family paradigm therefore, not only can Pacific women's health issues be discussed

more appropriately, but the Pacific idea of health promotion which is family

focussed, is maintained.

This approach however, is problematic in that it could potentially marginalise

or confine Pacific women, and their health issues, within their maternal role in their

families. As Jolly (1998) argues,

... although the mother might appear to be the central subject of maternity, she is often

evacuated from this position by a discursive focus on the child... or by a objectivist

medical depiction which Macpherson dubs the obstetric gaze'. Given how often the

mother has been marginalized in debates about maternity, it is important to insist upon

her centrality (Jolly, 1998: 2).

Instead of confining Pacific women and their health issues within the family

structure therefore, this project acknowledges that the family represents an

important foundation which Pacific women and their health issues are part of.

Devlin and Singsam (1994) for example, noted that after discussions concerning

the most appropriate way to discuss cervical screening with Pacific women, most

women agreed upon a holistic approach in relation to not only their bodies, but to

their position within their families also.

-You can't focus on one part of the anatomy.... you've got to look at the total women ...

you bring up their status as the backbone of the family and just affirming their skills -a

woman's skills as a women - their overall health for their family (Devlin and Singsam, 1994:

17).
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It is important to recognise therefore, that by viewing Pacific women within

their maternal and family roles, this approach provides Pacific women with the

option to express health ideas in a way that is appropriate for them. However as

emphasised by Jolly (1998), it is also important to recognise that issues concerning

Pacific women and maternity are expressed differently due to not only gender

reasons, but because of a 'coagulation of power' to do with class and ethnicity

(Jolly, 1998: 2).

In many Asian and Pacific countries indigenous patterns of mothering have been

challenged and to some degree transformed, first in the colonial period and second in

the postcolonial epoch... But women in these places have not simply succumbed to the

message of 'enlightenment' through maternal improvement, but have variously rejected

or embraced such advice or accommodated it selectively. Such exercise of agency

should not be construed as a mater of voluntaristic choices however... Indeed this

volume shows that such choices are saturated not just by the power of gender

difference, but class and ethnicity (Jolly, 1998: 1).

Finally, I recognised that it was important to address the different cultural

constructions of "health", and to define what health meant within the context of this

thesis. Although issues pertaining to theoretical and methodological interpretations

of health are what some would define as an "academic debate", I believe the

analysis of both are just as important within research as the topic of inquiry.

However on venturing into the different anthropological and biomedical theories

and methods concerning health and research in a Pacific context, a large debate

eventuated. These issues therefore, will be discussed in more detail within Chapter

three.

In summary, the research aims that have been developed have predominantly

originated from gaps within the health literature pertaining to Pacific women and

their health issues. To help explore the themes concerning cultural identity and

health, what health issues are pertinent to Pacific women, and how to approach
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these issues in an appropriate way that is beneficial for Pacific women and their

health, focus has been placed upon Pacific women who work (vocationally and

voluntarily) within the interface between their communities, and the New Zealand

health system. It is hoped that by talking with Pacific women who work within this

position, they will help highlight not only what inhibits Pacific women from obtaining

good health, but also what inhibits health services from meeting the needs of Pacific

women.

Conclusion

At the beginning of this chapter, I questioned if Pacific people were more

susceptible to poor health than other ethnic groups? I then argued that it is not

necessarily being part of Pacific culture that makes you unhealthy, but rather,

Pacific people have at times been exposed to unhealthy situations which have

caused and sustained poor health within their communities.

Some of the unhealthy situations that have been identified as major

determinants of Pacific people's health status within New Zealand, are

socioeconomic factors and changes within traditional support structures. Factors

such as migration, poor education, unemployment and a low socioeconomic status,

have contributed to an entrenched underclass making it difficult for some Pacific

people to obtain and sustain good health. Changes in traditional support structures

such as shared responsibilities in child rearing, village support networks and social

controls, have been difficult to maintain within a New Zealand environment. The

combination of these factors therefore, have caused serious implications for Pacific

people and their health.
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Although not all of the health implications that have affected Pacific people

were discussed within this chapter, the health issues that were identified were those

that some Pacific people and biomedical professionals had emphasised as

problematic within the Pacific community. Throughout the health literature

pertaining to Pacific people, there is evidence that Pacific people suffer from a

disproportionately high rate of poor health compared to the rest of the New Zealand

population. However, understanding these issues is difficult as most of the research

has maintained a general focus ignoring important differences implicit within the

identity of "Pacific people", concerning their perceptions of health.

Focus on Pacific women's health issues as distinct from the rest of the Pacific

community or from other women within New Zealand, has arisen out of the

recognition that Pacific women share specific health needs. Whether these needs

are determined by their gender and are not appropriate to address in the company

of their male counterparts, or are part of shared cultural experiences which

separates them from other women, these combined factors produce complex

realities for Pacific women forming health attitudes within a New Zealand

environment.

To help understand this complexity I decided to talk with Pacific women who

work vocationally and voluntarily between their Pacific communities and health

services. By speaking with Pacific women who work within this position, their

experience and knowledge of their Pacific communities as well as the New Zealand

health service would help critique not only what inhibits Pacific women from

obtaining good health, but also what inhibits health services from meeting the

needs of Pacific women.

The main themes I wanted to investigate with participants therefore, originated

from research gaps that were identified within this chapter and fall within three

categories. Primarily, I wanted to investigate how identity shapes health concepts
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and practices looking at the diversity and commonality implicit within the identity of

Pacific women. Secondly, I wanted to inquire what health means for Pacific women

and what health issues they see as pertinent. Finally, I wanted to ask what health

initiatives they regard as appropriate in addressing health issues that concern

Pacific women.

In establishing these themes I want to stress that my fundamental aim was to

talk and listen to Pacific women. Although this may seem obvious, I wanted to hear

and explore ideas that were not a reaction to poor health statistics, but from people

who deal with these complexities within their everyday lives. From this stance many

research issues arose from the initial question of what does health mean, to issues

concerning theoretical and methodological implications within Pacific research. As

these ideas developed into a large debate, I decided to expand upon them in more

detail within Chapter three.
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Chapter three

Critiquing health;
the need for an anthropological

approach

The categories we use to collect data have themselves been influenced by theory 

'theory' which tells researchers what kind of information it is important to collect when it

comes to explaining health inequalities. Hence some social researchers collect data on

the occupational background of those they talk with, others note down the sex of

respondents, yet others identify the age or the ethnic origins of those whose lives they

are studying. They do this because existing theory, or their own taken for granted

assumptions, tell them that class, sex, age, and ethnicity may be important determinants

of health.... Thus data collection is heavily influenced by kinds of explanations that

researchers feel it important to construct. However, theories about the causes of health,

disease, and illness vary widely from society to society. They also change over time. As a

result, we live in a world in which there are competing explanations of health

issues... (Aggleton, 1991: 52).

Although some people might argue that theory has little to do with Pacific

women and their current health issues, theory plays a major role in influencing how

these issues are approached and researched. In researching this thesis, I must

admit that initially, I had given little thought to the different theoretical or
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methodological approaches concerning Pacific women and health. Although I had

considered many ethical issues, I had failed to acknowledge how my own

assumptions about "health" and "research", influenced the way that I approached

this particular project and interpreted the knowledge provided to me by participants.

Throughout Chapter one, information concerning Pacific women and their

health issues, assumes that writer and reader have common assumptions about

health. However this common assumption does not necessarily remain consistent

when analysed more fully. As highlighted within the above quote by Aggleton

(1991), health research is constructed and influenced by "... kinds of explanations

that researchers feel it important to construct 11 (Aggleton, 1991: 52). This chapter

therefore, is an exploration into how different theories and methods have influenced

research concerning Pacific women and health. Situated mainly within the

disciplines of anthropology and epidemiology, this critique also discusses research

issues pertaining to Pacific researchers working within their communities. Rather

than presenting a complete review however, this chapter aims to form a theoretical

and methodological approach whereby participants within this project and their

perceptions of health, are placed within an appropriate context.

Biomedical and social explanations of health

As discussed in Chapter one, it is important to place Pacific women and their

health issues within context so their health issues are not perceived in isolation, but

as part of an interconnected and dynamic process. This process is also imperative

when discussing "health" within a New Zealand framework.
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Kleinman (1980) argues that when discussing health, first we need to

acknowledge that it is a cultural concept, and second the concept of health must be

contextualised within the "healthcare system".

In every culture, illness, the responses to it, individuals experiencing it and treating it,

and the social institutions relating to it are all systematically interconnected. The totality

of these interrelationships is the health care system... In the context of culture, the study

of patients and healers, and illness and healing, must, therefore, start with an analysis of

health care systems (Kleinman, 1980: 24).'1

In placing these ideas about health within a New Zealand context therefore, it is

important that we gain an understanding of the New Zealand healthcare system so

that we can have a greater comprehension of Pacific women's health issues.

Generally, New Zealand's dominant, professional healthcare system has been

based upon Western or European notions of biomedicine. Although I acknowledge

there are many other healthcare systems within New Zealand such as indigenous

or alternative healthcare practices, Western biomedicine has had the most

prominent effect upon New Zealand's healthcare system (Booth, 1995). Initially

imported into New Zealand by British and European colonisers, the development of

New Zealand's healthcare system closely imitated the healthcare systems of the

colonizer's homeland (Pearn, 1995).

In discussing Western explanations of health, Aggleton (1991), provides a

detailed yet succinct view of early traditional explanations of health, through to

modern explanations of health, disease, and illness. Within Aggleton's (1991)

discussion, traditional views of health" such as Ayurvedic, Chinese and early

111n his more recent writings, Kleinman (1995) critiques his earlier argument of explanatory health models by
stating "Today, I am uncomfortable with the style and even the preoccupation of "models ", ethnocultural or
other, which imply too much formalism, specificity, and authorial certainty... " (Kleinman, 1995: 7). This
argument will be discussed in more detail within this chapter on page 58.
12Aggleton (1991) defines traditional explanations of health as pre 1800 (Aggleton, 1991: 53).
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European explanations of health, held similar notions in that" the overall

emphasis in health care was on restoring an equilibrium between individuals and

their environments" (Aggleton, 1991: 57). These concepts however, were

challenged by Christian ideologies in that the cause of illness was believed to be a

direct result of sin. 11The New Testament mentions three causes of illness: the

demons of possession, the sinning of individuals or their ancestors against God's

commandments, and acts of God stemming from his omnipotence" (Aggleton, 1991:

57).13

The connection between illness and religious beliefs has a long history and

was used not only as a means to explain disease, but also as a way to justify

disease. Tesh (1988), argues that because disease generally affects more poor

people than rich people, linking the concepts of sin and disease became a

politically useful explanation in that it meant "... implicitly supporting the idea that

government need not redress poverty" (Tesh, 1988: 21). There was justification

therefore, for the poor "deserving" illness as it was due to their, u•• •presumed

idleness, intemperance, and uncleanliness" (Tesh, 1988: 18).

With the development of science and biomedicine however, an increase in

philosophies that critiqued Christian theology concerning the connection between

illness and sin evolved (Aggleton, 1991). For example, philosophies such as those

developed by Descartes distinguished the spiritual world (depicted within Christian

theology), from the material world (as in nature) and were influential in challenging

the way that people viewed and understood the human body. By disputing that the

human body is a machine with individual parts that have specific form and

functions, Aggleton (1991) argues that Descartes' ideas, "... encouraged a growth of

interest in the dissection of the human body" (Aggleton, 1991: 59).

13 These ideologies have also been incorporated into Pacific epistemologies of health and disability with the
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By 1628 William Harvey had established the workings of the heart and the circulatory

system and other discoveries were soon to follow. This opening up of a few corpses, as

Michael Foucault (1974:51) has put it, was to have far reaching consequences in that it

allowed tissues and organs to be distinguished from one another. As a result, disease or

pathology could now be localised within a body. It also prepared the ground for a new

way of seeing the person. The bio-medical way of looking at things or gaze, as Michael

Foucault calls it, gave scientific observation a key role in European health care practices.

It also allowed the discoveries of doctors to assume a higher status than hitherto.

Hereafter, they took the form of revelation or positive truths, than interpretative accounts

of the nature of health problems (Aggleton, 1991: 59).

Scheper-Hughes and Lock (1987) argue that Decartes fragmented view of the

body also influenced a dominant theme within biomedicine, namely the mind/ body

split. Within biomedicine, there is a strong tendency to locate and treat ill-health as

either exclusively within the body, or within the mind. Such dualistic terms have

been attributed to conceptual oppositions that are prominent within Western

epistemology, for example perceiving an individual person as separate from

society, or nature as separate from culture (Scheper-Hughes and Lock, 1987: 210).

This inability to view the mind and body from an integrated perspective however,

has constrained other cultural explanations of health to be expressed within

biomedicine, including Pacific concepts of health.

Most Pacific concepts of health, as outlined in Chapter one, locate health and

ill-health within more monistic epistemologies. Health therefore, is perceived in a

holistic sense in relation to the 'body" (incorporating the body, mind and spirit), and

in terms of understanding individuals and their health as part of their family's,

community's and society's health. 14 The treatment of ill health therefore, is also

community orientated in relation to people's bodies and in regard to their position

adoption of Christianity, see Huakau and Bray, 2000: 17.
14 Refer to Chapter two of this thesis, particularly page 14.
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within their cultural and at times, physical environment. Biomedicine and bio-

medical positivist explanations however, have been criticised for marginalising

alternative explanations of health and ill-health (Rogers, 1991:19). Rather than

being viewed as complementary, alternative explanations of health have been

placed in and analysed from an opposing position in relation to biomedicine

(Helman, 1994). 15

The development of biomedicine as a dominant explanation of health

therefore, has influenced not only our understanding of the physical human body,

but also how we conceptualise health. As Walton (1994) argues, most modern

explanations concerning "health" actually refer to a physical "illness" within the

body, and health has been predominantly situated within a context to mean "... the

absence of disease" (Walton, 1994: 277).

This view of health has dominated bio-medical positivist explanations, which

have been aligned within scientific paradigms. Biomedical positivism explains

disease or illness as a "malfunction" within the physical body, which requires

experts to administer "scientific" intervention (Aggleton, 1991: 62). Criticised for

ignoring differences between health, disease and illness, bio-medical positivist

explanations rarely treat people as "whole", focussing instead on "... diseased

organs and unbalanced physiological systems" (Aggleton, 1991: 63). This has

encouraged people to perceive disease as an "object", divorced from the person

"Although the marginalisation of alternative explanations of health has occurred in relation to indigenous
peoples, there is presently more "tolerance" of different ethnic epistemologies of health within biomedicine
(Rogers, 1991: 221). However, these explanations are still not equated with the same respect because they do not
fit into what is recognised as "scientific" and therefore, are not regarded as valid explanations of health. The same
situation applies to religious accounts of healing and illness, whereby religious interpretations of health and
illness are viewed as negligible in relation to biomedical explanations of healing (Rogers, 1991: 221, and Jaye,
1998: 1- 2).
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who embodies it. As Hodgekin (1985) expands, such explanations of health fail to

acknowledge patients as people, emphasising instead explanations of ill health. 16

... to see (disease as) an object and not a process is to emphasise that one can indeed

'get rid of it', that its arrival was probably unbidden and that cure is equivalent to physical

removal. As patients we can draw tight comfortable lines around the disease and say that

the rest is normal. For doctors, the disease, rather than the context in which it occurs or its

meaning for the patient, becomes the most important level of study ... patients are seen

as containers for these objects ... also assumed to be passive and less important to the

disease itself (Hodgekin, 1985: 1820 & 1821).

Bio-medical positivist explanations have also been criticised for failing to

explain why some people become ill, and others do not, given that everyone is

"exposed" to "... virulent bacteria and viruses 11 (Aggleton, 1991: 65). It was criticisms

such as these therefore, that influenced the formation of social explanations to help

identify how determinants apart from bio-medical reasons, affect a person's health.

Factors such as ethnicity, socioeconomic status, gender, culture, education,

environment and attitudes towards health, have all been identified as some of the

major social factors influencing people's health. However, as Aggleton (1991)

emphasises, contemporary theoretical explanations of health do not fall neatly

within the dichotomous categories of biomedical or social explanations, but differ 11

in accordance with the relative weight they give to each 11 (Aggleton, 1991: 60).

In relation to Pacific women and health, some of the more prominent social

determinants effecting their "health status" within New Zealand, were outlined

within Chapter one. However these social explanations of Pacific women's health

failed to clarify what "health" is. When explaining health, most social explanations

have remained on the periphery of health by instead explaining factors that deviate

16 Although the elaboration of "patient centred" care in medical schools has arisen in response to these criticisms,
doctors and patients still understand and communicate health and illness from diverse perspectives (See Helman,
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from health (Rootman and Raeburn, 1994). Therefore like biomedical explanations,

social explanations too have displayed a strong tendency to concentrate on

people's interpretations and expressions of ill-health.

Although there have been many attempts to counter this negative definition of

health within current health research, the most influential approach as argued by

Rootman and Raeburn (1994: 2), was by the World Health Organisation (WHO).17

Expressed within the Ottawa Charter for health promotion (WHO, 1986), the WHO

defined health in a broad, holistic sense, including an attempt to define "well

being" .18 Although this approach was and is positive in that it focuses on health

rather than ill-health, the WHO's definition of health has been criticised for being too

encompassing.

As critiqued by Rootman and Raeburn (1994), despite the fact that issues such

as environment and income affect people's health, "... are they primarily matters for

the health sector?" (Rootman and Raeburn, 1994: 2). Rootman and Raeburn raise

an important issue within this question because they problematise that health is not

only a cultural construct as argued by Kleinman (1980), but is also a political one.

By viewing health as a political construct however, this not only involves power

issues (in relation to who has "power" to define health), but also involves

implications concerning the different agendas of who is "responsible" for people's

health.

1994).
17Another influential health document (within the Pacific region, rather than on a global scale) is; The Yanuca
Island Declaration: Pacific health in the twenty-first century (1996). Although "health" is not specifically defined
within the document, it is emphasised that a more sustainable holistic approach of health is needed. This
involves recognising the "whole" person as well as the totality of people's living. (See Dever and Finau, 1996:
70).
18The definition of health by the World Health Organisation (1986) is as follows;
"Health promotion is the process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their health. To
reach a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, an individual or group must be able to identify
and to realise aspirations, to satisfy needs, and to change or cope with the environment. Health is, therefore, seen
as a resource for everyday life, not the objective of living. Health is a positive concept emphasising social and
personal resources, as well as physical capacities. Therefore, health promotion is not just the responsibility of
the health sector, but goes beyond health life-styles to well-being" (World Health Organisation, 1986).
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For example, some holistic explanations about health stress that health is

about obtaining body-mind perfection (Rootman and Raeburn, 1994: 3).19 These

ideas are situated within social-positivist explanations about health and tend to

stipulate that to achieve this view of health, a person must simply lead a "healthy"

lifestyle (Aggleton, 1991: 67). These views however, have been labelled as

unrealistic and individualistic in that they tend to be victim blaming. "It will come as

little surprise, therefore, to learn historically they have tended to be associated with

self-help and with the view that the state can do little to remedy the fundamental

causes of ill-health which reside in the decisions individuals make" (Aggleton,

1991: 68). Such views therefore can influence moral judgements about people and

the "choices" they make in relation to their health, including if they smoke, drink

alcohol, where they live and what ethnic group they identify with.

Within New Zealand, such social positivist explanations of health were

promoted vigorously during the 1980s, and were based on new right ideologies

which had predominantly negative effects upon Pacific people's health (Bunkle,

1994). During this time, there was much pressure within New Zealand to evaluate

the structure of "scientific" medicine, especially in regard to the release of the

Cartwright report (Cartwright, 1988). The Cartwright inquiry reviewed cervical

cancer research at the National Women's hospital and revealed gross misconduct

by doctors. Many women patients were not informed about the results of their

cervical smears which lead to several women experiencing invasive surgery, and

for some women death (Mclntosh and Stone, 1988: 62). This inquiry as reported by

Bunkle (1994), "... provided both a powerful critique of the deficiencies of the health

19Also see Scheper-Hughes and Lock, (1987). They discuss the obsession within Western culture concerning
body image especially in relation to the "fitness craze". They argue that people are expected to work hard at being
fit and healthy, so that are not seen as "fat and flabby" and therefore not an "achiever". As highlighted by
Scheper-Hughes and Lock, "... Conversely, ill health is no longer viewed as an accidental, a mere quirk o] nature,
but rather is attributed to the individual'sfailure to live right, to eat well, to exercise, etc'' (Scheper-Hughes and
Lock, 1987: 219).
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care system (and it's rationale in scientific medicine) and a comprehensive

blueprint for making the health services more responsive to patients... 1I (Bunkle,

1994: 219).

The policies that derived from these criticisms however, not only had a huge

impact in terms of establishing more appropriate ethical concerns within New

Zealand's healthcare system, but influenced changes in regard to the health

system's relationship with the state. These "changes" altered the 11 balance of

public and private provision, and introduced competition and commercial values

into health cere" (Bunkle, 1994: 219). The policies that were implemented therefore,

adopted a strong social-positivist stance within New Zealand's healthcare system

and as Bunkle (1994) argues, disadvantaged people who had the least power to

change their health status.

To sum up, the New Right epidemiological model is a 'lifestyle' analysis that assumes

prevention consists of individuals 'choosing' a 'healthful' lifestyle... First, health status is

significantly influenced by age, race, sex, class and environment. None of these are

'chosen'. People do not choose to be ill or oppressed ... This New Right view, then,

holds people responsible for things most are powerless to change. Second, as

individuals there are many risks which we cannot avoid... The Treasury model therefore

assumes a quite unreal degree of isolation and ignores our inevitable

interconnectedness (Bunkle, 1994: 222).

In regard to Pacific people, this perception greatly affects their health status

because as Bunkle (1994) states, people have little control over their "age, race,

sex and class". The idea that people "choose" their health status also means the

government has a rationale for not financially supporting the healthcare system

because as argued by new right ideologies, people are responsible for their own

health.
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Although new right ideas have been widely contested within healthcare

research, it still persists today. For example, during 1999 Jenny Shipley (who was

New Zealand's prime minister from 1996 to 1998), displayed this individualistic

view when asked why so many children within South Auckland experience poor

health." Her response was to question, why in South Auckland we don't "... have

mums and dads who care enough about the health status of their kids to take them

to the doctor?" (cited in Philp, 1999: 30). This perception of health displayed by

Shipley however, is divorced from social influences (or from the consequences of

economic policies), and ignores the effects of social and economic factors on

people's health such as poverty, education and unemployment. As highlighted by

the co-ordinator of public health nursing services in South Auckland, "... If you're

poor, if you don't have money to feed your kids, or to have the power on, just

surviving may become more important than whether your kids have school sores"

(cited in Philp, 1999: 30).

Most contemporary social explanations of health (however predominantly

within health research rather than health policies), tend towards those expressed

by the World Health Organisation, in the Ottawa Charter (WHO, 1986). For example,

interactionist explanations of health recognise power issues and how external

factors such as a person's environment, affect their cognitive understanding of

health (Aggleton, 1991:69). In contrast, structuralist explanations of health

emphasise health inequalities that are structured within society (such as

socioeconomic inequalities), and critique how they change over time (Aggleton,

1991: 70-71 ).21 Therefore although it is arguable that socioeconomic or education

2°South Auckland contains New Zealand's largest Pacific and Maori populations (Ministry of Health, 1997a).
21 This thesis recognises that there are a vast number of explanations of health, however a detailed description of
each of these interpretations extends beyond the scope of this thesis. For a detailed account of the more
prominent explanatory models of health within the fields of biomedicine, sociology, psychology and
anthropology, Rogers (1991) provides a succinct description particularly, pages 208 to 235. Jaye, (1998: 20 -26),
also provides a detailed account of medical anthropology and it's various explanations of health.
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issues for example, are not primarily the responsibility of the health sector, they are

important considerations that the health sector should take into account.

As health is difficult to discuss in a definitive sense, this thesis recognises that

health is a concept that involves multiple explanations, perspectives and meanings.

This is not only due to the different biomedical or social explanations of health

however, but because health or more specifically the experience of health, is

unique to individual people and to their relationship with their social, spiritual and

natural worlds (Turner, 1984: 251 and Rootman and Raeburn, 1994 :1). It is

important to remember therefore, that although there are many structural influences

that influence people's understandings of health such as biomedical, political, and

social influences, people still interpret and define health and ill-health on a

personal level. As Jaye (1998) explains, health as a concept is polysemic, therefore

the experience of health, ill-health and healing is specific to each person. How

people conceptualise "health" therefore, is intricately linked to how they interpret

their own embodied experience of health.

Affliction, suffering and healing must, therefore, be understood in terms of their

subjective meanings, in emic and phenomenological terms. The reliance on systems

theory allowed illness behaviours and beliefs to be 'placed and 'traced' though this set of

interlocking folk, popular, and professional sectors of local health care systems. While this

model did allow for dynamism, it nevertheless represented a totalising framework that, in

practice, obscured the complexity of the often discrete ways in which individuals sharing a

common historical and cultural background make sense of suffering and affliction, and

pursue healing (Jaye, 1998: 24).

Through acknowledging some of the "discrete ways" that Pacific women make

sense of health, ill health and healing, I hope that not only will I be able to critique

some of the structural influences upon Pacific women's health (such as

socioeconomic, cultural or political influences), but also explore how Pacific women
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personally understand, experience and express health concepts. As Kleinman

(1995) argues, it is important to look at health issues not only from the perspective

of medical explanations concerning biology, or from cultural, social or political

viewpoints, but also from the position where both paradigms meet. As argued by

Kleinman (1995), the body can be viewed as a mediator between these two

paradigms and "... between individual and collective experience" (Kleinman, 1995:

11). Therefore in trying to understand how Pacific women make sense "health", one

must not only recognise individual or collective experiences of health by Pacific

women, but also attempt to interpret the relationship between the two.

Although this discussion is only a tentative, initial exploration of some of the

biomedical, social, and political explanations concerning health, it is important to

recognise how these dominant themes of health, have influenced health research

concerning Pacific women within New Zealand. Therefore, although there are

numerous theoretical explanations concerning health, rather than discuss each of

these approaches, focus will now concentrate on how different "explanations" of

health, have influenced health research concerning Pacific women within New

Zealand.

Epidemiology, anthropology and Pacific health

research

As stated within Chapter one, Pacific women's health issues have received

minimal attention within health research in New Zealand. Generally, biological

determinants have been used as a base to define "health", therefore most health

research (or more specifically ill-health research), has retained a general focus

concentrating on quantitative descriptions of Pacific people's biomedical ill-health
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issues. Such research however, has recently influenced an increase in social

explanations of health (albeit minimal), to help contextualise why a large number

Pacific people within New Zealand experience poor health.

Most research that has focussed on social explanations concerning health

issues that affect Pacific people, has derived from an epidemiological perspective.

Epidemiology in it's basic form, is "... the study of the incidence and the distribution

of diseases, and of their control and prevention" (Alien, 1990: 394). As Edwards

(1996) explains,

Traditionally, epidemiology has evaluated the relationships between Western culture

specific risk factors and particular health states indicators. The objective has been (and

still is) to identify and measure etiological relationships within the causal web of a disease

or disorder ... The principle strength of epidemiology is reliability, or replicability... and a

capacity to highlight relationships requiring more in-depth analysis (Edwards, 1996: 31).

Epidemiology predominantly works within a framework that uses biomedical

guidelines to define "healthy", Therefore, who is defined as healthy and who is not,

is stated according to these set parameters. As discussed by Edwards (1996),

because epidemiology is concerned with large population numbers, health

research projects are justified on sample size and how adequately they show

quantitative "health patterns" among groups of people.

In relation to Pacific people and their health however, epidemiology has been

criticised for its use and collection of ethnic health data. As stated at the beginning

of this chapter, health research is constructed and influenced by explanations that

researchers feel are important to construct (Aggleton, 1991). The collection of ethnic

data therefore, has been justified as an important determinant of health because it

is believed that people's understandings of health and what they regard as

appropriate health care, is culturally determined. (Aggleton, 1996: 66). Pacific
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ethnic health data within epidemiology however, has been criticised for its lack of

context and it's predominant use as a negative factor influencing Pacific people's

health (Edwards, 1996). As Edwards (1996) critiques,

Ethnicity information is often incorporated in epidemiological studies and evaluated as a

risk factor. This is usually done without a clear rationale and without definitions, or clear

classification criteria of the ethnic groups (e.g. Scragg et ai, 1991). The discovery of ethnic

differences is not often contextualised. Insightful explanation is often lacking, and

ensuing recommendations are often inappropriate or even offensive, such as the advice

that resulted from the New Zealand Cot Death (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, or SIDS)

study (Edwards, 1996:31- 32).22

Edwards (1996) argues that the incorporation of unsound ethnic data

concerning Pacific people, has been largely influenced by erratic definitions of

"Pacific people" due to political influences, rather than the development of more

accurate research methods. For example, during the 1970s when there was a large

amount of unemployment within New Zealand, Pacific people were portrayed as u•••

violent law breakers and stealers of jobs from 'real' New Zealanders" (Edwards,

1996: 20). These factors therefore, have caused a reluctance by many Pacific

people to fill out forms concerning their ethnicity, such as census forms. Definitions

of Pacific people within New Zealand have also been influenced by ambiguous

ethnic labels that have fluctuated between biologically defined terminologies, and

those which concentrate on people's cultural affiliation (Edwards, 1996). This

ambiguity within Pacific ethnic health data has resulted in gross undercounting of

22The New Zealand Cot Death (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, or SIDS) study advised Pacific parents to not
sleep with their babies. However ignored within the research was that Pacific people have a low incidence of
SIDS. This advice therefore, resulted in distress among many Pacific families where infant bed-sharing is
culturally practiced (Edwards, 1996: 32).
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Pacific people, which as Edwards (1996) argues has resulted in detrimental effects

for Pacific people and their health. 23

As ethnic health data within New Zealand determines health planning and

funding, Edwards (1996) highlights that "... for health status equity to be achieved

between the Pacific Islands population and other segments of the New Zealand

population, the quality of ethnic data must be improved" (Edwards, 1996: i). To help

improve and contextualise Pacific ethnic health data therefore, Edwards (1996)

argues for an anthropological approach so that health data is constructed and

presented in a cultural context that is beneficial for Pacific people, as well as health

services.

Applying an anthropological approach to Pacific health issues within New

Zealand however, has been slow to develop. Anthropology's concern with "health"

can be primarily located within the early days of anthropology, when its main

concern was with the "exotic other" (Jaye, 1998: 20). Preoccupied with comparing

"primitive" medical systems with "civilised" ones, early anthropological accounts of

health and illness were categorised according to, "... those adopted by orthodox

medicine in the West (scientific, rational and grounded upon empirical evidence)

and those adopted by 'primitive' cultures elsewhere (mystical, magical and

religious, grounded upon faith, myth, dogma and tredttion)" (Rogers, 1991: 16).

These early anthropological accounts however, were criticised for upholding

Western science as the "true and only way" to interpret health, illness and disease.

One such example of is from Raymond Firth (1959), who although making many

valid points within his research, echoed this arrogant view.

23 Edwards, (1996) provides a detailed account of the framing of ethnic questions in relation to Pacific peoples,
and argues that incorrect ethnic information has also been influenced by Pacific peoples identifying with more
than one ethnic group at different times. Edwards (1996) argues that Pacific peoples must be provided with the
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... the treatment by the local spirit-medium practitioner was only of marginal value. He

had his own ideas of cleanliness, but they did not conform to modern scientific ideas of

hygiene. His massage may have been harmless, and his hot water application soothing,

but they were purely external alleviation; these people have no internal remedies of any

value. The patient's speedy recovery in this case must be attributed primarily to the

medicines of the Western-trained dresser, although the people gave most of the credit

to the spirit healer. We ask then, why, as soon as the services of such a Western-trained

man become available, do not the people drop their local quacks, and simply follow the

new treatment? (Firth, 1959: 135).

During the 1950s and 1960s, such explanations of health became

increasingly unacceptable and forced anthropology to critique its "Westerncentric"

interpretations of health by indigenous peoples (Rogers, 1991: 17). With the

emergence of medical anthropology as a sub-discipline therefore, health was

located and interpreted within specific cultural contexts, rather than contrasted

against Western biomedicine. This approach however, was also critiqued for

failing to view Western biomedicine as an area worthy of analysis. Unlike

indigenous explanations of health, Western biomedicine was believed to be

founded upon "scientific facts", not requiring questioning or justification (Rogers,

1991).

Within contemporary medical anthropology, there are many different

approaches such as medical ecological theory, cultural interpretive theory and

critical medical anthropology (Baer, Singer and Susser, 1997). Although each has

it's own specific approach to interpreting health, critical medical anthropology

specifically differs from earlier anthropological interpretations of health, in its

inclusion and criticism of Western biomedicine. As summarised by Rogers (1991),

option to identify with more than one ethnic group within statistical data concerning ethnicity and health. See
Edwards (1996), particularly pages 19-23.
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... What has distinguished more recent anthropology... is its determination not to claim

superiority for Western thought... Theorizing thus became much more outward-looking,

gained insights from other disciplines and began to recognize that all explanatory

systems (including those of the West) need to be viewed within the ecology of the

environment, prevailing ideologies and society within which they operate. The new

eclecticism also introduced the concepts of time and raised questions about how

medical systems develop and change historically (Rogers, 1991: 18).

I found within this thesis, a critical medical anthropological approach was most

useful as it allowed space for Pacific healing epistemologies to be explored in

equal terms with biomedicine. Unlike epidemiology or other forms of medical

anthropoloqy," critical medical anthropology is not confined within biomedical

"guidelines" that define health and ill health, or with the formation of general health

patterns among people." Critical medical anthropologists however, are concerned

with the gaps that surround these guidelines, and how people interpret their own

health and ill-health. Through acknowledging wider socio-political influences, as

well as cultural, social and individual interpretations of health concepts, critical

medical anthropology strives to interpret experiences and expressions of health, ill-

health and healing within their specific cultural contexts (Edwards, 1996, Jaye,

1998, and Rogers, 1996). Located within a qualitative structure, critical medical

anthropology also conducts research with a smaller number of people, using an

ethnographic approach. As summarised by Edwards (1996), the main qualities of

medical anthropology are it's "... validity or accuracy, and the capacity to add

deeper socio-cultural dimensions to quantitative health data" (Edwards, 1996: 32).

Although medical anthropology as a wider discipline uses a predominantly

qualitative structure, and epidemiology a quantitative structure, it is important to

24 An example is contemporary applied anthropology where it is used as a tool to implement Western medicine
in various local cultures. The equivalence between Western biomedicine and other healing traditions therefore, is
not necessarily recognised in all disciplines of medical anthropology.
25 Unless it is used in an applied sense, where it may help to "flesh out" epidemiological studies.
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recognise that both disciplines have not strictly confined themselves to these

particular research methods. At times, each has adopted quantitative or qualitative

approaches from the other (Edwards, 1996; Jaye, 1996 and Rootman and Raeburn,

1994). However as noted by Edwards (1996), a synthesis of both interpretations

within New Zealand has yet to be developed.

A possible reason why these approaches are rarely applied together is that

researchers who adopt such paradigms, are constrained within different agendas.

There exists, as critiqued by Rootman and Raeburn (1994), tension between the

aims of the "policy people", and those of the "people workers" .

... health promotion has two main constituencies among professionals and researchers 

those who are mainly policy-oriented and favour statistical, social-structural,

environmental, economic, political science, and population views and those who work

with the experiential or "real" lives of people in clinical, group, domestic, family,

community, cultural, and other settings. At the research level, these two camps are

typically characterized by their positivist and qualitative stances respectively... We see this

as a continuing issue... especially as it tends to lead to conflict between professional

groups such as nurses, health educators, and community developers (the "people

workers") on the one hand, and managers, public servants, academics, and politicians on

the other (the "policy people") (Rootman and Raeburn, 1994: 6).

Although Rootman and Raeburn admit that their categorisation of "policy

people" and "people workers" is simplistic, Kephart (1997) argues a similar situation

in relation to Pacific people and their health issues. Recently there have been many

arguments concerning the necessary involvement of Pacific people in the

implementation and formation of Pacific health initiatives, however as Kephart

(1997) emphasises, "Without the power, money and general resources to set up

and direct these programmes, Pacific people and other minority groups are at the
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mercy of what initiatives and services best suit the financial backers" (Kephart,

1997: 23).26

Health research concerning Pacific people and more specifically Pacific

women has been predominantly researched from an epidemiological perspective,

using quantitative methods. As Rootman and Raeburn (1994) highlight, this is

because quantitative research projects involving large population groups are

perceived as more "scientifically" valid and are therefore, more likely to receive

funding from health services. For example a report that reviewed Pacific Island

health promotion resources stated, "There is a lack of scientific quantitative

information available and it is hoped that will be available in future" (Mitikulena and

Rada, 1997: 3). This specific requirement of quantitative information however,

ignores the important contribution that qualitative analysis can make regarding

Pacific people and their health.

Although accessing a large number of people through quantitative means is

beneficial for accumulating general information about health trends, often the

limitations within this approach are not acknowledged. As Edwards (1996) argues,

"Progression beyond identification of health demoting behaviours to attempt

culturally meaningful explanations is where epidemiology needs anthropology"

(Edwards, 1996: 34).

As stated in Chapter one, one of the main themes I wanted to investigate

within this thesis was Pacific women's health issues from the perspective of Pacific

woman. Not from the perspective of poor health statistics or because Pacific

26Recently there has been an increase in meetings between Pacific community workers (the "people workers"),
and different health planners such as the Ministry of Health (the "policy people"). The health initiatives that have
derived from such meetings however, have not always been related to Pacific people's health concerns. This is
because as argued by Kephart (1997), Pacific people have not had the opportunity (through lack of resources,
finance and power), to be involved in the formation and implementation of their own health initiatives (Kephart,
1997: 23). In response to this situation therefore, the Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs in 1998 started to develop
processes that would allow Pacific people to have greater input into policy initiatives and programmes. Included
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women's health is a "topical research issue", but because I believe that

explanations, solutions and criticisms about health issues concerning Pacific

women, should come from Pacific women. I not only wanted to investigate the many

structural influences upon Pacific women's health (such as cultural, social or

political influences), but also to acknowledge the various subtle and discrete ways

that Pacific women pursue health in their lives. Hence, the theoretical and

methodological approach within this thesis has been largely influenced through

choosing an appropriate paradigm, whereby I could explore these issues with

participants. As a result, the theoretical and methodological context in which this

thesis has been placed is within the paradigms of anthropology and more

specifically critical medical anthropology, employing an ethnographic, qualitative

approach.

Situating this thesis within a theoretical and

methodological context

At the heart of qualitative inquiry is much theorising and theory. Field researchers differ

from other social scientists who usually share a common model (positivist/realist). They

have a 'variety' of theoretical positions that orient them in the research process (De Laine,

1997: 132).

Within the field of anthropology there are various theoretical and

methodological approaches, but within this thesis I have not aligned my interpretive

stance within any specific theoretical approach. Instead, I have used various

is the "Health Strategic Goal", which aims to achieve, "By 2020, Pacific peoples will enjoy the same level of
health status as other New Zealanders" (Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, 1999).
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theoretical interpretations to develop an appropriate interpretive approach for

participants, as well as for myself.

Although methodological issues will be covered in detail in the next section on

Pacific research, in essence, the research process was largely shaped by an

interaction that took place between participants and myself. I also referred to other

Pacific literature concerning Pacific research, in particular Tupuola's (1993)

research with Samoan women. Tupuola outlines her methodology and discusses

how her research was influenced by, It... elements which reflected and

acknowledged the communication style of Samoan people and the nature of

fa'asamoa" (Tupuola, 1993: 182). Within my own work, I also wanted to conduct

research in a way that acknowledged and allowed space for Pacific protocol to be

expressed. Therefore, although I had "ideas" about how I wanted the research

process to occur, the process was largely influenced by participants' opinions

regarding an appropriate research method, and to what extent they wanted to be

involved in the research project. The development of an "appropriate" theoretical

context for this thesis therefore, derived from an interaction between what I had

observed "in the field" and anthropological theory.

In trying to understand how anthropological theory relates to Pacific women

and their health issues within New Zealand, it seemed that "anthropological theory"

concerning health, gender and ethnicity were located within academic debates, and

not connected to the "real" health issues that concerned participants and myself.

Theory however, did prove to be useful in helping to critique my approach in regard

to how I interpreted the information from participants, as well as from research texts.

Theory also proved a necessary and vital tool in "locating" my position as a

researcher.
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In discussing the various interpretations of health I was faced with the issue of;

where did I situate myself within the research continuum concerning Pacific women

and health? For example, was my aim to understand different cultural

interpretations of health, so I could discuss how the administration of biomedicine

could be improved for Pacific women? Or did I view biomedicine and Pacific

women's explanations of health as cultural constructs that were of equal status to

each other? How did these above approaches affect my interpretation of Pacific

women and their embodied experiences of health? It was at this juncture therefore,

that anthropology and more specifically critical medical anthropology, provided a

necessary foundation in which to situate my research position.

Within the broader discipline of medical anthropology there has been an

increasing challenge towards biomedicine. This challenge however, is not from the

perspective that biomedicine is an invalid form of knowledge regarding health and

ill health, but instead, questions the "... assumption that biomedicine is the onIv

valid medical system, that it has some natural superiority, or that it is universally

benign, morally neutral and merely 'mirrors reality' without distortion" (Rogers,

1991: 21) It is from the perspective of viewing Pacific women's explanations of

health as equal to, rather than as an alternative to biomedical explanations that I

have situated myself within the "research continuum" concerning Pacific women

and health. By adopting this research position, this has allowed me to explore not

only what inhibits Pacific women from obtaining good health, but also what inhibits

health services from meeting the needs of Pacific women. As Kleinman (1995)

argues,

Perhaps the chief contribution that medical anthropologists can make to these fields is

not primarily to assist them to engage different ethnic groups and function more

effectively in different social contexts- the sort of things we are most often asked to do.

Instead we need to specify how it is that the very processes that make biomedicine
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effective ... so often become, under particular political and economic regimes ... the major

barrier, to improved health and good-quality health care... Cultural critique is

anthropology's contribution to understanding that predicament. Yet there is also a limit to

the usefulness of this genre of argument. At some point medical anthropologists must

propose alternative ways of responding to human problems (Kleinman, 1995: 17).

Rather than provide alternatives from medical anthropologists or from myself

however, I felt it was important to listen to alternatives provided by participants

regarding their own health issues. As argued previously, it is important to include

Pacific women on all levels regarding their health issues, therefore within this thesis

I have taken the active role in discussing health issues that participants regard as

important health issues within their lives.

Although this may seem to resemble a "postmodern" approach, it is important

to emphasise that this thesis is not grounded within a postmodern paradigm. Even

though postmodernism has influenced my deconstructive stance in terms of

critiquing authority and what has been written about Pacific women's health issues,

I do not claim to have adopted a postmodern approach whereby participants, or

their ideas, have been "represented" within this thesis."

Instead, I have taken an active and deliberate role in constructing this thesis in

a particular and partial way, to highlight specific issues concerning Pacific women

and their many interpretations of health, gender and ethnicity. As Limerick et. al.

(1996) argues, "Although the researchers made every attempt to be "true" to the

participants, the text that is produced from the interpretations of the texts generated

in the interviews is the researcher's story of their lives. Only they can tell their

own stories" (Limerick et. al., 1996: 458). It is from this position therefore, that I do

27Although there are many critical interpretations of postmodernism within an anthropological context, this
debate will not be reiterated within this thesis. However, Barrett (1996: 150-163) gives a concise description of
postmodernism within anthropology. One major criticism of postrnodernism is that "plural" authorship with
participants is an unachievable exercise, because the author still retains the power to choose themes. (Barrett,
1996).
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not claim to retell participants' stories, the physical act of cutting and pasting a

person's interview goes against reiteration. However, I do offer an interpretation of

participants' stories that have been instrumental in not only the development of this

thesis, but also in my own learning concerning Pacific women and health.

I also do not claim to have adopted an emancipatory or empowering

paradigm, whereby the inclusion of Pacific women within this research project

reflects a "... mutual exchange of knowledge" (Kephart, 1997: 23). As Culbertson

(1997) critiques, an emancipatory approach can sometimes be viewed as

patronising in that it aims to "... liberate those who are not even imprisoned"

(Culbertson, 1997: 17). Therefore, within this project my aim is to investigate some

of the expressions, understandings and choices that some Pacific women have, in

regard to their health.

Postmodernism however, has been influential in challenging medical

anthropologists and more specifically my own research approach, "... to move away

from meta-narratives to local meaning and texts" (Jaye, 1998: 26). As previously

stated, I not only wanted to investigate the many structural factors that influence

Pacific women's health (such as cultural, social or political influences), but I also

wanted to discuss the various subtle and discrete ways that Pacific women pursue

health in their lives. Therefore in trying to interpret how Pacific women understand

"health", I discuss not only individual or collective experiences of health by Pacific

women, but also the relationship between the two, sometimes conflicting

perspectives.

In discussing these above issues however, I was faced with another equally

important dilemma. Although I had contextualised my research position in relation

to how I understood Pacific women's explanations of health, how did I contextualise

my research position in relation to participants? To help situate myself in relation to
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participants therefore, I referred to the various approaches adopted by feminist

anthropologists. Although there are many theoretical approaches within feminism, I

have not chosen to adopt any specific feminist approach but instead, focus on

various issues within feminist research to critique my own approach as a

researcher.

A persistent theme in the feminist literature that was particularly relevant to this

thesis, was the many parallels between feminist and postmodernist critiques

concerning the (mis)representation of women and indigenous peoples. Many

feminists have criticised anthropology for consistently ignoring or placing the

interests of woman within a patriarchal paradigm. This critique is similar to

indigenous people's criticisms of how anthropology has consistently placed their

interests within a Westerncentric framework (Barrett, 1996). However, as

highlighted by Barrett (1996), there are also some fundamental differences.

"Postmodernists begin with a gap between the investigator and the other, which

they attempt to bridge; but feminist scholars are part of what they study; women"

(Barrett, 1996: 176). Unlike postmodernists, feminists are intimately involved in the

representation of their participants, as they are both the researcher and the

researched (Barrett, 1996: 175 and Westkott, 1979: 426).28

This argument that being a "women researcher" automatically identifies the

"researcher" and the "researched" as the same however, has been vigorously

debated within feminist research. This is because differences among women (class,

sex, and ethnicity for example), are homogenised under the umbrella of "women".

As argued by Reinharz (1992), it is important to not promote generalisations within

feminist research, but instead highlight the many differences.
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... generalisations can be misleading, inadequate, and lacking in any flesh and blood

reality, they can also fail to take account of the astonishing variations among women and

the work they do. Women have not one but many voices ... Both the themes and the

variations, the individual and the collective voices need to be heard (Reinharz, 1992: 4).

I found Reinharz's debate to be particularly relevant to my research position

within this thesis because although I identified (and was identified by others) as a

Pacific woman, this did not mean that I automatically had an "inside perspective". At

times I was very much an "outsider" (in terms of age, status, ethnicity)", despite

having the same gender and pan-Pacific identity as those who participated. How I

interpreted my research position therefore, extended beyond the debate if I was

either an "outsider" or "insider", but involved recognising that at different times and

sometimes concurrently, I was both.

As I was unable to adopt an exclusively "insider" or "outsider" perspective

therefore, I found myself within the research position of being somewhere in the

middle. Although at times it was difficult to balance, this "middle" position gave me a

unique insight and depth to my research that as a result, influenced how I placed

the above theoretical debates within an appropriate methodological framework. As

Anae (1997) describes within her research with Samoan people, being "NZ born"

not only means at times identity confusion, but also, being privileged to "both"

worlds.

To 'aiga, in Samoa and recent island arrivals, NZ-borns are on the one hand papalagi, and

on the other, 'aiga members who mayor may not tautala fa'asamoa (speak Samoan)

fluently... They are also a source of amusement and ambivalence, perhaps even derision,

envy and antagonism ... Being NZ-born signifies the existence of a unique identity ... their

2SAlso see Oakley (1986). Within this paper Oakley outlines some of the difficulties she faced in doing research
that did not compromise the feminist paradigm.
29At times, I was "ethnically" different from participants because I am part of the Tongan as well as Palagi
community in Dunedin. Therefore, if I was interviewing a participant who is part Samoan and Cook Island for
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preferred language is English although they can tautala NZ-born. They are being brought

up through the papalagi education system and are aware of two different knowledge

systems which sets them apart from their parents and island born 'aiga. They have access

to two different life-styles and oscillate between the two or embrace one while denying

the other. They experience identity confusion at not being accepted by Samoan 'aiga

and/or New Zealanders and adopt coping mechanisms to remain sane (Anae, 1997: 133

134).

As this thesis is anthropological, the predominant approach I employed was a

critical ethnographic one. Although "critical ethnography" is difficult to define, it

differs from "conventional ethnography" by aiming to not "... describe a vision of the

world as carefully as possible to give outsider's an insider's view, but rather to

subject the insider's view to critical analysis for an understanding of the

manifestation of political, social and material disempowerment (as the

ethnographer sees this)" (De Laine, 1997: 124).

Critical ethnography however, has also been criticised for its predominant use

of common frameworks such as political, hegemonic, and ideological themes to

interpret information. As Quantz critiques, this has sometimes reduced critical

ethnography into an "... application of methodological rules and practice of

normative techniques ... ", which has influenced researchers to miss other important

and subtle issues (Cited in De Laine, 1997 : 131). Within this thesis therefore, rather

than using critical ethnography to constrain my methodology (in stipulating

particular themes such as political or cultural paradigms), I have used critical

ethnography as a tool for exploring research issues with.

The main methodological approach that I have used within this thesis to

discuss ideas with participants, is a qualitative approach." I selected this approach

not only because it was what social anthropologists "do", but because I felt that the

example, although we could both identify or be identified as "Pacific women", our experiences as Pacific women
could be quite different.
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health issues I wanted to explore with Pacific women, extended beyond the

formalised structure of a quantitative methodology. I also felt that a qualitative

approach was more appropriate for this research project because it reflected some

of the important procedures that are required when doing research from a Pacific

perspective."

In summary, by situating this thesis within a theoretical and methodological

framework I have used different anthropological perspectives such as medical

anthropology, postmodernist and feminist paradigms, to help interpret the many

health issues that participants expressed to me. The forming of an appropriate

research process for this thesis developed not only in relation to theoretical and

methodological concerns, but also from my research position within, and outside of

the Pacific community. These methodological issues are discussed in more detail in

the following section.

The research process from a PACIFIC

per s p e c t i v e 32

In developing an appropriate methodology for participants and myself, I had to

draw on and extend current theory to develop an approach that was not only

culturally appropriate, but also collaborative and responsive to participants. This

process (which will be discussed in more depth later), also involved recognising

certain responsibilities that for a Pacific researcher, holds many consequences. As

mentioned previously, my research position was ambiguous because I did not

30For a detailed critical description of qualitative and quantitative methodologies, refer to Sarantakos, (1998).
3lThese "important procedures" will be expanded upon in the next section, "The research process from a Pacific
perspective" .
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place myself (neither was I placed by others) as either an "insider" or "outsider", but

instead somewhere in the middle. Therefore, although this research position was

difficult, at times it was also extremely beneficial in that it provided me with insight

that not only enhanced my research, but also forced me to not take my research

position for granted.

For example although some people would argue that my identity as a Pacific

woman would render me as a "native researcher", this did not automatically mean I

had an "insider's" view. In many circumstances I was very much an outsider with

respect to my age, status, and ethnicity. As I am a young part Pacific, part Palagi

researcher, there were many assumptions and suspicions regarding my cultural

loyalty and knowledge from within and outside of the Pacific community. These

situations however, rather than being problematic, proved to be advantageous in

that they made me critique my approach as a Pacific researcher.

Primarily, in acknowledging differences between participants and myself, I had

to be careful to not assume that because I am part of the Pacific community that I

had a "legitimate right" to conduct research. I had to treat each participant with care

in that I could not assume because I have a Pacific background that I could

"understand" participants' ideas better, than if I were not part of the Pacific

community. As explained by the participant below, it is important to recognise that

Pacific people's worldview is complex .

...There's a need to appreciate that Pacific people's world view is very large and

therefore you cannot present generalisations about people based on a few ideas or

interviews. It is important to be honest when dealing with Pacific people and health

issues, everything has to be explained fully and openly, but confidentially. Look at

32This section has been adapted from a project that I researched concerning Pacific people and their perceptions of
disabilities. See Huakau and Bray (2000).
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Mead's work in Samoa and how damaging it was for the Samoan community. It

affected many Samoan's pride especially her writings which said that Samoan girls

were promiSCUOUS. Mead's book did a lot of damage to our mana and shows the

dilemmas you can cause in trying to represent another's culture, by your short-time

experience and narrow channel of research. (E:lO).

In respect of these comments, the research process which included recruiting

participants, interviewing and finally writing, still proved to be a nerve wracking

experience. In stating this however, having a Pacific background did help me gain

certain insights and relationships that I may not have been privileged to, if I were not

of Pacific descent. Initially I approached respondents who I had known through

family connections, while others I had met during my involvement in various Pacific

community projects. I also had many informal talks about my thesis with various

people within the Pacific community, which contributed greatly to the development

of this thesis.

Having a Pacific background also helped me to recognise some of the

important cultural responsibilities that I had when doing research in a Pacific

context. The recognition of some of these "responsibilities" therefore, influenced the

formation of a research process that was not only appropriate in an ethical context,

but also in a Pacific context .33

One of my major responsibilities as a Pacific researcher was to insure that

participants were continually safe not only in an individual sense, but in a

community sense as well. "Safety" for those who participated in this project meant

primarily that they had total control over their part within the research process and

secondly, that their anonymity was not compromised within or outside of the project.

33The ethical context in which this thesis has been placed is within the ethical guidelines set out by the
University of Otago. The "Code of Ethics and Ethical Procedures" (Sluka, 1992) as outlined by the Association
of Social Anthropologists of Aotearoa, was also used in establishing ethical concerns.
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As the Dunedin Pacific community is relatively small, I had to be careful not to

disclose any information when I was in a community setting that could potentially

identify those who participated within this project. Also, in writing this project, I had

to be careful not to refer to any specific participant directly within the text. For

example, if I said that a Tongan doctor had a particular opinion about domestic

violence among Pacific women, even though the participant's name is not included,

this participant could be easily identified as there are few Tongan doctors resident

in Dunedin. Therefore, rather than focussing upon what each participant said,

information has been purposely situated around common themes obtained from

interviews.

Another responsibility that I had was to acknowledge the trust between

participants and myself. Within the interviews many participants although not

required, disclosed personal stories about themselves as I did. In an informal,

qualitative setting whereby the "professional talk" is mixed with the "informal talk", it

is sometimes easy to discuss information which if in the wrong situation, could

compromise both the researcher and participant. As explained below,

GOSSip is a huge part of our Pacific culture so therefore you need to insure

confidentiality, because in our culture we don't have any (only in the way of family

secrets). It is very important to insure people's confidentiality because when you

deal with Pacific people you get to know the personal. .. To our people there is no

division between the personal and professional, they see it as a whole, in a holistic

view. That is why in Pacific public meetings, you will here a lot of personal stories

about people. So unless you havegained academic skills it is very difficult for Pacific

people to see the difference. Now I can see the difference, but I never used to ... New

Zealand people do not see oral tradition as valid. They need to recognise that there

are other ways of learning, expressing, talking. (CA).
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Therefore in acknowledgment that those who participated within this project

were not only sharing their personal opinions but their community reputations as

well, I made sure that I was always clear about who I was and what my project

entailed. I was also committed to showing participants not only transcripts of the

interviews, but how the I used the information and within what context in the thesis.

As a result, it was agreed that the transcripts of the interviews were read by only

those who took part within the research. Additionally all participants were given the

opportunity to change or clarify any statements they had made.

Once participants had agreed upon their part within the research project, a

consent form was then signed by each participant and myself. I felt it was important

as part of the "research bargain", to have participants as well as myself sign each

consent form because it was a physical statement of not only each participant's

consent, but also my commitment to the responsibilities described above. I also felt

that it was more appropriate to ask for consent once participants could physically

"see" how their information was going to be used. I found that for all of the

participants this was an important part of the research because to have asked for

consent at the beginning of the process, was to deny them any power in deciding

what part of their interviews could be used and in what way. If they retained their

consent until after their information had been negotiated and discussed, each

participant could then "participate" within the research process, rather than only

being able to inform. As expanded upon by Smith (1999), consent is given once

mutual trust is gained.

Asking directly for consent to interview can also be interpreted as quite rude

behaviour in some cultures. Consent is not so much given for a project or specific set

of questions, but for a person, for their credibility. Consent indicates trust and the

assumption is that the trust will not only be reciprocated but constantly negotiated - a

dynamic relationship rather than a static decision (Smith: 1999, 136)
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I also felt that it was my responsibility to discuss the limitations of the thesis

openly and honestly. Many of the participants within this project wanted to know

what the thesis was for? What would become of the research? For such questions I

made sure that participants understood that although this research would not

necessarily change the realities of Pacific women and their health, that with their

help, this thesis would be at least an important start in exploring some of the health

issues that effect some Pacific women.

Although many researchers experience similar situations and responsibilities

within their research, conducting research in a Pacific context differs in that the

outcomes of the research directly effects the researcher, their family and their

community. As Smith (1999) explains,

At a general level insider researchers have to have ways of thinking critically about their

processes, their relationships and the quality and richness of their data and analysis.

So too do outsiders, but the major difference is that insiders have to live with the

consequences of their processes on a day-to-day basis for ever more, and so do their

families and communities. For this reason insider researchers need to build particular

sorts of research-based support systems and relationships with their communities.

They have to be skilled at defining clear research goals and 'lines of relating' which are

specific to the project and somewhat different from their own family networks (Smith:

1999, 137).

My framing of an appropriate theoretical or methodological approach

therefore, extended beyond choosing a qualitative methodology. It was an

approach that demanded much time, respect and flexibility in being open to the

different ways that Pacific women interpret and explain health. It also meant that I

had to recognise that my research position and research responsibilities did not fit

exclusively into either an insider or outsider perspective, but was located

somewhere between the middle of the two. It is in acknowledgment of these various
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responsibilities therefore, that have influenced not only the research process within

this thesis, but also kept me humble in my approach as a Pacific researcher.

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter has been to try and understand not only what health

means, but also how different understandings of health have influenced health

research concerning Pacific women. In explaining these ideas, I have had to

recognise not only how research concerning Pacific women's health has been

influenced by different research paradigms, but also how my own assumptions

about health have affected the research process within this thesis.

Previous approaches to health issues concerning Pacific women have been

predominantly researched from an epidemiological or anthropological perspective.

Within this thesis, I have also chosen to align my interpretive stance within an

anthropological, and more specifically a critical medical anthropological

framework. As stated previously, I not only wanted to research the many structural

influences upon Pacific women's health (such as cultural, social or political

influences), but also acknowledge the various subtle and discrete ways that Pacific

women pursue health within their lives. The selection of this particular framework

therefore, was not only because I thought it was an "appropriate" approach, but also

because it gave me the scope in which to explore these concepts with participants

regarding their health issues.

In choosing this framework I had to be clear about my position as a researcher.

Primarily I had to review my research position concerning the issue of where I

situate myself within the research continuum concerning Pacific women and health.
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To help situate my research position therefore, I decided to use a critical medical

anthropological approach. By viewing Pacific women's explanations of health as

equal to, rather than as an alternative to biomedical explanations, I was able to

question not only what inhibits Pacific women from obtaining health, but also what

inhibits health services from meeting the needs of Pacific women.

Secondly, I had to locate my research position in relation to Pacific women.

Although some would argue that my identity as a "Pacific woman" rendered me as

an "insider", in many fundamental ways I was also very much an "outsider". In

recognition of the various responsibilities that I had in being a researcher whose

"research position" was located between both of these positions, I decided to

develop a methodological approach that was not only appropriate in an ethical

sense, but also appropriate for participants as well as for myself.

Within this chapter, my aim has been to establish that health as a concept is

complex. It is not a definitive idea that falls neatly within either biomedical or social

explanations, but constantly changes. In highlighting this complexity, I wanted to

acknowledge the difficult task that participants had to do within this thesis. They not

only had to "discuss" their ideas concerning health, but to evaluate and critique

them. It is from this complex stance therefore, that the following chapters will explore

some of the experiences, explanations and realities that some Pacific women have

regarding their health.
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Chapter Four

Pacific women and identity

As discussed within Chapter one, one of the themes that I wanted to explore in

more detail was the pan-identity, Pacific women. This is because I felt it was

important to recognise not only the many commonalities that bind some Pacific

women together concerning health, but also their many differences. In reviewing

much of the health literature pertaining to Pacific women, minimal attention has been

given to understanding the identity of Pacific women. Instead most health literature

has concentrated on Pacific women's health problems and how to eradicate these

issues through health promotion. However, how can health promotion be effective, if

Pacific women and their perceptions of health are poorly understood?
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Pacific women as an identity is complex. It includes women who come from

diverse backgrounds and yet share a commonality through their experiences as

Pacific women living within New Zealand. In researching Pacific women, identity and

health therefore, I not only wanted to inquire how participants explain themselves, but

also discuss how participants perceive general identities such as "Pacific women" or

"Pacific people" in relation to themselves. I wanted to question for example; did

participants identify as Pacific women? And if they did, how did their identity as

Pacific women influence their health concepts?

As discussed in Chapter one this was a difficult task because at various times

Pacific women have chosen or completely ignored general identities such as Pacific

women, or Pacific people. In discussing how identity shapes health concepts, I found

myself exploring the different contexts in which participants not only adopted, but also

rejected pan-identities such as "Pacific woman" and "Pacific people".

My primary aim within this chapter therefore, is to discuss the paradox that

participants face in trying to maintain important diversity within pan-identities such as

"Pacific women" and "Pacific people", while also acknowledging the many

commonalities that some Pacific women share when addressing their health needs

within New Zealand. It is hoped through recognising some of the complexity implicit

within the identity of Pacific women, we can begin to not only understand Pacific

women in more depth, but also the many influences that shape their health.
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Critiquing Pan-Pacific identities:

Which way do you swing?

What I think we need to realise is that the Pacific culture is changing, especially

within New Zealand. And it is continuously changing. Even if you look at our old

people and our younger people who are mixed ethnically, I mean which way do you

swing? I think you have to be very respectful of the individual. New Zealand born

Pacific people have a different perspective again. At the moment I think our view of

Pacific people, and women stands quite narrow. When I attend Pacific meetings I

think I don't fit in their descriptions. Where do our children fit in? .. Our own people

are sometimes quite discriminating, I think we need to understand Pacific people

better and this applies to "both sides" (G: 10).

In taking on this participant's challenge in trying to understand who we are as

Pacific people, or more specifically Pacific women, I understood this was not going to

be an easy task. In observing and participating within the Dunedin "Pacific

community", I had observed much diversity in that we speak different languages,

have different histories and many of us have specific cultural interpretations of health.

However, in regard to health I also noticed that at times we share many

commonalities such as similar cultural ideas about family and an eagerness to

address our own health issues within New Zealand.

One prominent theme that participants expressed concerning pan-Pacific

identities and health was that it was important to not generalise about Pacific women

or Pacific people. It was constantly stressed that "Pacific women" are diverse and

although they recognise they share many commonalities in regard to health, it is their

differences that remain an important part of who they are, and how they interpret

health within their lives. Stating that "Pacific women" encompass many different
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ethnic groups within health policies for example, does not suffice if there is little

understanding of the differences that exist among Pacific women. As highlighted

below, even within the different ethnic groups there is much diversity.

I don't think you should generalise among Pacific people because it is important that

you recognise the different ethnic groups and Islands. For example the Cook Islands

are 15 different Islands all having their own way of doing things. It is not as simple

as you think. Out of these, 7 Islands are populated, they are very different but one

commonality is through the language. I think in relation to health though we need to

keep together to be strong. The government lumps us all together to make things

easier for them but not for us. But we are trying hard to carry it out (C.5)

Macpherson's (1996) discussion concerning pan-Pacific identities argues that

for most early Pacific migrants, their "... personal identity and interests were defined

in terms of family, village, religious affiliation and national origin in that order. Few

saw themselves as members of a coherent Pacific Islands community and most were

well aware of social distinctions both within and between the various migrant sub-

populations" (Macpherson, 1996: 129). Although the above participant has identified

some of the features discussed by Macpherson (1996), this participant equally

acknowledges that there are times when Pacific people "need to keep together to be

strong" when addressing health.

As stated by the participant at the beginning of this section, Pacific culture is

changing. How Pacific people and more specifically Pacific women have coped with

these changes, is an important area to discuss because issues concerning identity,

also impact upon Pacific women's health. It is the aim of this discussion therefore, to
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critique the different contexts in which pan-Pacific identities are not only challenged

by Pacific women, but at times adopted to address health within their communities.

Pan-Pacific identities and health policy

Within New Zealand, identity is used as a major determinant within health

statistics, which in turn influences health policy. How others identify Pacific women,

and how Pacific women identify themselves, play a large part in influencing health

policy and health services that effect their lives. Macpherson (1996) argues that in

New Zealand, various political and social forces have produced a homogenous

image of Pacific people which have marginalised differences between and among the

different Pacific groups. For example, the New Zealand government has tended to

group Pacific people together for administrative purposes, promoting the notion of "a"

Pacific community. This is illustrated through various government departments such

as the Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, and the government's inclination to treat

"Pacific people" as a homogenous entity within government policy (Macpherson,

1996: 128). As explained below, this has at times made some participants feel as

though they have been "lumped" together.

It is very important to recognise the individual Island groups, they have very

specific ways of doing things and you can't presume that everyone follows the same

cultural rules. I do not like being lumped together. We have to go beyond the

marginalisation of Island groups so we can celebrate the diversity. It is important to

remember this when dealing with Pacific people, and/or Pacific women (E:2).
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Given the way the Pacific psyche is, you cannot expect to fit a Western mould

physically and psychologically to Pacific people and you cannot expect to talk to a

generalised group... Nothing gets passed on. You have to be prepared to work with

individuals. (F:3).

In regard to Pacific women and health, some participants said that they telt pan-

Pacific identities have also been used to not only to make health administration or

health policy easier, but as a means of costing the government less.

Why do we consider Pacific people as different from Chinese migrants who have

been here just as long? I feel that it is to do with numbers in that the government

has to deal with us in that we are costing the government money. Also New Zealand

has adopted quite a patriarchal view, in acting like Big Brother. For example, in the

Cook Islands, New Zealand has close economical links as well as political ties in

allowing Cook Island people citizenship. Also New Zealand feels responsible because

we are their immediate neighbours. As Pacific people are at the bottom of the

(economic) structure, and that most Asian settlers arrive with money, I feel that is

one reason why Pacific people have been given extra attention. Also education is a

big part of their immigrant groups, whereas education for Pacific people is more

community rather than individually orientated. (B:6).

I feel that many Pacific people have been lumped together for budgeting reasons. It

is much easier to pay $20,000 to Pacific people than it is to deal with individual

Pacific groups, because it would be too expensive. However I think in working

together it has been positive, because you learn a lot about each other. In working

together I have learnt so much about the other Island groups that I didn't know

before. We all have. (E:l).

What is generally not recognised and highlighted by the above participant, is

that Pacific people are also sometimes not aware of the differences that exist among
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their Pacific community. Although language differences are readily acknowledged,

subtle cultural differences concerning health are not so apparent. Therefore when

working together on health projects, Pacific people also have to learn about

differences within their community so they do not commit any cultural faux pas. It is

debatable if health policy aimed generally at "Pacific women" or "Pacific people", can

cater for the many subtle differences that exist among Pacific women. The

marginalisation of Pacific women and Pacific people in health policy therefore, was a

major issue identified by many participants within this thesis.

For example, some participants argue that Pacific women not only encompass

many different ethnic groups such as Tongan, Samoan, and Cook Island women, but

also involve women who belong to multiple ethnic groups, are New Zealand born and

have different life histories from their parents and grandparents. Issues concerning

Pacific women and health therefore, reflect this complexity in that ideas expressed by

participants not only discuss health, but also involve inquiries to do with identity. For

example as shown below, health related questions such as; what is culturally safe for

Pacific women?, become increasingly difficult for participants to answer as they first

must consider "who" are Pacific women.

It's really difficult for me to think what is culturally safe because I am such a mixed

bag. I feel like I identify strongly with the Samoan community, but I also (identify)

with the (Italian)34 community. Lately I have been reading a lot about the mind/body

connection and things to do with meditation. I really want to go to (Italy) with my

kids and father, so that I don't go just as a tourist but really experience (Italy).

When I am with Samoan people sometimes I feel more (Italian), but when I am with

34 A pseudonym has been used to conceal this participant's identity, because there is a risk that she might be
recognised if I had revealed her cultural identity.
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(Italian) people I feel more Samoan! It's different too because I am New Zealand

born (G:7)

Anae (1997 and 2001) has also explored these issues, concentrating on the

identity experiences of New Zealand-born Samoans. In her analysis, Anae (2001)

discusses how her participants have coped with the many challenges to their identity,

from both within and outside of their Samoan and New Zealand communities. As

Anae (2001) explains, "The challenges consist of being made aware that one is not

'Samoan enough', or is 'tie palagi' (wanting to be like a European) in Samoan

spaces, and that one is 'not a New Zealander' or a 'coconut' or 'FOB' (fresh off the

boat) in racist taunts and actions of Papalagi people in the wider community" (Anae,

2001: 106). Anae argues that a secured identity occurs, when participants negotiate

these above challenges in identifying as New Zealand-born Samoans.

Thus the journey ends with a seeming resolution of conflict when a 'final understanding'

or a 'secured identity' is reached. Only after dealing with and working through each

challenge, can one reach a 'final understanding'. Only after dealing with perceptions of

who you are supposed to be, and how you are perceived by others, and after reaching an

understanding of how these perceptions came to be, can one finally achieve an

understanding of how these perceptions came to be, can one finally achieve a level of

consciousness which allows a secured New Zealand-bern Samoan identity. (Anae, 2001:

116).

Although identity issues concerning New Zealand-born Pacific peoples will not

be discussed fully within this thesis, it is important to point out the over 58% of Pacific

people fall within this category. Despite this large number however, little focus has

been given to identifying this group as a sub-population among Pacific people within

health policy. Instead, as Anae has highlighted, "... the generic Pacific population
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remains the basis for statistical depictions and analyses of socio-economic 'problems'

and 'solutions' (Anae, 2001, 103). Anae argues therefore, that sub-populations such

as New Zealand-born Pacific people must be acknowledged if an accurate analysis

of future trends are to be achieved.

Bedford and Didham (2001), also explore some of these issues by analysing

the many influences that shape Pacific people's decision concerning identity in

census information. They found that for many Pacific people, identity involves the

combination of not only ethnic or ancestral determinants, but also factors such as

where people are born and their personal history. As Bedford and Didham highlight,

"Identity by ethnicity underpins the analyses of demographic and socio-economic

characteristics... " (Bedford and Didham, 2001: 21). If demographic information is to

have meaning for New Zealand's third largest 'ethnic group', Bedford and Didham

argue that diversity among Pacific people must be recognised. "The heterogeneity of

Pacific people imposes both interesting choices and some serious constraints for

researchers and policy makers alike who use census data to identify and delimit what

they consider to be coherent, meaningful sub-groups within the national population"

(Bedford and Didham, 2001: 43).

Although recently there has been a move towards identifying some of the

"coherent, meaningful sub-groups" among Pacific people, as Anae (2001) argues,

the statistical information concerning the different Pacific groups is often incomplete

and lacks depth.

The promotion of the wellbeing of Pacific peoples is made to appear so complex that to

sit down and work out solutions for all Pacific peoples' problems is often a 'no go' for our

Pacific politicians, academics, administrators and community leaders. We are lacking

analyses of social cohesion, culture, languages, social institutions and structures, and
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more importantly, cultural ideas about life in New Zealand for Samoan, Cook Islanders,

Tongans, Niueans, Tokelauans and other ethnicities caught in this pan-Pacific web

(Anae, 2001: 103).

This lack of analyses also expands into the area of Pacific women and health.

For example health policy directed at Pacific women, has tended to concentrate on

socioeconomic factors as major determinants of health among Pacific women.

Although socioeconomic factors are obviously a major influence upon Pacific

women's health, so too are the many different and discreet ways that Pacific women

understand and express health within their lives." This lack of recognition of

important cultural differences among Pacific women means that there is not only a

lack of understanding, but also influences how health is approached and therefore

funded for both Pacific women and Pacific people. As explained below,

I think HFA (Health Funding Authority) on a general level, but not necessarily on an

individual level, have not given much thought about the diversity implicit within the

community, because there are no policies regarding this. Therefore health funders

do not recognise this. Unlike for Moori and the different iwi group. Pacific people

come at the end of priorities when considering the urgency of health issues because

they have no political clout as they are not the Tangata Whenua. There is also an

issue of numbers in that the Pacific population is so small (B:5 & 6).

Health funding that is allocated for Pacific women and for Pacific people, has to

some extent also influenced how Pacific people identify themselves. This is because

in order to be eligible for financial support, Pacific health initiatives have to fit the pan-

Pacific criteria set out by the health funders. This criteria therefore, has promoted the

35 These ideas will be expanded upon in Chapter five.
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image of "a" Pacific community causing important cultural differences to become lost

in the health problems of Pacific people.

For example, when the following interviews took place, issues within the

Dunedin Pacific community concerning identity and health were of major concern.

This is because as mentioned within the Introductory chapter, the Dunedin Pacific

community had just recently formed a Pacific community health trust. What was

interesting however, was not only how the Dunedin Pacific community trust

addressed Pacific people's health issues, but also how the trust managed the various

requirements stipulated by health funders. For example, to be eligible for health

funding one of the major requirements that the Dunedin Pacific health trust had to

manage, was how to represent the "Pacific community". The Dunedin Pacific

community health trust therefore, had to devise a way of being representative of the

community, without marginalising important differences. As expanded below, this was

not an easy task.

There is still a lot to learn in the future, in that within the Pacific community there

is a wide range of knowledge, experience and expectations. On one side there is

Pacific people who have a great amount of knowledge about themselves, and not so

much knowledge about how the health system works... While on the other side you

have health funders who have very little knowledge of Pacific people and how they

communicate and work together. The community has tried to cope with this in

forming a bridge between the two in the form of the trust. (B: 2,3).

... (We) have to acknowledge diversity in that we all have a different way of

respecting things and that as Pacific people we all speak different languages, but use

English sometimes as a way of communicating. It is very hard working together

sometimes, but it is also great (H: 9).
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Although it is important to acknowledge that at times, Pacific people have also

chosen to work together on health projects, this does not necessarily mean that

Pacific people have "adopted" a pan-Pacific identity. As Macpherson (1996) argues,

the adoption of pan-Pacific identities are confined to specific contexts such as, "...

the need to pool limited resources together" (Macpherson, 1996: 129). Therefore

although Pacific people recognise specific times when they need to and sometimes

have to work together, as Macpherson highlights, individual Pacific identities are still

retained within pan-Pacific structures. As explained below,

... For instance, the first major church was founded to cater to the pastoral needs of

Samoans, Cook Islanders, Niueans, Tokelauans and Tuvaluans, it was called the Pacific

Islands Congregational Church. While the distinct and semi-autonomous congregations

maintained their identities within the church and combined for reasons connected with the

history of the Congregational Church and the need to pool their limited resources, these

differences were seldom visible to New Zealanders. As a consequence, the diversity that

was an essential part of being a Pacific Islander in New Zealand was little understood and

hardly recognised by Pakeha New Zealanders (Macpherson, 1996: 129).

These ideas were also expressed by some participants in regard to Pacific

women and health. For example, many participants felt for health initiatives to be

more effective for Pacific women and for Pacific people, individual group structures

need to be retained within pan-Pacific approaches.

Primarily with most health and other government policies they tend to lump us

together. However, we all share a commonality of community between us. Therefore

we also lump ourselves together in some aspects. Having said that, health initiatives

also have to recognise individual Island groups, which can be quite separate and
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different. Thus, sometimes initiatives fail to actively engage or have positive

outcomes when dealing with individual groups' needs. In trying to form a means by

which the Dunedin Pacific community can hire a Pacific nurse, there are still

practical issues such as; do people mind that this one nurse will only be from one

ethnic group? What is necessary in forming health initiatives is community feedback.

I feel it is important for people to retain their own group structures as it empowers

them, rather than sticking them into something new. CB: 5).

In regard to Pacific women and health, it is important to acknowledge that at

times, Pacific women have also chosen to adopt a pan-Pacific approach to address

health. These situations however, are not only confined within political or financial

reasons in that pan-Pacific identities are useful in "pooling limited resources together'

(Macpherson,1996), but also include complex changes that have been occurring

within the Pacific community concerning identity and health. As argued above, it is

important to recognise the diverse groups that are included within pan-Pacific

identities, such as the many different ethnic groups, those who are New Zealand born

and those of multiple ethnicities. It is this complexity therefore, that must first be

acknowledged if positive outcomes are to be achieved for Pacific women and health.

The aim of the following section, is to explore how issues concerning identity

and health have been negotiated by participants. In doing so, the different contexts in

which pan-Pacific approaches are adopted by Pacific women are discussed

focussing on how pan-Pacific approaches can at times, provide much needed

political, emotional and cultural support for Pacific women, without compromising

individual differences.
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Pan-Pacific identities and Pacific women

Before discussing the different contexts in which participants have chosen to

adopt a pan-Pacific approach to health, it must be stressed that participants did not

necessarily identify themselves as "Pacific women". As Anae (2001) and Macpherson

(2001) discuss, the adoption of pan-Pacific identities are situationally defined,

therefore most participants identified themselves according to their own cultural

identity. For example as expressed below, many participants stressed that their

opinions were confined within their own cultural view.

For me, I can only speak from a Cook Island perspective, but health means family,

which means extended family. For me health is a holistic view, which means spiritual,

physical, mental, social and community. You also have to recognise that there is a

generation gap. What I talk about is different from somebody born here. Pacific

people see themselves healthy as they are, here the New Zealand society are saying

that Pacific people are not healthy which means that the real question we must ask

is, what is healthy? (C:!)

Many participants also highlighted that in discussing specific health issues, for

example issues concerning sexual health, it is best to communicate these ideas

separately among the various Pacific language groups. It is also important to treat

each Pacific women as individuals. As explained below,

It doesn't hurt having a wider approach, but in the end I think you do need to get

down to specific groups as some women may prefer to use their own language. They

work faster because it suddenly clicks. (F: 6)
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For example when seeing the doctor he/ she might say something that might be

culturally correct for a Cook Island woman but not so, for a Samoan woman. That the

Pacific woman patient might still carry out the instructions out of respect for the

doctor's work, or because they feel like they are in a powerless situation, but they

would still feel unhappy and embarrassed ... One of the most important issues for

Pacific women is looking after their health first, in order that they are well to deal

with caring for their families. (E:3,4).

In regard to addressing health issues pertaining to Pacific women in New

Zealand however, many participants acknowledged that in specific situations, it is

sometimes beneficial to adopt a pan-Pacific approach. Although there are many

reasons why Pacific women adopt pan-Pacific identities in regard to health, the most

prominent idea was tied to shared concepts that were central to their own ideas

about identity and health. As explained below, by understanding the diversity that

exists among Pacific women and Pacific people, important commonalities can also

be supported.

Factors such as region, migration, common ancestors, genetics, and also social

aspects such as how Pacific people have commonalities in the way they relate to the

land and sea, social hierarchies, male and female distinctions, roles concerning

children... In regard to these shared commonalities however, it is still important to

recognise diversity within the ethnic groups and on an individual level. (B: 5).

The following discussion therefore, will explore how pan-Pacific approaches are

used by some Pacific women to support some of their shared commonalities, while

also maintaining individual differences. Although there are many explanations

concerning the adoption of pan-Pacific approaches, two central themes emerged
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from interviews with participants. These include adopting a pan-Pacific framework to

support a Pacific approach to health, and using a pan-Pacific approach as a means

of establishing important support networks for Pacific women.

Negotiating identity to support a Pacific

approach to health

Although there has been much written about Pacific identity, 36 an indepth

critique concerning identity extends the scope of this thesis. Instead the Lamarckian

and Mendelian models will be discussed, along with the concept of seriality to help

explore issues concerning gender, culture and agency.

Within Bellet's (1996) research concerning Maori identity, Bellet critiques the

Lamarckian and Mendelian models of Pacific identity. Bellet argues that the

Lamarckian model places the formation of ethnic identity within cultural parameters,

whereas the Mendelian model attributes the formation of ethnic identity to genetic

influences. As explained below,

In the Pacific, a Lamarckian conception of ethnicity manifests itself in cultural knowledge

which is passed through generations and which is understood to be heritable. One does

not automatically assume an ethnic identity through birthright but must participate in the

culture in appropriate ways. The ability and will to participate, however, is enhanced by

one's ancestry. In contrast to Lamarckian notions, a Mendelian view conceives of

ethnicity as a substance or an essence which is genetically inherited and impervious to

environmental change ... The clear differentiation that can be drawn between Lamarckian

and Mendelian models of ethnicity represents proposed differences between Western

understandings and traditional Pacific understandings of ethnicity (Bellet, 1996: 9).
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Bellet (1996) found within her research, participants expressed a mixture of

both interpretations to explain their Maori identity. That participants' ideas did not fall

neatly between either of the models, but described u•.. ethnicity being perceived, to

varying degrees, as both genetic and learned" (Bellet, 1996: 10).

Within this thesis, although I did not specifically ask participants to explain

themselves, I found that many participants also expressed a mixture of both

Lamarckian/ Mendelian ideas when discussing identity and health. For example as

stated previously, many participants stressed that they retained their own specific,

cultural views of health. However, many participants also acknowledged that their

ideas of health had been shaped by many other influences, such as through health

education programmes.

In discussing participants' ideas about health, what was obvious was the strong

correlation between how participants explained themselves and their culture, to how

health is interpreted and placed within their personal and family's lives in a New

Zealand context. Participants' explanations of health therefore, represented a

coagulation of ideas that involved many factors such as identity, gender, culture,

class, political and health issues.

One of the main explanations provided by participants concerning why pan-

Pacific identities are adopted by some Pacific women, is that through working

together important support is gained in addressing these many issues that effect their

health. It is also a way of maintaining cultural ideas concerning a family and

community approach to health. As explained below,

36 Of particular relevance is: Linnekin, 1. (1990), The Politics of Culture in the Pacific. In: Cultural Identity and
Ethnicity in the Pacific. Edited by Linnekin, J. and Payer, L. University of Hawaii Press, United States of
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Most Pacific women would rate their health after family, work, committees and then

place health! They are too busy helping everybody else. This is a commonality that

Pacific women share. It has a traditional base that is whanau based, we are

constantly doing something within our families. Within New Zealand this has been to

some extent replaced with committees, that involves non-family members. This is a

change into modern times where women have been busy in primarily their own

communities, and now this has extended into the wider Pacific communities. Thus

Pacific people coming together is about more than commonalities, it is about

exercising this traditional base of working together. Thus generalisations can be a

problem if people are not alerted that Pacific people can be diverse. (F: 4 & 5)

By adopting a pan-Pacific approach this allows Pacific women within specific

contexts to be part of a larger network so that community approaches to health can

be exercised. It also allows Pacific women to choose between when it is appropriate

to work together, and when it is not. For example, in discussing Pacific women's

health issues, one commonality that was stressed by many participants is when

discussing health, this is gender specific. By having a pan-Pacific approach therefore,

this can support Pacific women to express cultural divisions concerning gender and

health within a New Zealand context. As explained below,

It is not culturally appropriate to have Pacific men and women together. In the

family situation, the mother and daughter are seen as different and separate from

the father and son (C;6)

I think women's health in Pacific terms needs to deal with Pacific women's health

issues separately from men's because it is culturally insensitive to have men and

women talking "health" together ... That this separation will not change, it is quite

America. P: 149- 174.
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embedded. For example, there are certain taboos on mixing clothes up between

brothers and sisters that differs between Island groups. That these differences

need to be recognised more so that we can better understand and respect cultural

differences to avoid problems with generalisations. CE:3).

By having a pan-Pacific approach, Pacific women can also maintain shared

cultural ideas concerning an appropriate way to approach and communicate health to

each other. For example, a wider cultural approach can provide Pacific women with

the opportunity to acknowledge other important distinctions within their community

such as language, age and regional differences.

In my experience we do it together. It depends on the groups, you may want to split

age groups, rather than ethnic groups. For a small community like Dunedin it works

having an overall approach, but maybe in a larger population like Auckland, it would

not work. We know this community in Dunedin. I think it is more important to

acknowledge the language differences. You can start by having a group that is all

together, and then splitting them up into different language or age groups. We need

to have facilitators who are bilingual CD: 6).

By critiquing the different contexts where Pacific women decide when it is

appropriate to adopt a pan-Pacific approach and when they do not, this

acknowledges the many differences that Pacific women have to negotiate in

determining their approach to health. This also acknowledges the agency that some

Pacific women have in regard to how they approach health issues.

Within Leckie's (in press) discussion concerning women's agencies and

activisms in Fiji, Leckie highlights the complexity involved for women negotiating

identity on an individual and group level. Explored is Young's (1995) interpretation of
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the concept of seriality, and how it can be used to understand the relationships

between structures such as race, class, gender and individual people's identity

(Young, 1995; 207 cited in Leckie, in press). As Leckie explains,

The concept of seriality is pertinent to a discussion of women's agency in Fiji where both

individuals and groups must constantly negotiate change for women with their identity as

members of an ethnic group, local community, union or religious group. On the one hand,

these serial memberships may not be pertinent to a women's sense of identity, on the

other, her family, neighbourhood, and church network makes the serial facts of race, for

example, important for her identity and development of a group solidarity (Leckie, in

press).

In regard to discussing pan-Pacific identities and health, the concept of seriality

is a useful tool to explore the many complexities involved for Pacific women. For

example, although many participants did not like being generalised under the label of

"Pacific women", many also saw positive benefits for Pacific women and their health

by adopting a pan-Pacific approach. The difference in being identified as Pacific

women, in comparison with having the choice of when it was appropriate to adopt a

pan-Pacific approach, was central for many participants in determining a "healthy"

approach to their health issues.

For instance, some participants identified political issues as a prominent factor

why pan-Pacific approaches are adopted by some Pacific women. In choosing to

work together however, this is not only because Pacific women recognise common

health needs among themselves, but also because in working together, they can

express their many differences.
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I think separate language groups are something to be considered. But I know when

we have split up into our ethnic groups in the past, we have the same sort of ideas.

There are a lot of differences between Pacific women, but split we are more of a

minority, but aside from that what about smaller minorities such as the Tokelauans

if they went by themselves? I think we can work together on a project like

PACIFICA, I personally would not have gained an understanding of the differences

between the different groups. I also think we have to be aware of how health is

perceived differently amongst Pacific people (G: 9).

By expressing differences, Pacific women gain the opportunity to learn about

each other so that when they are part of a larger group such as "Pacific women", a

sense of solidarity is achieved rather than assumed. It is important to acknowledge

however, that these alliances among Pacific women do not rest upon inherent

cultural commonalities, but are continually negotiated among Pacific women.

Leckie (in press), within her research with Fijian women's groups has also

explored issues concerning the negotiation of difference among women, despite the

recognition of important political commonalities. As expanded below,

Chandra Mohanty (cited in Nicholson and Seidman 1995: 12) prefers to emphasise the

outcomes in women's political agency as 'a notion of political struggle where alliances are

made around explicit goals rather than presumed commonalities. It represents

'sisterhood' as that which needs to be achieved rather than simply being assumed.' This

focus on goals that improve women's conditions has been pivotal in the success of more

recently established women's groups in Fiji. These groups tread the controversial path of

recognising difference, including traditional conservative identities, among women but

also of fostering a common feminist consciousness. (Leckie, in press).

By adopting a pan-Pacific approach to health therefore, the reasons not only

involve supporting important cultural and political commonalities, but also provides
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the opportunity where differences among Pacific women can be expressed. This

approach although at times difficult, allows Pacific women to not only learn from each

other, but also gain access to a wider community that otherwise, they might not have

had the opportunity to be part of.

We do have a lot of commonalities and in relation to Pacific women's health issues.

These are the skills that women have and the roles and work that women do. Within

Pacific culture women have a place, a system, a structure ... And one commonality

within this country, which is the most effective, is that we want to keep together.

Some of the most positive things in working together is that by having community

meetings, naturally more people come together therefore more friendships are made.

Plus having a common project, having something real for people to work on like issues

with health has made us come together and learn about each other (C: 5 & 6).

In being part of a larger network, Pacific women also gain support to deal with

the many influences that impact upon their health. Within health statistics, Pacific

women remain one of the most prominent population groups for poor health (Ministry

of Health, 1997a). In addressing their many health needs therefore, a pan-Pacific

approach was also identified by participants as a means where important emotional

and cultural support can be provided for Pacific women, by Pacific women.

Yes, there is good support amongst our Pacific community, which is probably not

recognised. I help out at a language school which involves young Pacific mothers, We

all get together and share our stories. I do not go to teach, but I help organise

speakers to talk with them. Because they are all young mothers, they all met through

their children going to school. The group is good because many of these women are

lonely, so it's a good way for them to speak to other women in similar situations.

Especially if they are married to Palagi husbands... I like working with the Pacific
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community in helping organise seminars, talks. It is important to share stories

because it is very powerful, in to help get over whakama 37 issues. Our women are

very strong in planning, we can do it. (H:7)

These ideas will be explored in the next section, concerning the important

support that pan-Pacific approaches can provide for Pacific women and their health,

without compromising individual differences. These approaches not only provide

support for Pacific women in regard to health, but also involve addressing issues that

concern the complex mix of gender, culture and socioeconomic influences.

Pan-Pacific approaches and support networks

As discussed in Chapter two, Pacific people generally have a community view

of health, in that the expression and understanding of health is located within their

family and at times, their wider Pacific community. This approach to health however,

is not easily supported within a New Zealand context. For example as explained

below,

In the Islands you are more reliant (in a good sense) on your extended family. In

New Zealand we live in more of a nuclear family sense. In the Islands everyone is

living together. In New Zealand the family cannot help or share as much, or as easily

than in the Islands. An example of such... is in the area of child minding. And lets

face it, we (Pacific women) are the child minders! (D: 3)

37 Metge (1997) describes whakama as a complex concept that involves an array of feelings including shy,
embarrassed, uncertain, inadequate, unacceptable, afraid, hurt, depressed, and ashamed. As discussed by Metge,
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This inability to access family support easily within New Zealand, has lead to

many issues for Pacific women in regard to their health. For example for many Pacific

women, accessing health support is difficult because it involves complex factors to do

with gender, culture, and socioeconomic issues. Many participants emphasised that a

pan-Pacific approach can provide an alternative form of support, in helping Pacific

women deal with the many influences that shape their health.

For example, many participants stressed that one of the major influences

effecting Pacific women's health, is that many Pacific women have to continually

negotiate their health within their family, community and class environments. As

explained below,

We are such givers. Givers to our families, husbands, the church, our community. I

am not saying this is bad but we have neglected ourselves in the process... then it is a

concern. This is a common thing amongst Pacific Island women, this imbalance. I'm

not saying be selfish, this is not a selfish thing. We need to learn to look after

ourselves so that we can be good role models, and we need to delegate more. (G:4)

Pacific women are so overloaded with commitments such as work, family

commitments, community work. The community is so important to them that our own

development get put on the shelf, so (they) can participate more in the community...

Because those are the people the community needs and wants, they become the

workers. If they leave, the community falls apart. They are the ones who stay in the

churches, doing things in the community. They have a lot of responsibilities, and they

learn very fast. They have a hands on education, and in regard to health they are the

last one that they worry about. (D:2).

"When a person is whakama he (sic) experiences not just one of these feelings but several closely intertwined"
(Metge, 1997: 49).
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In addressing these above issues therefore, informal structures such as

PACIFICN8 were identified by some participants as an excellent means whereby

Pacific women could discuss their health issues within a supportive environment. As

explained below,

In educating women, I am not sure but women do need to come together to do

women things. PACIFICA is good because it is not tied to a church or a specific

group, but is for everyone. A good means for women to learn, to weave, or just

getting together to sort things out ... I think through women's stories it is a good way

of getting information across. It is a powerful way of releasing, relieving stress. You

have to tell somebodyor else it won't come out. (D: 5 & 6).

Through sharing stories with other Pacific women, this also provides a means

whereby health information can be communicated in an appropriate manner for

Pacific women. As highlighted by one participant, health information aimed at the

general New Zealand population through popular culture, is largely ineffective in

communicating ideas to Pacific women and Pacific people.

Not having access to practical information... Information to do with health such as

dieting or exercising which are constantly within forms of popular culture such as

magazines, are an unsuccessful medium for Pacific women as Pacific people are not

traditionally into reading. Pacific people, and especially Pacific women do not partake

in these forms of activities not only because it is aimed at a different audience, but

because Pacific culture is more of a talking culture rather than a reading culture.

There is a tiny bit of information on TV but not enough. As there is no current

38 As discussed previously within this thesis PACIFICA stands for Pacific Allied (women's) Council Inspires
Faith in Ideals Concerning All. First established in 1975, PACIFICA continues to be a prominent force among
many Pacific women in empowering Pacific women, holding innumerable workshops and seminars on
education, health, social services, justice, business management, arts, politics, recreation and employment issues.
For more detail refer to; Crawley, L. and Morgan, P. 1993: 539- 541.
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medium through talking, the talking has to come from us as a community. We are the

only ones who can do the talking and communication of our own health initiatives,

because such ideas demand understanding. (B:2).

Understanding the cultural context of Pacific women's health issues is important

to recognise, because Pacific women's health is greatly influenced by cultural

constructions of health and gender. Having Pacific women who can provide support

for each other therefore, is an important part of Pacific women's health because they

understand not only Pacific women's health issues, but cultural implications as well.

As explained below,

For Pacific women there is a lot of pressure to be so careful so that you do not do

anything to unsteady the family's pride in jeopardising their status and reputation.

For example, Pacific women who become pregnant out of wedlock are more than a

statistic, they risk being cut off from their family because they've degraded and

belittled them! It is important when approaching these problems to place these

issues within the family structure so it is understood better... Sexual health is seen

as a woman's problem. For example, some of the most respected men have committed

sexual 'crimes' but it is always the women who get attacked. (E: 6).

By placing Pacific women's health issues within the context of their family and

culture, health problems and health education can then be shaped to include the

dynamics of the family. For example, socioeconomic issues were identified by many

participants as a major influence upon Pacific women's health. However, reasons

were not only confined to issues of poverty, but included recognising that within a

New Zealand context, Pacific women have less choice in accessing alternative

support networks. As explained below,
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There are areas that are not as strong within New Zealand as they are within Tonga

and they are validated or recognised as coping structures within life. Pacific people

within New Zealand cannot cope with the many costs such as Church and family

costs. Within the Islands if you haven't got enough money you can borrow off other

family members in return for work, but in New Zealand people do not have the

money to support all these things because there is no alternative source of payment

apart from money. (F: 5).

Pan-pacific approaches therefore, can provide a means whereby issues

concerning socioeconomic constraints, gender, cultural and health can be discussed

in a supportive manner. As emphasised below Pacific people are proud, therefore it

is important to have a support network that recognises cultural issues such as

privacy, so that support can be given without causing "loss of face" to Pacific women

and their families.

Pacific people are very proud and this is sometimes misinterpreted. For example, if

adults do not have the right shoes or clothes they may not go to school, for parent

interviews/parent helping. The parents are then seen to be uncaring or not valuing

the children's education. (E:lO).

The next generation is young and able. We can share problems now. It is very hard

though because we try and hold onto these things ... Coming from a migrant mind it is

important that we can get on by ourselves in coping by ourselves. (D:5).

To help other Pacific women manage health, gender, culture and

socioeconomic issues many participants felt that in the appropriate context, pan-

Pacific approaches can provide important support for Pacific women. In working

together addressing health issues, Pacific women also have the opportunity to
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critique their views with other Pacific women in a safe and supportive environment.

As explained below,

I feel that women learn better from other women, because they learn through other

women's experiences, or through sharing true stories. True stories are powerful. .. It

was like at the positively me (PACIFICA) conference, we had to fill in this petal, one

part was what would make you feel happy? I put sitting and playing my ukulele... my

friend said 'when my family is happy I will be happy'. She is always putting other

people first. But this is quite common within Pacific culture (A:9 & 10).

In adopting a pan-Pacific approach therefore, Pacific women can pool their

resources together to access important support to not only address health related

issues, but also issues that impact upon their health such as culture, gender, and

socioeconomic factors. By retaining the choice of when it is appropriate to work

together and when it is not, Pacific women can also exercise agency in determining

the most appropriate way to approach health issues that effect their own and their

families lives.

Conclusion

The interesting thing is that while theorists have wrestled with the problem of how to

define self, individual and personhood in terms meaningful to social theory ... repondents,

blissfully unaware of such theory in many cases, define themselves in terms that cross,

transcend, ignore, and integrate these lines between definitions. Theoretical niceties have

little practical meaning in a personal sense. An individual's awareness of herself as a

unique human may be undivorced from her social identity as a women, as a feminist, or

as a creative writer. In personal terms the boundaries which separate the individual from
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the wider social body are seen to be not only fluid, but in a state of constant flux (Jaye,

1993: 43).

As stated in the Introductory chapter, I wanted to critique pan-Pacific identities

because they have been used within health statistics to describe the Pacific

population. What I found and as highlighted by Anae (2001), is that statistics

pertaining to Pacific women and Pacific people have failed to recognise important

diversity among Pacific people. In response to these issues therefore, I wanted to

investigate participants' critiques of pan-Pacific identities in relation to their own

identities and interpretations of health. Specifically, I wanted to question if being part

of a larger network such as "Pacific women" or "Pacific people" is an important

alliance for Pacific women in addressing health issues, or a generalised label

allocated by health planners and funders?

In discussing these ideas with participants I found that the above questions did

not provoke clear answers, but represented the "constant flux" that is experienced by

participants concerning identity and health. For example, many participants

expressed that they did not like being placed within generalised labels where their

identities are tangled into what Anae describes, as a "pan-Pacific web" (Anae, 2001:

103). However many participants also recognised that in a New Zealand context, and

in specific situations, a pan-Pacific approach can provide important support for

Pacific women negotiating issues concerning socioeconomics, health, gender and

culture.

Comments from participants stressed that what separates these situations, is

the difference between the use of pan-Pacific identities as a way to describe Pacific

women, and the adoption of a pan-Pacific approach to address their health issues.
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They also identified a distinction between whether Pacific women are given the

opportunity to choose a pan-Pacific approach, or are required to adopt a pan-Pacific

identity for example, to access health funding.

Although these distinctions are not always recognised outside the Pacific

community, they have produced some interesting and positive challenges for both

Pacific women and for Pacific people. For example, although Pacific people are

encouraged to form their own health initiatives, a pan-Pacific approach is usually (but

not always) required to be eligible for health funding. This situation although difficult,

has produced many benefits that exceed political goals such as encouraging

friendships, and the acknowledgement of important differences among the Pacific

groups. These pan-Pacific approaches however, have unfortunately also supported

generalisations as differences among Pacific people, are not always apparent to

people and health services who have limited contact with the Pacific community.

In regard to Pacific women, many participants highlighted that Pacific women

have also at times adopted a pan-Pacific approach to health. The reasons however

are not only located within political goals, but involve the recognition that in

appropriate contexts, a pan-Pacific approach to Pacific women's health issues can

provide important support for Pacific women. This support includes exercising a

communal approach to health and supporting each other in negotiating gender,

culture and socioeconomic issues. As highlighted by one participant,

Pacific people have much to think about in relation to health issues, but also people

must recognise the complexity of Pacific people's worldview! (E: 9).
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It is the aim of the following chapter therefore, to explore some of this

complexity in regard to how Pacific women understand, communicate and express

health within their lives.
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Chapter Five

Negotiating identity and
health

As discussed in chapter two, Pacific women's health issues have been

predominantly placed within a biomedical perspective that has at times, constrained

interpretations within a Pacific framework. This is because often, biomedicine has

tended to focus on illness (lack of health), confining the analysis to pathological or

epidemiological parameters. As argued by Kinloch (1985), H••• Because of this, health

professionals can say that health is the absence of specific types of sickness events"

(Kinloch, 1985: 15).

In discussing health with participants however, I was forced to acknowledge that

their explanations of health extended beyond a biomedical paradigm, but involved

issues concerning gender, class and ethnicity. My primary aim within this chapter

therefore, is to explore Pacific women's health from the perspective of Pacific
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women. I wanted to listen to not only how some Pacific women deal with their many

health issues, but also how they explain health.

The following discussion will concentrate on participants' opinions concerning

how they understand, communicate and express health within their lives. Also

identified are some of the major factors that support and inhibit Pacific women from

achieving health within and outside of their Pacific communities. I felt this was

important to discuss so that we can begin to understand not only Pacific women in

more depth, but also how they express both health and ill health within their lives.

My final aim within this thesis chapter is to discuss not only what participants

think are the prominent heath issues concerning Pacific women, but to explore the

many ideas that participants have in regard to approaching Pacific women's health

issues. I also wanted to pay tribute to participants who have worked in addressing

Pacific health issues, long before Pacific people's health was a "priority" within the

New Zealand public health system.

In discussing health with participants, it is important to recognise that their

expressions of health do not fit into a definitive idea, but represent cultural constructs

that are multiple, complex and personal. Therefore although this chapter has located

participants' opinions into particular "themes", these themes have been organised for

clarification reasons only and do not represent a division in participants' ideas about

health.
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Explaining health

In looking at how Pacific women understand health, I would like to stress that

the following discussion is about health. Although participants could easily recite the

many health problems that Pacific women face, I first wanted to ask participants what

they thought health was. How Pacific women explain and communicate health

therefore, will be primarily be discussed followed by a critique concerning the many

cultural and social influences which determine both health and ill health within their

lives.

Health is family and community

The central theme that was most common among participants' ideas concerning

health is that for many, health is understood and expressed through participating

within their family and community, rather than on an individual level. As explained

below,

For me, I can only speak from a Cook Island perspective, but health means family,

which means extended family. For me health is a holistic view, which means spiritual,

physical, mental, social and community. (C:l)

The community is what I think keeps Pacific women, and Pacific people together.

Without the community people would become totally lost... (BA).

As discussed in Chapter three, many participants not only understood

themselves as separate individuals, but as part of their family and at times their wider
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Pacific communities. Participants' expressions of health therefore, also imitated these

ideas in that for many, their understandings of health were intimately tied to the

health of their family, and at times to their wider Pacific communities. Kinloch (1985),

also observed similar health concepts within her work with Samoan people.

Sickness in the western view is an affair of the individual rather than an affair of the

'people', where the word 'people' signifies the series of relations which organise

individuals into cultural, social, or family groups. Yet for the Samoan, 'people' (tagata)

signifies precisely that -a series of relations to other individuals, land and the world of the

spirits, without which a being is not human, not a person. The health of a Samoan is so

interwoven with the predicament of the social group as to be almost indistinguishable

from it. (Kinloch, 1985: 15).

This idea that the concept of health is interwoven intimately within Samoan

people's social groups, was also prominent among participants' opinions within this

project. As explained below, some participants felt that many Pacific women place

their personal health as secondary to the health of their family and community.

Most Pacific women would rate their health after family, work, committees! And

then place health. They are too busy helping everybody else. This is a commonality

that Pacific women share. It has a traditional base that is whanau based, we are

constantly doing something within our families. (F:5)

These above ideas were especially stressed for Pacific women who have

children or parents to care for. These concepts are complex to discuss as they

involve cultural ideas about a women's role within the family. In many Pacific cultures

it is the females who are primarily responsible for her family's health, however as

explained below, this can also mean that Pacific women's health is at times

marginalised within the family structure.
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It isn't important to me as my other commitments like, work and family. It is in our

way of thinking in that we pay attention to our children and leave ourselves last, and

forget that if we as parents are healthy then we can help our children. (C:2).

." when I came to New Zealand health is important for the family in that I am a

mother, a wife... The children have the best health, even if they have a cold we take

them to the doctor ... even if it costs heaps out of the budget... Now I'm thinking

more about my health, but before it was always the children first. It's a cultural

thing ... always look to the children because you think it is your responsibility, as a

mother I worry that they have food ready for them ... it worries me when I can't do

this ... Even now, I worry that my family has enough food in the cupboard, If they

don't eat well, then they don't have good health, so it's hard when I am sick and can't

do this. (J:lO & 11)

... As an educator I know I should place my own health needs higher on my priority

list, but I don't. It's who I am, it's my culture. (E: 5).

Although many participants recognised the importance of their personal health,

this was discussed as something that had to be negotiated within their family. As

stressed by the participant below, to achieve the support that is effective for Pacific

women's health, the family must also be involved.

You have to educate the different sectors of the family because Pacific women's

health issues must be dealt in the Pacific family structure. For example, if Pacific

women do not get their family's support for example to spend $30.00 this week for

a smear, the money will go to other things that are seen as a greater priority.

Therefore Pacific women's health issues get pushed aside to deal with family health

issues first. The family is so important. (E: 5).
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Health is spiritual

Many participants also mentioned that it is important to recognise the spiritual

side of health for some Pacific women. Many participants emphasised that religion is

a large part of many Pacific cultures, and also influences how health is understood

and expressed. It was important for many participants therefore, that the spiritual side

of health is recognised especially in relation to healing.

To be healthy means to be around family and community ... You can also never get

away from spiritual health, because that balances your life. I cannot go ahead

without my spiritual life. It's like a wind that guides your canoe. Our life is like a

journey and the spirit is like the wind that guides you in different directions. It

guides our people and you cannot escape it. (A: 7 & 8).

What was really important was the spiritual side of healing. My mother would always

pray first. Religion plays an important part in Pacific culture, they go side by side.

(H: 2).

As one participant pointed out, the spiritual side of health and healing is not

always recognised within a "palagi" context.

The major differences are in the different values we place upon things and as I said

before, timing. We have a certain way of doing things, for example before a

gathering we always say a prayer, irrelevant if it is a meeting or if there is food or

not. I have been to many Palagi meetings and there has been no prayer. I also don't

like people sitting on tables, putting your feet on the back of chairs, or sitting

relaxed with your feet outstretched at meetings. (H:8 & 9).
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Health is not sick

Some participants pointed out that for many Pacific women and Pacific people,

health means not sick. As explained below,

Some Pacific women might see it as fine. If you are not sick in bed, are you not

healthy? There is now more of a suspicion of Western drugs, which is I think is

healthy. (BA).

Health is difficult for our women, it isn't so bad if you are educated in it, but for

our older people even if their health is bad they will not do anything about it. Health

in Pacific terms means not sick. Our people do not see the difference between the

two. Pacific women do not want to worry people, and especially their husbands.

Pacific husbands are nowa bit better in letting Pacific women go. (H: 9 & 10).

For many Pacific women and Pacific people, health is seen to "take care of

itself", in that it is something that is not governed through a health system. As

explained below, many Pacific people are still relatively "young" to New Zealand and

are not aware of how the health system can be used to help Pacific women with

health issues.

.., also in relation to diet, certain diets worked in their original environment and

health is seen as something that takes care of itself. Most people forget that we

are still very new to New Zealand, some families are only 1 or 2 generations old.

Primarily Pacific people came out in the 1950s and 1940s and were mainly working

class and therefore were closed off from the other part of society. In that they

were not aware of how to cope within the different structures, such as health

structures. (B:?).
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Health is not popping pills

Many participants stressed that when they are ill, they do not like to achieve

health through medicinal means, especially through taking tablets. As explained

below,

Personally I am not into swallowing tablets. This is also another cultural thing that

stops Pacific people from seeking medical help. Also it is easier to remember to take

traditional medicine. Modern day medicine is a real pain in that it can be difficult to

understand it's language and structures, and that it is difficult to take, for example

the medicine you have to have with meals, or every 4 hours. (FA).

It is hard ... I'm not sure if I am taking tablets because they are helping me to get

better, or whether I am taking tablets because I have been told to take them.... I

must talk to my doctor about this ... (J:ll).

Hospitals within New Zealand are foreign structures. Plus the concepts of health are

different. Wellness is not seen as popping pills. (B:7).

In discussing participants' ideas concerning how they understand health, there

are many issues to consider. However, before discussing these issues in depth, I felt

it was equally important to recognise how health is communicated among Pacific

women. It the aim of the following section therefore, to explore some of the cultural

issues that are involved concerning the communication of health and Pacific women.
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Communicating health:

One of the major themes that was prominent among interviews with

participants, was there was a division in how health ideas are communicated. For

example, although health issues concerning hygiene or nutrition are communicated

among Pacific women openly, health issues concerning sexual health are seen to be

taboo and private. As expanded upon below,

...I remember a nurse visiting the women committees in the village communities. My

mum was good in passing on information and at school we had health classes. For

example where they told us to wash your hands before a meal. In Samoa we have a

custom where if you have guests you bring a bowl for them to wash their hands in

before and after a meal... But for personal stuff, this was not talked about ... I was

like (my friend) too, I didn't know what to say, didn't know how to talk to my girls. I

wanted to ... The first time was when (my daughter) said the girls were teasing her

because she didn't have a bra. That is when I had a small talk with her and bought

her some bras. I didn't know, my mother never bought me a bra! I said very little,

but I did use the Christian bookshop for the girls called, "Becoming a women" and

one similar for the boys. (My husband) didn't want to talk to the boys, he said it

was my job. In (his) culture it is taboo to talk about sexuality also... (A: 6,7).

At home we never talked about it, even though my mother was a mid-wife. I learnt

about some things but not that much from my mother. I also did the same thing

myself. When my son was 12 he asked me where babies came from and I sent him to

my husband, and he said it was my job! I did not know about the birds and the bees,

we were very green. My first boyfriend, when we held hands I thought I was

pregnant, and if you kissed someone, I thought you were going to have a baby! I got

most of my information from my older sister... Now things have changed in Samoa, I

go back every two years. In Samoa now they have sex education, Some of the elders

do not like it, because they want to hold onto their traditional ways. (H:6).
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Although sexual issues were communicated with some participants, this

experience was regarded as an exception. For example, as expressed by one

participant,

I was lucky! I have an Aunty who is a nursing tutor and she is very open. She talked

about everything. She is regarded as a rebel because she is not inhibited about

talking ... (F:2).

In general, many participants identified a division in how health was

communicated to them. The communication of health within a Pacific context is

complex to discuss because issues to do with sexual health in particular, are often

regarded as taboo. These ideas however will be explored below, before being

discussed in more detail in the following section concerning how health is expressed

among Pacific women.

Sexual health is taboo and private

The idea that the communication of sexual health is understood to be taboo and

private, involves issues concerning cultural constructions of gender and sexuality. As

explained below, in many Pacific cultures Pacific women's bodies are seen to be

taboo, especially in regard to men.

There is the cultural aspect that their (Pacific women's) bodies are very taboo,

especially in relation to men. It is the way we are bought up, the way our cultures
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work, you only have one man who can look, touch. This is a big problem why women will

not go for smears, especially with male doctors. (D:?).

... They (Pacific women) are too shy to address. I believe a lot of men do not support

our women to grow, because of jealousy in that they think other men will look at

their wives, and that they want to be protective. I was always strong with this ... I

am more confident in that situation now. (A: 8).

Although many participants recognised that issues to do with sexuality or sex

education are discussed and negotiated more openly among some Pacific women,

(especially the "younger generation"), some participants did not think this was entirely

positive for Pacific women and their health. This is because in discussing sexual

health, the taboo that surrounds these concepts is compromised.

For example, although some participants recognised that in specific

circumstances sex education is a positive thing for Pacific women and their health,

what was not regarded as positive is the sacredness and respect that is lost when

something taboo is discussed. As explained below, some participants felt that this

had encouraged Pacific youth to view sex as something that is separate, rather than

an important part of intimate relationships between people.

Young ones are so forward. They know everything that is taboo, and they use Palagi

words now to describe what would before never been talked about like sex... They

use a lot of slang words that they get off the movies and especially videos. It is sad

because they only learn about sex and not about relationships. Sex is a good thing to

have in a good relationship. They don't know about the good feelings with it. People

are so confused, it is sad... In American Samoa, everything happens so fast over

there. NZ. is even behind, because everything is so Americanised. The older people,

our kaumatua feel like our children are being seen as sex objects. (H: 6).
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As explained below, the communication of sexual health has to be approached

in way that establishes trust, especially between the different age groups.

It has to be through trust, by the adults and the younger generation. It is very hard

for Pacific people to have adult relationships with their children. It is not

comfortable for older Pacific people to be in this situation at times. There has to be

trust in working together, and the young need to open their minds to accept their

elders wisdom.(D:5).

Many participants highlighted that in general, although the communication of

sexual health within New Zealand is unavoidable, it is still regarded as a sensitive

topic for many Pacific women. This is further complicated due to the taboo that

surrounds the language that is used to communicate health issues concerning sex

education. As explained below,

In Auckland I went to a cervical program... It was still difficult though to talk about

these issues. It is very hard to say these words in Samoan and I still see it as wrong

to say these words because they have always been bad to say. I tried to use humour

by using words such as fanny so that the words do not sound crude or rude ... It is

difficult because we still hold our values and beliefs, but we try and use our culture

in a comfortable way so that we can help, learn and understand. I feel good because

I know I can help, we need to support women who cannot talk. The younger

generation, the kids here they speak out. It is an important point to recognise

because older Pacific people cannot express it the way they feel very easily. (H: 10 &

11).

It is important to recognise that issues to do with sexual health, are treated as

something that is very private among Pacific women. Many participants stressed that
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this is a major reason why it is important to have an appropriate cultural approach to

understanding and communicating health ideas that involve Pacific women.

As discussed in the previous chapter the communication of health ideas

especially sexual health, is predominantly discussed among women and men

separately and between the different age groups. These divisions however, are not

only to alleviate potentially embarrassing situations, but reflect a commonality that

many Pacific cultures share in having a gender and age orientated approach to

communicating health. As explained below,

It is not culturally appropriate to have Pacific men and women together. In the

family situation, the mother and daughter are seen as different and separate from

the father and son. But also there is a division among the age groups. In Pacific

culture you don't talk about health until you are a certain age, or not at all. You

sometimes within the villages hear other Pacific women talking about it during a

conversation. But you would not have a direct conversation about sexuality, mainly in

a general sense. Some families though are more reserved than others. (C: 6).

With women's health issues you don't talk to your brothers, I never talked to my

brothers ... only told my sister about my operations ... with women's parts that is

private parts, us Cook Island people don't share this with brothers ... It's taboo ...

When my husband rang my brother... he never explained what it was about ... he said

he didn't know what to say. My brother just accepted that and didn't ask for us to

explain... I only told my mum and sisters. And my husband, but this sort of thing you

don't share with your brothers or around men. (J: 2).

Sua'ali'i (2001) also discusses the differences that exist between males and

females in her research concerning Samoan people. In understanding gender from a

Samoan perspective, Sua'ali'i argues that the separate roles that males and females

have are based on not only their reproductive roles, but also their place within their
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aiga. In discussing how male, female and fa'afafine are understood from a Samoan

perspective, Sua'ali'i argues that the collective aiga-based identity is a greater

influence upon understanding "self", before gender classifications (Sua'ali'i, 2001:

171 ).

Although these ideas have undergone change especially within a New Zealand

context, Sua'ali'i proposes that the aiga continues to persist in influencing not only

identity among Samoan people, but also in regard to shaping understandings of

gender. For example as stated by participants above, brothers and sisters have a

strict relationship that is defined by respect. This relationship as stated by Sua'ali'i

has persisted (although not in it's original form) despite Western theoretical

influences and migration (Sua'ali'i, 2001: 175).

Here the ancient separation of male and female gender roles continued after migration.

The evidence of the separation of male and female identities, and of the persistence of

the ancient brother-sister covenant, was found in contemporary incidences. These

included (a) not being able to from platonic relationships with members of the opposite

sex, at least until after marriage; (b) not being able to sleep in the same room as brothers;

(c) not being able to wear brothers' clothes or vice versa; (d) not being able to make any

sexual inferences during a conversation or watch sexual scenes on television when a

brother is present, or vice versa. Many of these incidences were not uncommon to my

own experience growing up in New Zealand. It was within the practice of these gender

codes that the significance of the brother-sister feagiga, pivotal to ancient Samoan

gender relations, could be found in contemporary New Zealand situations. (Sua'ali'i,

2001: 175 -176).

In discussing how health is communicated therefore, many participants stated

that they also have to be aware of the different gender and age groups among Pacific

people. Many participants also emphasised that in discussing sexual health, they still

find these ideas difficult to communicate, despite being "health professionals".
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There is not a community concept of health that encompasses everybody ethnically

and between the genders. There is also a way of going about approaching health. In

1972 I taught in Tonga, and one of the things I had to teach was health. I had to be

careful what I said, and in the end I left it to the Red Cross to deal with because

not that I didn't know my material, but because I was too young. The information

was also delivered to the boys and girls separately. CF: 3).

We do have a very gender orientated type of education. Women to women, men to

men. However this is changing. I had to help do a talk about STDs aimed at an older

age group that included both men and women. It was very difficult for me, they told

me to hurry up and do it or sit down, I was the one feeling uncomfortable. (D:8).

In response to these issues therefore, many participants highlighted that it is

important for health professionals to be sensitive to the individual needs of Pacific

women. As explained below, being culturally sensitive also means you have to be

culturally aware.

The women will know her body better than anyone else, so you need to listen

carefully. Also watch body language, a Pacific women could say she is comfortable,

and yet she is turned away from you. Her body language can provide clues about what

she is really saying. If not sure about cultural safety issues it is good to have

somebody who can work along side of you so that you know. Also be prepared for

relatives to accompany a women, this will always be another women. In being

culturally safe I think it means to be sensitive, listening, do not assume, and be

honest, truthful, we need straight up information, even children now can access this.

CD:?).
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Health is communicated through observation and participation.

Another prominent theme that many participants highlighted, was that health

ideas were communicated to them through subtle means, such as by observing

other family members and through friends. As explained below,

I never talked about this with my mother. I learnt by observing and by friends. I

watched my mother and older sister use old sheets for their periods and then burn

them. I did the same. I remember when my mother took me to the doctor for a

check up because I was so skinny and she thought I had not had my period. I was 16

before I got my period. I was upset because I had already had it for a couple of

months. My mother apologised to me, and the doctor said I was fine, just small. (A:6

&7).

My mother was a midwife in Samoa, so I saw a lot in the village. At 7 in the morning

we would have sick people from children to adults wanting to see my mother. I saw a

lot of Samoan type of massages, and the use of traditional medicines such as roots,

leaves. My job after 6:00 mass was to tidy up the fale, at that time we lived in a

traditional house and then I would have to go collect and prepare the medicines. My

mother would also grow a lot of herbs in our garden ... There were both male and

female healers but they dealt with different areas of the body. When I was in

Samoa I can mostly remember women, but it was the men who dealt with anything to

do with bones, such as a sore back or a broken or sprained ankle. While women dealt

with internal pains ... What was really important was the spiritual side of healing. My

mother would always pray first. Religion plays an important part in Pacific culture,

they go side by side. (H:1 & 2).

Although I acknowledge that the above stories were mainly told by participants

who grew up within the Islands, what was common among interviews was that by

learning about health through observation, this played a large part in establishing the
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idea that health is something that is part of everyday life. For example, as expressed

by one participant who grew up within New Zealand,

I place my health quite high in my life. When I was young health was a large priority

in my family. We grew up knowing that you are what you eat, so our main priority was

to eat well. Dad being a vegetarian also meant we weren't eating a lot of meat. I

think when I started to go away from those concepts that I began to have health

problems. When I was young we would grow our own vegetables. My mum grew the

food that she wanted to feed her babies with... CD: 5).

The ideas that health is something that is observed rather than directly

discussed therefore, was mentioned by participants who were born in New Zealand

and in the various Pacific communities. Douthett and Bennett (1997) also discuss

these ideas in that for many Pacific people, health is communicated through

everyday practices and beliefs.

Traditional methods of improving health status were acknowledged as fundamental to

an understanding of health and wellness ... Toelupe (1997) states that traditionally,

Pacific health practices and beliefs were modelled and taught through everyday

learning and community interactions. Although this style of health education practice

was rarely documented as such, the importance of traditional health practices and

traditional health education methods is again beginning to be acknowledged. (Douthett

and Bennett, 1997: 18).

This particular approach to communicating health however, can impact upon

Pacific women's health within a New Zealand context. This is because concepts such

as "healthcare services", "public health" or "health promotion", communicate little

meaning to many Pacific women and their health. As explained below,
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Health promotion is OK but we don't have a name for it, we don't really have an

understanding of it. We do though have our own way which is through traditional

medicine. We also have our way to approaching things like coping with people who

have disabilities. (C: 4 & 5)... (The Participant told me of a story of her nephew who

had cerebral palsy, and how her uncle and aunty would dig a hole in the sand and put

him in it so he could stand and try and build up strength). (From researcher's notes).

Within Douthett and Bennetts' (1997) research, they also discuss how health is

communicated among Pacific people, concentrating on public health. They found that

for many Pacific people, "... public health as an abstract concept was seen as

somewhat redundant, given the inequities in health status between Pacific people

and other groups in New Zealand society... Of more relevance to Pacific public

workers was the practical issues of health services provision in a way that was

appropriate to, and safe for, Pacific peoples" (Douthett and Bennett, 1997: 17).

Within this thesis many participants also took a similar practical stance, in that

they felt it was important to communicate health in a way that is appropriate for

Pacific women, by Pacific women. Many participants also felt it is important to

incorporate other means to help discuss health. For example as discussed below,

visual approaches, humour and humility were identified by many participants as

important factors to implement when communicating ideas within a Pacific context.

This type of approach also encourages a safe and supportive environment for Pacific

women to explore health alternatives.

Have a Pacific person who is creative! And have them actually make the dishes,

Pacific people need to see to learn. They need to see a demonstration, introduce

other foods like pasta and show the nutritional values that certain foods have.
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Pacific people do not use a lot of green vegetables and fruit, which is partly because

they don't have access to buying them because of a lack of money. Teach them to

grow their own! Like in the Islands. There are other options. This talking needs to

come from the Pacific community because we need people who can put it across in a

joking manner. Humour is important to use especially for learning. (F:6).

You get a group together and tell them straight. I always say that I'm here to help

and support, not to tell them. Pacific people don't like you to tell them. Tell them in

the humblest way. It is very hard to educate ideas about things like sexuality as well

because it is very tapu, and it is hard also to convince people to believe you. I have

been told off in the past for talking about issues that some people do not see as

appropriate. But we have to, especially for us to learn about these new policies and

laws that we have to go by. I also want to stress though that we can still do it in our

own way, in our own cultural way, that is appropriate to help us here in New Zealand.

For some Pacific women they say they are too embarrassed to tell their husbands

that they need to have a smear, but I try and encourage them to use women doctors

as an alternative solution. That's why I use fanny, because it can make it more light

hearted... Plus if you try and tell them sometimes they think you are fea' poke.

(arrogant). This is another difference about Pacific and Palagi cultures ... is that our

approach to things, you have to be humble. So you can't tell Pacific people. (H:5).

Pacific culture is visual. It is very important for Pacific people to see things to make

sense to them. Plus our culture is oral in that we have grown up with legends and

family stories. We have a lot of pride in these stories. (C:2).

Through acknowledging some of the ways that health is communicated among

Pacific women, this provides a tentative perspective of the complexity that some

Pacific women manage in expressing health within their lives. It is this complexity

therefore, that will be looked at in more depth in the following section.
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Expressing health and ill health

Kleinman (1995) argues that in discussing health, it is important to consider not

only biomedical explanations, in comparison with social, cultural or political

viewpoints, but from the position where both paradigms meet. In taking on

Kleinman's challenge however, I realised that participants' explanations of health

already involved a coagulation of these ideas. As argued in the previous chapter,

"Pacific women" encompass a diverse group of women. Participants' explanations of

health and ill health therefore, expressed this diversity in that their ideas included

cultural, spiritual and biomedical expressions that ignored theoretical boundaries.

Within this section, discussion is focussed on not only how participants deal

with the many structural influences upon their health (such as political, social or

cultural influences), but also attempts to explore some of the discreet ways in which

participants express health and ill health within their lives. As discussed in Chapter

two, it is important to recognise that the expression of health is a personal affair. It is

my aim within this section therefore, to identify not only some of the factors that

inhibit Pacific women from achieving health, but also some of the choices that Pacific

women make concerning how they express health within their lives.

A community view versus an individual view of health

In discussing health with participants, it is important to acknowledge that

participants' expressions of health do not exist in isolation, but represent a myriad of

constant negotiations between identity, culture, gender, family, and socioeconomic
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factors. One of the major negotiations identified by participants, is that the expression

of health is constantly mediated between a community and an individual approach.

For example, at the beginning of this chapter, participants attempted to explain

what health means to them. One of the central themes that was prominent among

participants' ideas, was that their perceptions of health were intimately tied to their

own ideas about identity and family. Participants' explanations of health therefore,

also involved ideas concerning the health of their family and at times, their wider

Pacific communities.

Within Anae's (2001) research concerning identity issues and New Zealand-

born Samoan people, Anae argues that a central element within Samoan identity is

the concept of aiga. She proposes that despite living within a New Zealand context

and/or being New Zealand born, many Samoan people retain much of their

fa'asamoa. They are not "assimilated" into New Zealand culture, but encompass both

fa'asamoa and New Zealand culture embodying their identity as New Zealand-born

Samoans. As explained below,

The persistent Samoan identity system will ensure the continuation of fa'asamoa despite

the assimilating tendencies of life in New Zealand, precisely because of the centrality and

overriding importance of aiga, on which the Samoan world-view and lifestyle continue to

be based ... centuries of inter-island and decades of inter-continental circular migration

and contact, made so much easier in the Information Age, have ensured that all nodes

will forever remain interconnected with the homeland... (Anae, 2001: 118).

In discussing health with participants, I also observed that their ideas and

expressions of health were not confined to any particular cultural paradigm, but

flowed between their Pacific identity and their New Zealand culture. For example

many participants recognised that in maintaining a communual approach to health,
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this was extremely difficult within a New Zealand environment. However many

participants also stressed that they did not want to compromise this approach,

because it helped them to express health. In looking at how health ideas are

expressed among participants therefore, this involved recognising that for many, this

involved the complex task of trying to balance Pacific and Palagi constructions of

health.

An example of the above, is in the area of health promotion. In promoting

women's health specifically among Pacific women, this type of approach has been

criticised for encouraging a fragmented view of health, which does not fit within a

Pacific community way of life. As argued by participants however, rather than

understanding Pacific women as separate individuals, it is important to place these

ideas within a Pacific framework so that the interconnectedness between family

members is not only recognised, but also promoted in relation to health. As explained

below,

I do not think encouraging Pacific women to look after themselves is a Palagi concept

if it is done within a Pacific framework. I feel that there needs to be a balance.

Pacific women continually place their health last on the list. This is very much a

cultural practice in caring for others ... Women need to accept and believe that

caring for yourself does not mean you are selfish. It means recognising that if you

care for yourself you are better able to care for others. Addressing health in a

Pacific Island way is not that easy because you have to also educate the men how to

value their own health, so they can understand support the Pacific women with their

health concerns. In Pacific families it is the children that always come first. With

healthier parents, I believe they can be better cared for. (E: 4).
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In discussing the above perspective with participants, many participants

emphasised that it is also important to acknowledge that health concepts are

currently shifting among some Pacific women. For example, in discussing how

participants rate their health, many said that they place their personal health in high

regard.

... Damn site better than my family history, I don't have diabetes, high blood

pressure. Only health problems are migraines but I have learnt to exercise, go to

bed early and control my weight. I am aware of my health problems. In work I will

take a mental health day. I know to look after myself. Some weeks are stressful, so

I'm lucky I can be flexible within my work. I'm probably an exception amongst

Pacific women. Overall though I rate my health high. (FA).

Although health concepts are shifting among some Pacific women, this does

not necessarily mean that health concepts based upon Pacific concepts of family are

compromised. Many participants stated that one of the major reasons why they have

focussed on their own health, is so that they can participate more with their family.

I started doing more physical stuff because I used to be so tired and gained some

weight. It's been progressive but I got to a stage where if I wanted to be healthy in

my 60s, then I had to change my lifestyle. I looked at mum and dad and they are still

physical, doing stuff. I also wanted to be more actively involved with the girls. They

are very involved in lots of activities ... It's like when the girls would go swimming I

wouldn't go with them because I would be too self conscious about my weight. Now

it's really good how I participate with them rather than just spectating while my

husband does activities ... Also as my physical health improved, I felt better. I don't

get so down and I'm now considering things I thought I would never do before. Like

netball. I hadn't played since I was pregnant with (my daughter). As you improve,

your confidence grows. It's like going tramping with the girls I would of never
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considered it because I would of never thought of myself as physically fit enough.

(G: 1,2).

In looking at these above ideas, what is obvious are the many complexities

involved for participants trying to balance their personal health needs, with their

cultural health needs. Many participants stressed however, that it is also important to

recognise that a communual approach to health is not only confined within the family

context, but can at times include Pacific women's cultural communities and their

churches.

As discussed previously within this chapter, many participants stated that a

commonality among some Pacific women, is that they feel healthy when they are

participating within their communities. This can mean however, that Pacific women's

physical and mental health is sometimes marginalised in relation to the cultural roles

that Pacific women have. As explained below,

Yes, it is a commonality that Pacific women share. Pacific women are still sitting in a

patriarchal society. Women are really expected to do so much for example like in the

churches, They are so stretched, loaded. This is where there is a big difference

between living in the Islands and in New Zealand. In the Islands you are more reliant

(in a good sense) on your extended family. (D: 3).

The idea that Pacific women are expected to "do so much, especially in the

churches", was an issue mentioned by many participants. This is because for many

Pacific people, their spiritual beliefs and churches play a fundamental part in not only

their lives, but in influencing health concepts. For example, as expressed by one

participant, this can be difficult to negotiate, especially within a New Zealand context.
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It took a long time for me to see New Zealand culture as different and not wrong,

because of all the cultural differences to my own. I feel that I have become more

flexible with my culture. For example when I am at church and I see young people

wearing jeans I would revert back to my cultural thinking and regard their dress

wear as being wrong and disrespectful. I now see that kind of thing as being a

change in the environment I live in, and (view) culture as different- not wrong.

The cultural differences has a deep effect on women's health, for example, if

Pacific Island women choose to use contraception, some Pacific people view this

choice as refusing gifts from God. That some Pacific people see Pacific women who

use contraception as selfish because they are seen to want more material things and

not these amazing gifts. Some people are shocked when they hear I have only two

children. (E:8).

In trying to negotiate these ideas without compromising themselves, many

participants found this was a difficult task. As explained below, some participants felt

they needed to "visit a special friend" so they could attend to their own health needs,

without compromising their integrity within their cultural and family environments.

I tried to encourage a Tongan woman to come along to the workshop that (my

daughter) is running in trying to install confidence in the long termed unemployed.

The woman who has very little self confidence had a lot of excuses that she couldn't

go because she had to help out at the church every day. She was worried that she

would be seen to be NOT there. I'm not worried about that anymore. If I am happy

with myself it's nobody's business. I know I need my privacy and space. Sometimes

when I try and get away everybody will jump in my truck for a ride to town, I tell

them to get out cause I'm going to go and visit a special friend! Sometimes I don't

use the truck, but take the bus just to get away. (A:?).

Equally acknowledged by many participants however, is the important support

that many churches provide for Pacific people. The church not only helps people in
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maintaining spiritual health, but provides help in supporting Pacific people with

practical care.

The church does a lot, I used to criticise the church a lot, but not now that I am

older. It is our first port of call when we need help. Not social welfare, we will go to

our minister first. There have been some bad things, but there are more good things

that the church does. They are the ones who visit the prisons, the hospitals, and

provide transport for people. (D:8 & 9).

In looking at how participants try and balance their individual health needs with

a community way of life, many participants stated that although it is difficult, there are

benefits that are immeasurable. That these benefits not only include a sense of

belonging, but a recognition that the Pacific community is a vital support network that

for many Pacific women, is fundamental to their cultural expression of health.

Pacific women always put the community first, because of personal reasons and also

because of cultural or traditional reasons and pressures, in that everyone will know

if you haven't participated. There are students that do this especially cause they

can access their loans to help out ... However there are benefits that we don't see.

They are immeasurable and to do with feelings of belonging, feeling good. It is very

hard to be taught without living in a culture. Palagi people can't understand how we

can do it, or why we give money, but people forget that the Pacific community is very

young, it is only two generations that have earning capacity, supporting a larger

community here and overseas. Pacific women too are responsible for trying to make

this balance work between supporting others and their immediate family, in helping

keep the household going. They do it! It is a subtle hold the culture holds over us...

Why do we do it? It is a delicate balance between pain and pleasure. (DA).
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Financial restrictions

In looking at how health is expressed, a major issue that was stressed by all

participants, was the financial restrictions that effect many Pacific women. This is

because financial issues not only limit options available to some Pacific women, but

in some circumstances encourages the expression of ill-health on a community and

individual level. As explained below,

There are a lot of social problems which restrict Pacific women, I have found

through my community work, financial restrictions are still so high on Pacific

peoples' list in restricting their health. Also the lack of funding is always a problem

on an individual basis as well as a not having enough funding for programs like the

Pacific women's cervical program. For example, the choices that some Pacific people

have to make between eating healthy or eating for survival. .. For example, I know my

family should have three vegetables a night but we can't afford it, so we only have

two. I believe Pacific Islands people are great managers because we have been

managing to live with poverty for years, for generations. We are great managers

because we manage to keep our families together, including our elderly people who

still live with us... (E: 4 & 5).

They can't cope, they can't stretch their money so they pay some things and don't

pay the others. Debt collectors only exist for us! Because we need to survive, we can

only pay what we can and ignore the other debts for example like the phone and

power. Many Pacific people do not have phones. (DA).

That's another thing money is a huge barrier in terms of accessing other ways of

looking after yourself spiritually. Like I wanted to do a massage course, and it was

one day a month. It was great but for many Pacific women they wouldn't be able to
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do this because they wouldn't be able to afford this. I feel like I now know what is

sore in my body and I massage my children. (G:3).

As described by one participant who was recently ill, the financial costs that are

required to access healthcare can also add unwanted stress.

It's a big change to my life, marriage life ... I mean it's not going to change my whole

life totally ... I do feel though that as a woman, something has been taken... physically,

... I have to take things easy, slowing myself down a bit, have to take ... tablets

everyday... have to pay subscriptions... it's expensive to budget, you have to have $15

every-time you go to a Doctor for a prescription, then pay for the prescriptions on

top of that ... it's very costing, it worries me whether we can afford it or not ...

especially as I am only working part-time... and I've had to take a month off ... (J:8).

Participants explained financial issues concerning Pacific women as the result

of both socioeconomic and cultural factors. For example as explained by the

participant below, in general Pacific people do not support an individual approach to

socioeconomics.

I feel it is a combination of the both. Pacific people are not driven to be successful

in a Western sense, in that I mean not an individualistic approach. Whereas it is also

a cultural thing in that Pacific people come from a different mindset, way of life ...

B:2).

This is an important point to recognise because financial issues discussed by

participants not only included their personal situation, but involved issues concerning

their cuiturel financial obligations as well. Within many Pacific cultures there is an

expectation placed upon Pacific people to donate money to their church and certain
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cultural events, such as weddings or funerals. However as explained below, this can

also add much stress within many Pacific women's lives.

Giving money has changed locations in that in New Zealand many Pacific people will

donate money for functions ... I took 3 months off work. When she (my sister) died I

told my husband we are going to have to make a donation, we had to give up

something to do this because my husband was against borrowing money to do this.

Most other Pacific people borrow money to cope with the expectation to give money,

and this worries me. I feel that this expectation is totally unrealistic. There is a real

difficulty in expecting to give money... At these times it is a real issue for women to

look after themselves because it is very stressful for them to try and find money, as

well as trying to make things run smoothly and have time to grieve or celebrate. (F: 5

& 6).

These situations can be difficult for Pacific women to negotiate because unlike

in many of the Pacific communities, there is less choice in accessing alternative

support networks within New Zealand. As discussed in Chapter three,

Pacific people within New Zealand cannot cope with the many costs such as Church

and family costs. Within the Islands if you haven't got enough money you can borrow

off other family members in return for work, but in New Zealand people do not have

the money to support all these things because there is no alternative source of

payment apart from money. (F: 5).

Some participants highlighted however, that the context of gifting is currently

changing within New Zealand. Although gifting remains an important part of

participating within many Pacific people's cultures, the social pressure is more readily

recognised within New Zealand. As explained below
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Pacific people will understand the context of gifting within New Zealand than within

the Islands. In that if you donate $50 instead of $500 it is more accepted here

because people know of the social pressure involved over here. Also now in some

cases Palagi will give, and help out. These ideas will permeate, people will see it as

more appropriate now to take food when visiting Pacific people, especially within the

Pacific community and within the churches. (D: 4).

It is important to highlight that not all Pacific women are financially restricted.

For example, some of the participants argued that although they felt that Pacific

women's health in general is getting worse, equally acknowledged are the increasing

number of Pacific women who do not fit within this category.

My opinion is that Pacific women's' health is getting worse... I also think the factors

which effect Pacific women as well as the rest of the community are because of

social and cultural reasons. However I feel that this generation of Pacific people

have come a long way from my generation in not only health terms, but also in

relation to education and employment opportunities. (E:5).

We are re-prioritising our needs... I'm lucky that I don't have big financial pressure

and that I don't have to commit to a full time job. I don't know if it's right to tell

the girls but I tell them don't aim for a job at school, just do what you enjoy ...

That's the thing about a lot of our women, they are in a situation where they have no

choice and they have to stay in a job that they are unhappy with because they have

to earn money to support their family. I know I can leave a job I do not like, and I

suppose that makes me feel secure. (G: 2&3).

Although some Pacific women who are financially secure enjoy an increase in

benefits such as being able to access quality health services, many participants

cautioned in how these benefits are understood. For example as explained below,
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many Pacific women also enjoy the disadvantages that go with being "financially

independent".

I think that some Pacific women enjoy a lot of the disadvantages of Western

culture, such as long hours, low pay and do not necessarily enjoy the benefits that

some people claim that they have, like an increase in financial independence... The

community is what I think keeps Pacific women, and Pacific people together. Without

the community people would be totally lost ... There is a lot more stress within this

environment. A lot harder to make ends meet. I believe that in the South Island,

people have commented that we have it better down here than in for example,

Auckland. (BA).

Pacific women and Primary healthcare

In discussing Pacific women and primary healthcare, these ideas are complex

as they involve issues relating to how health is learned and communicated among

Pacific women. Previously in this chapter it was emphasised that for many

participants, health was communicated through subtle means such as through

observation and participation. In observing health however, many Pacific women

have learnt that they are the primary healthcare for their families. For example, as

identified by Sua'ali'i (2001),

Anae's study (1998: 247) raised similar sentiments. A quote from one of her participants

shows that the mothering responsibilities attributed to females in ancient Samoa are still

very much expected of Samoans, both those in Samoan and those living outside Samoa.

... But I think it was just our role as women to take over and be major caregiver, and I

suppose you go through little phases where you think ... my brothers should be here. But
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they had families so us girls were left to maintain a lot of the caring for the folks. (Sua'ali'i,

2001: 175).

Although Pacific gender roles concerning the provision of care have been

contested among some Pacific women, these concepts still influence how many

Pacific women care for themselves and their families. As explained below, some

participants felt that a commonality among many Pacific women is that they place

their own health needs as secondary to their families .

... we as Pacific parents always put our children first and the parents needs are

catered last. This is so hard to try and change because you are trying to educate

Pacific people to change their Island attitude and way of thinking (C:2).

I don't think most Pacific women are really worried about their health unless it is

something really big, that is why they don't go and get check ups. They worry about

their children's health first, and then themselves. (H:5).

Many participants highlighted that in general, Pacific women only access health

services when they have a health problem that they cannot control. Although some

Pacific women regard their personal health as low priority, many participants also

highlighted that there are structural influences that inhibit Pacific women from

accessing health services. As explained below, these include factors such as

transport and financial issues.

The major ones like money and employment are big factors, but also how we

approach health. I won't even go myself except when I have to ... Most Pacific people

will only go if it is something that they cannot control. It has to be about something

big. For some people transport is a problem. While for many people, they cannot
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afford to go. If it's family members I am quite happy to pay for them, especially if

it's silly and it could of been fixed before, but I don't like going myself! (F: 3 & 4).

Although recognised are the many structural factors which restrict Pacific

women from accessing health, what is particularly interesting about this participant's

comments is that she prefers to not access healthcare for herself. Although there are

many reasons involved, this raises an important point by recognising that for some

Pacific women, they do not always want to access health services. For example,

some Pacific women may not want to access health services because they have a

dislike for hospitals or they prefer to utilise other treatments. In discussing how

participants prefer to access healthcare therefore, some participants mentioned that

they felt that some of their choices in regard to pursuing health, had been restricted.

For example as discussed by the participant below, she felt that Pacific traditional

healthcare had been restricted within New Zealand, because it has been associated

with negative connotations.

I believe that Pacific people would use more traditional health-care if it was more

accessible. Traditional healing methods have been quite suppressed in New Zealand

because people here treat it as if it is voodoo, especially the spiritual healing. Pacific

people first go to Palagi doctors, and if that fails they then resort back to

traditional healing. If Pacific people cannot afford mainstream healthcare, they will

then use traditional healing. The New Zealand healthcare services, does not

recognise the importance of spiritual healthcare among Pacific people. Spiritual as in

relation to the church as well as culture. That is where traditional healing has helped

when mainstream medicine cannot find anything wrong, because it deals with the

body as well as the spiritual side of the person. (E:7).
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Although many participants discussed the benefits gained from traditional

healthcare, other participants felt that at times, traditional healthcare had also placed

Pacific people's health at risk. Some participants also attributed the use of traditional

healthcare to financial restrictions, in that some Pacific people do not have enough

money to access mainstream healthcare.

A belief in the traditional healers. There is definitely a place for it, but sometimes

there are times it can inhibit people from seeking other health options. For example

people may be in pain for a week, before using Western medicine as another option .. ,

(F;3).

It is to do with the mentality of our people, as well as other reasons such as cost

which is a major problem and unemployment. Many Pacific people choose traditional

medicine because they cannot afford western medicine. Therefore this all means

that our own personal health is at risk .. , (C:2).

Although there exists contention concerning the efficacy of traditional

healthcare, acknowledged is that neither traditional or mainstream healthcare is

entirely satisfactory in all situations. While biomedicine continues to dominate the

New Zealand's health system, traditional healthcare is used by most Pacific people

as an alternative, but not mutually exclusive response to ill health (Ministry of Health,

1997a). In discussing healthcare and Pacific women therefore, it is important to

recognise that although there are many structural and cultural implications involved,

the interpretation of healthcare among Pacific women is personal to each individual.

One of the main issues involving Pacific women and healthcare therefore, is finding

out how most Pacific women want to use healthcare services within their lives. As

explained below,
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Although you can educate Pacific people, you have to remember that health is a

choice. Therefore some Pacific people may not see it as necessary or do not see

healthcare as a real need in that they already see themselves as healthy. It is

important to talk with Pacific people to see why are they here and how they want to

use the health system? For example if you asked Pacific people would they want to

use the health system if they had lung cancer, i.e. for surgery, and then asked them if

they wanted to smoke, we have to acknowledge that both these things are foreign to

Pacific people. Therefore we need to talk with Pacific people to understand what they

want. (B:?).

In looking at what Pacific women want in relation to health services many

participants pointed out that it is important to have health services that can cater for

Pacific women's specific health needs. These needs however, are not only confined

within a biomedical context, but involve recognising cultural issues as well. As argued

below, some participants pointed out that for many Pacific women, mainstream

healthcare remains a "scary" place to be. This fear however is not only related to the

physical environment of health services, but includes not knowing how the health

system works.

The issues of whether the environment is comfortable needs to be addressed. Many

Pacific women are told to go to the Waka, a Maori women's health clinic that goes

around door to door, but many Pacific women have said even though the screening is

done by a person with a brown face, they still do not feel comfortable. It is

important to recognise cultural differences. (E:lO).

Knowing the system is a very important part because Pacific people have difficulty in

realising and managing the different parts within the organisations and the
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different policies. For example there are administrators who are not hands on

people, Pacific people sometimes do not see the distinction. (F:2).

This lack of knowledge in understanding the different parts of the health system

is compounded by fact that many participants said that when they have been

assertive and requested information, there has been a lack of communication within

the health services causing a feeling of mistrust by some Pacific women. As

explained below,

Yes, I found that with my experience that there was a lack of communication, but

mainly within the service itself. I'm not the only one who has been through this ....

They always say "that's the way it goes", (meaning the system) but who would like to

put up with this? .. (J: 10).

This has resulted in not only some Pacific women feeling frustrated, but also

deters Pacific women from accessing the healthcare that they are entitled to. An

example of this situation is described below,

When I was discharged ... on the 18th of this month, the nurse who discharged me

said that a district nurse would come and see me that Tuesday, to check on me. I

then asked her about home help and she said that the district nurse would come and

see me and explain about this ... when it came to Tuesday, nobody turned up! I was

waiting all day. On Wednesday I rang back to the hospital, I waited till the next day

to ring .... and I talked to the same nurse who discharged me, and she told me that

she was sorry but that I didn't get a referral ... I said to her that she had told me

that on the day I was discharged, that I was going to get a referral for a district

nurse... so she then transferred my phone call to the district nurse services ... I must

say they were really nice, and they listened to my concerns... but they told me if

there was no referral from ward 2A, the district nurse will not come ... I tell you, my
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phone call was going round and round!... That was another thing ... when I was talking

to the nurse who had discharged me, about why I did not get a referral. .. she said to

me, have you got a wound? She had forgotten about me! All these frustrations and

confusions!... the girl at the district nurse services offered a district nurse to come

and see me which was good. She said the nurse would come and see me the next day

and I asked her to ask the nurse to bring a form about home help... that girl was

really nice, I have to say that the district nurse services did listen to my concerns.

One of the nurses then rang me that afternoon to make a time to come and see me

the next day. So she came and checked up on me and told me that I could walk

around if I felt like it... she also went through the form with me... she told me it was

the way the service is and that she couldn't do anything... but that I was not

entitled to 2 hours per week of home help because my husband is at home the same

time as me... even though I told them that he does night shift and so I don't want to

wake him for my lunch... it still doesn't matter... plus because I have a teenager and

my other (son) is 6 they categorise them as being able to care for themselves ....

That's the only time I saw a nurse... It's like when you get out of hospital you have

to (take) care of yourself and if you are worried then you go to your own doctor...

This can get quite expensive... (affects) low income people the most... not everyone is

entitled to it (home help), especially if you have children to help you... in the end it

was too much hassle to organise so I left it... With my husband he is very tired

because of doing night shift... so I cook my own lunch... he gets upset because I don't

wake him... I just pray to the Lord to look after ourselves ... you know many people

said just get home help but it isn't simple as that because not everyone is entitled

to home help... I think it is a good thing we try and explain this to our Pacific people

because our people are not aware of these experiences. for me... I can see a lack of

communication, especially in my situation with the referral. (J:5&6).

Some participants emphasised however, that currently some health services

are improving for Pacific women. This is not only because mainstream health

services are more aware of Pacific women's health needs, but includes the

increasing number of Pacific people who are now involved in the implementation and
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construction of health services that effect Pacific women's lives. There is also more

recognition of how Pacific people and mainstream health services can work together

to provide not only better healthcare, but also better healing for Pacific women and

Pacific people in general.

During a seminar on Pacific nurses' roles within child health, it was noted that

services who had Pacific nurses involved, were benefiting from their cultural as well

as biomedical knowledge. As explained below,

In Auckland, some services are directed specifically towards Pacific children who, with

their particular needs, may be better served by Pacific nurses who know about the

circumstances in which the children and their families find themselves. Nurses have been

involved in these services from the beginning. Some mainstream services, eg Plunket

and public health in South Auckland, are also developing Pacific Island nursing groups,

with some specialising in illnesses such as asthma ... The difficulties of coping with

responsibilities outside of their contracts meant the nurses needed strategies to deal with

overwork and stress. The value of the support they received from the palagi colleagues

was expressed (Grant-Makie, 2001: 34).

Having Pacific people involved in health services that concern not only Pacific

women but also Pacific people, was identified by most participants as a positive step

in addressing Pacific people's health issues. As explained below, Pacific mentors are

needed by not only Pacific people but also by mainstream health services, so that a

greater understanding of Pacific people and their ideas about health can be

achieved.

The services for Pacific people are not too bad. Some aspects have improved, and

some haven't. I think specific diseases like Asthma is increasing. In relation to

educating medical people about Pacific peoples' health needs, the classes lack depth

because not necessarily the information provided is not good enough, but there are
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no Pacific mentors for them and for us. There are few Pacific advisers who know the

system. We need to understand the system to get anything from it. (F:7).

It is important to recognise that the above issues concerning Pacific women and

primary healthcare, are not mutually exclusive but impact upon each other in complex

ways. As discussed by participants, these issues involve the combination of cultural

and social influences that shape Pacific women's expressions of not only ill health,

but also health within their lives. As expressed by one participant, we need to

encourage the communication of health among Pacific women, however through our

own methods.

I say don't wait until things are wrong ... I also think it is important that women are

with women... we usually do not mix men when we talk about these things ... but if

there are men doctors then it is important to have a women present ... also we should

be allowed to bring our own women for support who can speak in our mother tongue .

Also it is important to know what is going to happen before you go through with it .

(J: 9).

In discussing Pacific women and their health concepts, it is important to

recognise that although participants' ideas about health are multiple, complex and

personal, this does not mean that health solutions concerning Pacific women's health

issues need to be complicated. As argued by Anae (2001),

First, it is not difficult to know what the needs and aspirations of a vast majority of Pacific

peoples are. They have not changed since the 1950s when Pacific migrants started

coming here in large numbers. Quite simply, they are that their children become educated

and successful. For New Zealand-borns, it is that they make their parents and aiga proud

of them. What Pacific peoples are demanding is equality of access to quality education,
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health, housing and employment. A major re-examination of the exact nature of the

problems and solutions, based on a sound mix of quantitative and qualitative research

with Pacific epistemologies and methodologies, will be the starting point. (Anae, 2001:

119).

My final aim within this chapter therefore, is to discuss not only what

participants think are the prominent heath issues concerning Pacific women, but to

explore the many ideas that participants have in regard to approaching these health

issues. I also wanted to pay tribute to participants who have worked in addressing

Pacific health issues, long before Pacific people's health was a "priority" within the

New Zealand public health system. These ideas will be explored in the following

section.

Pacific women's health issues;

from the perspective of Participants

As discussed in Chapter two, four out of the five health issues stipulated by the

Ministry of Health (1997a), were concerned with the reproductive role of Pacific

women." Although I acknowledge that some Pacific women experience reproductive

health issues, I felt that this approach was limited because it failed to recognise other

important health issues. As argued previously within this chapter, it is important to

recognise why and how Pacific women want to use mainstream health services. In

discussing how health is understood, communicated and expressed by Pacific

39 Refer to Pages 29, in Chapter two within this thesis.
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women therefore, I also felt it was important to explore what participants think are

important health issues concerning themselves and their Pacific communities.

In discussing health issues with participants, many participants recognised that

Pacific women have health issues concerning specific areas within their physical

body. As explained below, some participants felt that education concerning the

anatomy is needed by some Pacific women.

Basically things that concern Pacific women's anatomy. Especially in the areas such as

breast, cervical, vagina and childbirth. These are the primary areas, the other parts

such as heart, and diseases such as diabetes are all important too but not as

important as the areas outlined ... Primarily a lack of understanding how the body

functions as well as a lack of understanding of how a medical person can assist you.

(F: 1).

It is important to acknowledge however, that many participants also discussed

health issues that extended beyond a biomedical framework, to include many of the

issues identified within this thesis. It is these expressions therefore, that will be

explored concerning what participants think are important health issues effecting

Pacific women. The identification of some viable approaches in addressing these

issues will also be explored.

Stress

Some participants felt that the mental health of Pacific women had been largely

ignored within mainstream healthcare. Many participants identified stress therefore,
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as a major health issue effecting Pacific women within New Zealand. As explained

below,

STRESS! Women are tired and generally run down. People forget about the mental

health of Pacific women, even though they are generally institutionalised, you can

tell from their voices, from their screams. This is the main thing for me... This stops

them from attending to their health, as in physical and emotional health ... We are

away from support groups, families. Just look at the average life span of a Pacific

Island women, high sixties. We are very short of overall average lifespan, which for

some is nearly one hundred! The economy are also important issues that we share.

Our money is sent home, to Auckland, to our own communities, and yet we still have

to feed our families. (D:3 &4).

This participant's observation concerning the institutionalisation of Pacific

women within mental health services, is unfortunately an apt description. There is an

increasing amount of Pacific people who are frequenting New Zealand's mental

health services. One of the prominent issues identified concerning Pacific people and

mental health, is that there is a lack of understanding by both mainstream healthcare

and Pacific communities concerning the effects of mental health on Pacific people

and their family (Malo, 2000: 16, 21). As discussed by Malo below, mental well-being

for many Pacific people is attributed to achieving "harmony" between their spiritual,

physical, emotional and family environment.

Pacific people believe that mental well-being is dependent on all aspects of a person's life

being in harmony. Spiritual, physical, emotional, and family well-being together represent

the holistic way with which mental health needs are addressed. Pacific people expect

acknowledgment and genuine commitment from all agencies to ensure that mental health

services provided to Pacific communities reflect this holistic approach to mental wellness

that is inherent in their belief system (Malo, 2000:30).
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These above comments also relate to participants' comments concerning

Pacific women and stress. For example, some participants said that many Pacific

women feel stressed that they are unable to negotiate the many demands within their

lives, failing to achieve "harmony". As explained below, this can unfortunately effect

Pacific women's confidence, impacting upon their health in a negative way. As

explained below,

STRESS. When you are over stressed your confidence goes down. This is because

Pacific women try and please others and not themselves. They need to be

encouraged to look after themselves, to see themselves. There is a time when they

have to do those things, traditional times when they have a place, but they end up

worrying about others too much. A lot of women are not themselves, in that they try

and be like other women. And when they laugh it is not because they are happy but

because they are nervous. When some Pacific women come... I try and make them

feel as comfortable as possible and try and offer them a coffee. Also they are

stressed because they are trying to please the church. (A:7).

Another health issue identified by participants that relates to issues concerning

stress, is that many Pacific women have to negotiate trying to be "modern" within a

New Zealand context. As explained below,

The biggest challenge that Pacific women face is changes within their lives in being

modern. Having a modern head and being strong enough to relinquish traditional roles

such as the sole caregivers, so that they can survive. Most Pacific women will try and

handle it, to still look after the household by themselves and work as well. They need

to negotiate with their families so they can share the load. Traditionally Pacific men

serve women, so that this concept that it is traditional is not necessarily true. In
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Samoa the brother will eat after the sister. I think the Victorian concept of

marriage has changed some of these concepts ... (D;S).

Although gender roles is a difficult area to discuss, it is also an integral part of

Pacific women's health. This is because many Pacific women continue to struggle to

maintain their many roles for example, within their family, their job, and their church.

This situation as discussed previously, has encouraged many Pacific women to place

their health needs last encouraging ill health.

It is important to recognise however, that these ideas are also currently

changing among some Pacific women. As explained below,

It is important for me to help other women because there are still so many women

who are struggling out there ... I believe you don't have to be there all the time for

your family to show them that you love them. The family can tell you love them by

your heart. If I am not there, my heart is. We need to tell our people to not expect

too much of our women. And we need to tell our women that they need to live their

own lives, and that you need to be strong ... It is difficult for women to place

themselves first because they have been taught that the children come first. At the

conference we talked about the family circle, especially in regards to those children

who are part of two or three family circles. Where will our children go if that circle

is not strong enough to embrace them, or support them through life? I love my

grandchildren, but I am not a baby sitter. I always give support to my children in

being parents, and it is good that we all always communicate, we have regular family

meetings where we can laugh and discuss things. It is important we do come

together, because a lot of families do not do this. (A: 5&6).

Sua'ali'i (2001: 177), discusses the negotiation of gender roles concerning

Samoan people and gender. She argues that although gender roles among Samoan

people are currently more fluid, (in that traditional male and female roles within the
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family are more blurred), this does not mean that the concept of aiga is

compromised. Sua'ali'i argues that, "The more logical economic and cultural

conditions of mainstream New Zealand life have made the sharing of gender roles a

practical reality. The shift is thus more pragmatic than ideological" (Sua'ali'i, 2001:

177).

I found that many participants also expressed similar views in regard to health.

For example, many participants said that they wanted to concentrate on their

personal health because it allowed them to participate more healthily within their

family. These shift in ideas among some Pacific women therefore, did not mean that

Pacific women were adopting a more individual view of health, but were adopted to

support a cultural expression of health. As explained by one participant,

I see health as a personal responsibility. I know I create the environment which

determines my health. People think doctors have all the answers, that we need to

look outside for solutions, but I think we need to look also in ourselves ... I believe

that things happen in their own time. Over the last year I have had to focus a lot on

work, I was quite focused. And since the kids I had gotten so caught up in

everything I was involved in I left myself last. I also had to become more disciplined

with work so that I could cope with working, being a mother. But when I focussed on

myself I was more effective. It really does pay to look after yourself. (G: 3 &4).

It is important therefore, that Pacific women's health needs are addressed

within the family context so that their health issues are not isolated, but understood

as integral part of the family structure. As explained by the participant below,

I think we need to look at the subtle issues that are around these perspectives. One

perspective is that most Pacific women are quite happy to give time to outside
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projects, or other people, but when it comes to their personal life, they will look at

other peoples' needs instead. I think we need to show that if your health goes down,

the family suffers. Pacific women are the cornerstone of families, the support

cornerstone... I also think we need an individual approach that is applied within their

setting, and we need to celebrate what women have given! (G: 10).

Nutrition and exercise

Diet and nutrition were also highlighted by some participants as a major health

issue concerning Pacific women. As discussed in Chapter four, many Pacific women

are isolated from learning about alternative options about health." In approaching

these issues therefore, many participants felt that it was important for Pacific women

to work together as a group, so that options concerning diet and nutrition can be

explored.

We need to train our women about the right food to eat and to exercise through

having fun, for example we all love dancing ... It would be good to encourage them if

they don't want (or cannot afford) to go to a gym to use an exercise tape where

they can do it in their own homes. I would like PACIFICA women's group to help each

other, to do it together. We don't usually work very well by ourselves in terms of

exercise, that's why it is important to form little groups. I go to ... (a gym) and I

never see any other Pacific women. I think it is because I am more outgoing. (A:3&4).

As explained below, by encouraging Pacific women to employ other options in

addressing issues concerning exercise and nutrition, health ideas can be

communicated in not only a supportive way, but also in a effective way for Pacific

women. As explained below,
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I think Nutrition is something to be looked at. Our PACIFICA group has talked

about it before. Knowing the nutritional value of food. We also had a get together

with the other PACIFICA group where we played social netball, afterwards we had a

pot luck which PACIFICA organised and it was based on healthy food. It was a really

good introduction looking at healthy lifestyles, and we talked about nutrition, in

relating it to ways that we could have what we enjoyed but within a more healthy

way. Later on we actually did a hands on approach where the women broke up into

groups and made a meal each then we shared it as a group. This demonstrating was

an important part of the learning process, it was really excellent. (G:6).

Beyond thirty ...

Many participants identified that for Pacific women who are over thirty, they are

at greater risk of developing poor health as there is little health information directed to

that age group. As explained below,

I have noticed that Pacific people look after their children really well until they are

6. Then until they are young adults Pacific people still do generally OK because they

are involved in school projects, like sports. But beyond 30 there is nothing telling

Pacific people about how to keep healthy. There is no planning for the future. If you

don't have money, you don't have choices. In the Islands we had to do everything

for ourselves, no rushing around, managed to go to the doctor through trading food,

we didn't do as much in that we learnt to look after ourselves by being self

sufficient. (F: 8 & 9).

In looking at health issues concerning Pacific women who are "beyond thirty",

many participants also identified specific health issues concerning our elders within

41l Refer to Page 106, in Chapter four within this thesis.
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the Pacific community. It is important to stress that the elderly within a Pacific

context, are a unique and special group. They are their community's and family's

leaders and play an important role in many cultural functions, local church groups,

and voluntary groups within New Zealand and in the Pacific. They are also generally

an active group who have an essential and involved role with their family. In

identifying this group as having health issues therefore, this is because many

participants felt that they have largely "missed out" in regard to health promotion.

The age group I think needs most attention is the age group between forties and

sixties. The younger age group has (especially in New Zealand) grown up with more

exposure to education, but this age group needs information. I had to encourage two

grandmothers to go for a cervical smear and a mammogram. I had to spend time with

them and explain why they needed to go as well as relate the ideas to their family.

It was only when I said, hey what happens if you die, what about your family? What

about your children? I told them if they wanted to live longer they needed to do

these things. I also talked about myself in that I do these things so I can see my

children grow up, and my grandchildren. I do not promote these ideas through

talking about their personal health, especially with areas you cannot see like for

smears. You have to talk to the person first, and stress it is for the health of their

children. (H: 4).

Many participants felt that elders within the Pacific community were also

experiencing health issues because their health is regarded as less of a priority in

comparison with their community work. As argued by the participant below, she felt

that this is a large contribution to why our elders are experiencing ill health.

One thing I have noticed is that many of our elders who give so much die quite

young. That is people who have been really big givers. Did you know (name)? People
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always talk about how he would always help everyone and was so keen to give. It was

so sad that he died young... Our elders should be relaxing more, but they are still so

caught up. It worries me when I see our elders so stressed. I really think it is stress

that is making them sick. (G: 4 & 5).

Many participants felt that as a community, we need to address these issues

and support our elders by showing them that they do not have to do everything

themselves.

We need to show some appreciation for those who have worked hard ... We need to

support our own community through showing it. Our people laugh a lot of the hurt

off, but you can't do it all the time. I do it myself... There is sti 11 a lot of my

generation dying, I would like to see us living longer and enjoying life. (A:lO).

I think we all have to know our limitations, we could go to a meeting every day, every

night if we wanted to, but we have to learn to prioritise and only pick a few and

serve those committees well. I think we are dying because we are overworked. We

need to realise the importance of our older people so that the younger ones can

learn from them. (D: 6).

Fear of the unknown

I think Pacific women are poor users of primary health for various reasons;

One. Financial restrictions.

Two. Uncomfortable with the service provided.

Three. Pacific women's health is a low priority to themselves because their primary

focus is their family, and

Four. Fear of the unknown. (E: 2).
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Although the first three points identified by this participant have been discussed

in some depth within this chapter, the "fear of the unknown" was also identified by

participants as a health issue among some Pacific women. This is a complex area to

discuss because it involves fear that is associated with notwanting to know.

In recognising that some Pacific women need support in their relationship with

mainstream healthcare services, participants stressed that Pacific women must be

given the opportunity to access cultural support when needed. It was also stressed

that Pacific women need the support of Pacific people who not only understand

cultural issues, but also how the health system works. As explained below,

There are 2 ways of reacting to sickness for Pacific women, and people in general.

One; You can close your eyes and recite a story about a cousin who had this

treatment and had died. This is an expression of fear, which inhibits women from

reacting or Two; You can do something about it but WITH the support of somebody

who is knowledgeable... This support that can accompany you to the doctors can be

within the family such as your grandmother, your aunty, or somebody who you are

comfortable with and knows how the system works... (F:l&2).

A Pacific approach to health

In discussing health issues concerning Pacific women, participants highlighted

that there is now a greater awareness of Pacific people's health needs within

mainstream health services. Although this is a positive step in addressing Pacific

women's health issues, it must be recognised that there are still limitations within this

approach. This is because although health providers can learn to be culturally

sensitive to Pacific women's health needs, they still need to experience Pacific

culture to achieve an awareness. As explained below,
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I feel that although you can teach people certain things, you can only ever learn a

few key things because maybe you are not generally interested in everything.

Therefore because you only learn a few things, the rest you have to learn through

experience. Although a course can help in showing you how to not commit huge faux

pas, it is different from saying that you can work with people on holistic matters, or

that they understand you, to achieve positive results. You cannot learn family

dynamics through being at university or a course. Only through experience. However

I also do not think that most people believe that after doing such courses, that they

are then 'culturally aware'. (B:3).

One of the major issues highlighted by participants therefore, is that Pacific

women need Pacific people who can support them in not only health matters, but

within cultural issues as well.

I feel it is extremely important to upskill our own community. To upskill more people

who can work within both systems. I do not want people who want to hop on the

"research bandwagon" to make money, but those who are prepared to commit for a

long time, who have an interest in the area of health and Pacific people as a vocation

and have sufficient ties to the community. It is an area which requires constant

upskilling therefore you need long term commitment. (B: 6).

The idea that Pacific women need long term commitment in addressing their

health issues was stressed by many participants as an important part of Pacific

women's health. This is because health issues that effect Pacific women also impact

upon Pacific families and their wider communities. In approaching health issues

concerning Pacific women therefore, it is important that Pacific women are given the

opportunity to discuss not only what they need with regard to health, and also how
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they would like to achieve these needs. As explained below, it is important that this

communication takes place within and between Pacific communities and mainstream

health services.

We need to communicate within OUR community first in addressing our health

needs. We need to keep on communicating, sometimes it may be loud noises, but we

are used to it. It has been happening to some extent in Dunedin, the community is a

bit bruised but we are together. We need to be aware, we need to learn so when we

come together, we need to be aware of the issues that surround us. We need to talk,

talk, talk. There is not enough talking in the community. Because people are applying

a Palagi process, we need to talk and participate or else we will miss out ... HFA

(Health Funding Authority), has it's own processes, they can't get out of policies,

they only listen to a few groups! Let us form a meeting to sort it out. Need to

examine overall bodies within the community to see if they are representative ... The

HFA needs education as well, they need to know snags as they don't know how the

community works. And we need to talk together so that we know what the community

wants. (D:!).

In looking at adopting a Pacific approach to health therefore, many participants

stressed that this has to be in a holistic way that includes, rather than marginalises

the complexity involved for Pacific women and health. As explained below,

I really think that is the key. That aspect of health. If it is not holistic then our

women are not included in that without an overall approach, it doesn't work ...

"Positively me"41 was great because it meant that the women were there together,

having a laugh, sharing food, having time out from their lives ... The issues of

spirituality within health is crucial but I really think you need to encourage an

41 "Positively me" was a conference organised by the Dunedin central PACIFICA branch. It concentrated on
empowering Pacific women and encouraging good health.
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awareness amongst Pacific women so that they know what choices they have. But

first you need an awareness. (G: 8 & 9).

A key factor stressed by participants in achieving this awareness, is having

Pacific women participate in the formation of health approaches that effect their

lives. As discussed below, with the right support from both the Pacific community

and mainstream health providers, Pacific women can work in addressing their own

health issues to support a sustainable approach to health.

We can grow in mainstream with the right appropriate care and people who can

provide a supporting role. And that is on both sides, in the mainstream and within

our Pacific communities. In my role I receive excellent community feedback, and I

feel most Pacific people are happy with my position... (C: 3).

Conclusion

In discussing how health is understood, communicated and expressed by

participants, it is obvious that there are many complex issues involved. For example,

a prominent theme among participants is that the expression of health is not only

confined within a biomedical context, but involves cultural expressions of health as

well. In discussing what health means to participants therefore, this meant

recognising that health is a cultural construct which in a Pacific context, means

involving the family paradigm.

In trying to balance a community or family approach to health while maintaining

their own health needs, many participants said this was a difficult task. The

expression of ill health therefore, was attributed to situations where Pacific women
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were unable to negotiate their personal health, with the many responsibilities that

they have. For example factors such as trying to balance a community approach to

health, managing financial constraints, being the primary healthcare provider for their

family, addressing their personal health needs within their family context and

participating within their Pacific and church communities, are only some of the

pressures that some Pacific women have to negotiate. Participants stressed that the

expressions of ill health and health within Pacific women's lives therefore, are not

only due to structural or cultural influences, but is a combination of both.

In discussing health issues with participants, I not only wanted to explore what

participants think are some of the major health issues effecting Pacific women within

New Zealand, but also to acknowledge some of the viable suggestions that they have

concerning health issues that effect their lives. In response to these issues many

participants stressed that what they needed most, was the opportunity to address

their health issues in a way that supports a Pacific approach to health. As explained

below,

The government has to remember that health issues do not exist by itself. There

are political, economical, and cultural factors which all play a part. The government

says we need education, but we also need work. We need to feed ourselves ... We are

so over legislated that we can't do the work that we can do ourselves. If we could

we would be employed, be economically safe and have a strong political standing.

There needs to be a holistic approach. I don't want money! I want the opportunity to

do it myself... I believe that much of the legislation goes against the creativity of

people. All people, not just Pacific people. However for many Pacific people, they do

not share the same economic space that Palagi do. We also have a different

philosophy, we have a group economical approach to things, and for many Palagi

people, they share an individual approach. (D:8).
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Identified by the above participant are many factors that impact upon, support

and challenge Pacific women in regard to health. It is important to recognise that

Pacific women's health issues therefore, do not exist in isolation but represent a

complex myriad of negotiations that for many Pacific women, includes the tentative

balance between conceptual and practical expressions of health.
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Chapter SIX

Conclusion

When I was nine years old, two major things happened in my life. I was sent to

Nuku'alofa for summer, and the woman who was caring for me died on New Years

day. I did not know at the time the name of her illness, but I did know that she was

very ill. I would watch relatives come around and bring traditional Tongan medicine,

massage her with coconut oil, and pray for her ... On new years eve I watched a

doctor give her illness a Palagi name; "breast cancer"...

I want to look at health issues concerning Pacific women and health because I want

to know, why do we die young? (Researcher's notes: 2).

The above quote was taken from my personal research notes concerning one

of the reasons why I wanted to do this thesis. It represents a naive time when I

thought that my research questions were simple aims, that could be easily answered.

These aims however, have since developed into ideas and issues that are complex,
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multiple and personal. In writing this chapter therefore, I do not aim to conclude ideas

expressed within this thesis, but instead to propose a continuum from where the

diversity among Pacific women and their ideas about health, is celebrated.

In chapter one of this thesis, I stated that I did not want to provide solutions

concerning Pacific women's health issues, but to encourage a richer awareness of

how some Pacific women express health within their lives. In discussing how

participants understand, communicate and express health therefore, this involved

recognising the complex relationship between factors such as identity, gender,

socioeconomics and cultural constructions of health.

Primarily, the many structural influences upon Pacific women's health were

debated, critiquing the assumption that it is not necessarily being part of Pacific

culture that encourages ill health, but that Pacific people have at times, been

exposed to unhealthy situations which has sustained poor health among their

communities. In discussing health issues concerning Pacific women, they were

identified as a distinct group because they have specific health concerns that

separates them from the rest of their Pacific community, and from other women in

New Zealand. To help explore health issues, I chose to talk with Pacific women who

work vocationally and voluntarily between their Pacific communities and health

services, in recognition of their in-depth knowledge concerning not only Pacific

women, but also in regard to health issues.

In exploring participants' interpretations of health, I first had to critique the

concept of "health" by developing an appropriate theoretical and methodological

approach. Health issues concerning Pacific people have been predominantly placed

within a biomedical perspective that has at times, constrained interpretations within a
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Pacific framework. In discussing health with participants I had to recognise that

health is not a definitive idea that falls neatly between social, cultural or biomedical

explanations, but is complex encompassing a mixture of each. In developing an

appropriate research approach therefore, I had to situate myself not only in relation to

anthropological theory concerning health, but also in regard to participants.

Although some people would argue that my identity as a "Pacific women"

rendered me as an "insider", in many fundamental ways I was also very much an

"outsider" in that my experiences as a Pacific woman, are unique from participants. In

recognising that my research position was located between the two positions

therefore, I decided to develop a methodology that was not only appropriate in an

anthropological or ethical sense, but also in a Pacific context as well.

In discussing health with participants, I wanted to acknowledge that primarily,

participants had a difficult task. They not only had to "discuss" their ideas concerning

health, but to evaluate and critique them. Participants' ideas therefore, represented

issues concerning the complex relationship between cultural identity and health.

In discussing identity and health, a prominent theme among participants'

opinions was that it is important to not generalise about Pacific women or Pacific

people. It was constantly emphasised that Pacific women are diverse and although

they recognise that they share many commonalities in regard to health, it is their

differences that remain an important part of who they are, and how they interpret

health within their lives. Stating that "Pacific women" encompass many different

ethnic groups within health polices for example, does not suffice if there is little

understanding of the differences that exist among Pacific women. The
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marginalisation of Pacific women within health policy therefore, was a major health

issue identified by many participants.

In critiquing identity issues with participants I found that although they did not

like being placed within pan-Pacific categories, they recognised that within a New

Zealand context, and in specific situations, a pan-Pacific approach can provide

important support for Pacific women negotiating issues concerning health. What

separates these approaches is the difference between the use of a pan-Pacific

identity to describe Pacific women, and the adoption of a pan-Pacific approach to

address Pacific women's health issues. In discussing issues concerning identity and

health therefore, I not only wanted to discuss participants' reactions to poor health

statistics, but to explore some of the discreet and subtle ways in which some Pacific

women express health. In identifying some of these subtle issues, discussed were

how participants understand, communicate and express health and ill health within

their lives.

Although participants expressed many diverse ideas, a fundamental theme that

linked these ideas together was that cultural expressions of health, were

predominantly expressed through the family context. One of the major 'health issues

identified by participants therefore, is that many Pacific women have to continually

balance their cultural expressions of health, with their individual health needs.

Consequently, the expression of ill health was attributed to situations where Pacific

women were unable to negotiate their personal health, with the many roles and

responsibilities that they have.

It is important to recognise that these issues are not only due to different

understandings of health, but involve concepts related to how health is valued among
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some Pacific women. For example, in trying to negotiate their roles within their family,

church, work, Pacific communities, identity, gender, culture and socioeconomic

factors, it is not difficult to understand why Pacific women's health is at times

marginalised. However, equally recognised is that cultural understandings of health

through the family paradigm, is fundamental for many Pacific women in their

expression of health. One of the major challenges therefore, is developing an

approach that addresses Pacific women's health needs, without compromising their

cultural expressions of health.

It is important to recognise that these challenges are beginning to be addressed

by some mainstream health services and by many Pacific women. These are the

people who are committed to not only improving the health of Pacific women, but

also to improving the health of Pacific communities. In addressing Pacific women's

health therefore, it is important that not only Pacific women, but also Pacific

communities and mainstream health services are involved in the formation of Pacific

women's health solutions. As Anae (2001) argues,

In the former scenario, Pacific people are passive pawns, at the mercy of external factors

and decidedly not in control of their destinies. In the latter, Pacific people are active

agents, and their world-views and experiences reflect their own articulations of

Christianity, money, movement and their changing cultures and identities. (Anae: 2001:

104).

Although I do not attempt to answer my original research aim, I do attempt to

show that Pacific women are active agents in negotiating health within their lives That

implicit within "Pacific women", are a diverse group of individuals who have complex

and sometimes contradictory views about health. It is important to recognise that
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Pacific women's health issues therefore, do not exist in isolation, but represent a

complex negotiation of biomedical, social, spiritual and cultural expressions of health.
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